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INTR01.)UCTION 
This thes~uru.s has been compiled .to provide a' basic vocabulary of terms 
for use in indexing documents concerned with faba bea,ns and ~entils 1 or 
in retrieving information oli those crops, as major activities o! two 
specialized information services. These are: FABIS, the Faba Bean 
Information Service, operating as a component of the Communications and 
Documentation program at the International Centre for Agricultural 
Research in the Dry Areas (IC.ARDA); and LENS, the Lentil Experimental 
News Service, operated by IC.ARDA in cooperation with the University 0£ 
Saskatchewan• : 
As f aba beans and lentils have much in common, their terminology is 
conveniently'considered jointly, thus avoiding much needless repetition. 
The thesaurus may also be lookeQ. upon as a specialized sub.Jset of 1;he 
Thesaurus on Tropical Grain and Forage Lepes (Leatherdale 1977) prepared 
for the International Grain Legumes Information Centre at the International 
Institute of Tropical Agriculture (CIAT). These thesauri follow an 
established pattern of crop-related vocabularies that have been compiled 
with the assistance and expertise of the Information Sciences Division ot 
the International Development Research Centre (IDRC) of Canada, some 0£ 
them for use with information systems operated at other international 
centres within the Consultative Group for Internatioµal Agricultural 
Research and others for specialized international systems developed at 
other centres of agricultural excellence. All these thesauri have links 
with the terminology of AGROVOC, the multilingual thesaurus of AGI;US. 
A thesaurus is a controlled, structured vocabulary of terms that collect-
ively indicate the subject scope of an information system. It contains 
two types of terms: those which have been selected for use in describing 
individual concepts are called descriptors; tho$e that are considered as 
synonyms are called non-descriptors. Information is input to the system 
by using a sequence of pertinent descriptors that portray the subject 
content of a given document. Thus a paper entitled 'Analysis of some 
structural and biochemical constituents of rust-resistant and susceptible 
cultivars of lentil' m.lgh~, say, be inde~ed with such a string of descrip-
tors as ~TIL CU1~IVAltS - HOST-PLANT Ri::SISTANCE - UROMYCBS FABAE -
ANALYSIS - CuNP0SITION~ Conversely, these descriptors presented as .a 
'profile' when requesting information from the system would indicate the 
existence of that paper pius ~ny others that may have been indexed with 
the same descriptors. · The non-descriptors are aids to finding the correct 
descriptor to use: they do not indicate that one term is right a.l).d all 
others wrong,,but that one has been selected to ensure that~ particular 
concept is indexed in the.information system consistently. For example, 
SULPHUR is used as a descriptor, but the non-descriptor 'sulfur' is also 
included to guide the user to whom the latter spelling is more familiar. 
This thesaurus contains approximately 1940 descriptors and 10QO non-desc-
riptors. 
The thesaurus is presented in two sections~ In Section 1: Categorized 
Listing, the.whole .vocabulary is divided among ten subject headings, thus 
giving an idea of the subject ·scopes 0£ FABIS ann LENS. This gives a 
broad view. Of the subject, .. ann may. be helpful in locating a particular 
subject area; but 'g-0nerally this Section is less effective than Section 2 
for indexing purposes. · The thesauric unit is the descriptor. In Section 1, 
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major descriptors (or 'top termsg) appea~ to the left~hand side of the 
page. Narrower or more specific descriptors are listed below themp 
preceded by a dash ( - ). No detail is given in this Section, except 
to show respective related_ terms, whiChoccupy the rigjit-hand side of 
the page and are preceded· 'by an aste·risk t~) .• 
The following example shows the term layout ·in Section 1: 
D AGHONOMY AND CULTIVA~ION 
CULTURAL HB•.:tUIRi!.NENTS . 
- SliIL IlliQUIRENE"'"TS 
- SOIL MICROBIOLOGY 
- SL.:IL FLORA 
- RHIZOBIA 
* WATER REQUIREY"w.:NTS 
* PEJJOCLIMA'l1IC FAr.TORS 
* SOILS 
* ~OIL FERTILITY 
* ECO.LOGY 
* SOIL POPULATIONS 
* NITROG£N FIXATION 
* NODULA.TION 
* L.'rOCULATION 
Here, CULTUltAL .fu:.~UI:HZH~NTS is a major descriptor in category D 
(Agronomy and cultivation): it has no broader or more generic tenu. 
CULTIVA'i'IUN is a descriptor related intellectually to CULTURAl~ REQ.UI:HE~ 
MENTS. SOIL REQUIHEH8NTS is· one of the na~ower or more spec:ific 
descriptors to CULTURAL BJ:;(iUilli.J18NTS, with three related descriptors., 
SOIL HIChUBIOLOGY is a narrower descriptor to SOIL REQ.UIREHEN'l~S; it has 
a related d-scriptor, ~OIL FLORA is a narrower descriptor to SOIL 
MICRu.BIOi.OGY. with two related descriptors. RIUZOBTA is a m:Lrrower 
descriptor to SOIL FLOR~.· a:-:rl' a final term in a hierarchy desc:ending 
ever more narrowlv from CULTURAL fil.Q.UIREM.El~TS. RHIZUBIA hai:; three · 
related descriptors~· (The detan of the related descriptors is given 
ei+her at their correct locatio~ in another hierarchical string, or in 
· se.ctiori 2.) 
Se,.tinn.£: :!lphabetical Listing iS the more important pa'."t of the . 
thesaurus. for in it are displayed each descriptor's full' ran@~ ·of 
relationships. The descriptors, in upper case (capitals). and the 
non-descriptors, in lower case (s~all t;YPe), are given in a single 
aluhabetical word~hy-word sequence. Hyphens are treated as spaces. 
and numerals are ignored for alphabetization. Thus the deAcriptor 
'2.4-D' occurs a-+: the beginning of thA D sequencA. 
The usual thesauric conventions have been applied, with Broader Term, 
Narrower Term and Related Term indicated by BTI NT and RT, respectively. 
The us~ of RT is equivalent in search terms to the instruction "Ree also". 
A descriptor is us~lly sUf.ficiently defined by its ter"t relationships, 
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which place it semantically; but some descriptors and. exceptionally, 
non-descriptors are accompanied by a Scope Note (SN) when it has been 
felt that explanation or limitation was required in the context of this 
thesaurus. The synonyms, quasi-synonyms or pseudo-synonyms that a 
descriptor stands for in the system are indicated by UF (•Use For•), and 
the reciprocal statement USE is employed only with the non-descriptors. 
A letter after each descriptor shows the category or categories in which 
the term is to be found in Section 1. · 




PHYSICAL CONTROL E 
SN Physical, manual or 
mechanical methods 
of pest control 
UF mechanical control 
BT PEST CONTROL !1IETHODS 




USE PiiY~ICAL CONTROL 
Descriptor and category letter 
.§.cope ,!'!.ote 
Use !,or this synonym (non-
descriptor) 
Broader Term, more generic 
- th~ PHY~ICAL CONTROL 
) ,!'!.arrower _!erms, more specific 
) than Ph-Y~ICAL COl'lTROL 
.!!,elated .!,erm to PHY~ICAL CONTHUL 
Non-descriptor (synonym) 
USE this descriptor 
The terms listed in the thesaurus do not remain static. There will 
inevitably be additions, probably deletions, and certain other changes 
indicated by the requirements of the systems and their users. FA.BIS 
and LENS welcome suggestions and comments that may be used to improve 
future editions. 
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SECTION 1: CATEGORIZ.i:!.'D LISTING. 
A FABA BEANS, LENTILS AND .l:tELATED Pi.ANTS 
PLANT GEOGRAPHY 












- LENS CULINARIS 
- LENS CULINARIS MACROSPEllMA 
- LENS CULINAlt.IS MICiiOSPBfillA 
* ECOLOGY 
* HISTORY 
* PLANT GEOGRAPHY 
* TRADITIONS 
* PLANT INTRODUCTION 
* IDI::NTIFICATION' 
* NOMENCLATUEE 
* VICIA FABA 
* FABA .BEAN CULTIVARS 
* LENS CULINARIS 
* LENTIL CULTIVARS 
* WEED LEGUMINOSAE 
* LENTILS 
- LENS CULil~ARIS GBEX AETHIOPICAE 
- LENS CULIN.ARIS ABYSSINICA 
- LENS CULINARIS COPrICUM 
- LENS CULINARIS GBEX ASIATICAE 
- LENS CULINARIS GREX EUHOPEAE· 
- LENS CULINARIS GBEX INTE.RMEDIAE 
- LENS CULINARIS GREX PILOSAE 
- LENS CULINARIS GREX ~traSPONTANEA.E 
- LENS ERVOIDES 
- LENS MONTB.RETII * VIVIA 
- LENS NIGRICANS 
- LENS ORIENTALIS 





~ VICIA BI'i'HYNICA 
- VICIA FA.BA 
- VICIA FABA GREX E~UINA 
":" VICIA FABA GREX. hAJOR 
.::., VICIA ..&"ABA 'GREX NI.NOR 
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- VICIA FABA GB.EX PAUCIJUGA 
- VICIA GALILAEA 
- VICIA JOHA.NlUS 
- VICIA MELANuPS 
- VICIA NARBO~BNSIS 
- VICIA PEREGliINA 
= VICIA PLINIANA 
- VICIA SBrtRATIFOLIA 
* VICIA (iJEED) 
* IJ:;NS 1'10HTBHBTII 
* FABA BEANS 
* VICIA PLINIAI~A 









































































- LEAF AREA- INllEX 
- PLAN'r VASCULAR· SYSTEM 
- ROOTS 
- ROOT HAIRS 
- STEMS 











- CANOPY * TRANSPIRATION 
* MESOPHYLL 










* VASCULAR TISSUES 
* TRAl~310CATION 







* SHOOTS * BUDS 
* BRANCHING 
* PLANT HA.BIT 






















- Mi:liISTENS . 
- APICAL l~le;RISTEMS 
- CAHoIUH 
















!· •• ·:, 
* ;;;TONA.TA 

















* PLANT PHYSIOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
* BIOCiIE1'1ISTRY 
* PHENOLOGY 
* DEVELOPN.1!~1TAL STAGES 
* PH0TOI'.ERIOD 
* GE.A~ONAL DEVELOPMENT 
* CELL DIVISION 
* DIFFERENTIATION 
* MORPHOGENESIS 





- PLANT rlEPRODUCTION 
- Ai::iEX.UA.L REPRO~UcTION 
- F.i:.R'.rILIZATION 
- CROSS FERTILIZATION 
- ~'ELF FBRTILIZATION 
- POLLINATION 
- INS~CT POLLINATION 
- TRIPPING 
- WIND POLLINATION 
- SELF POLLiiiATI ON 
- PLANT NUTltITION 
- TROPISMS 
PLA.i'lT PHY~IO~OGICAL PiiOCE~:JES 
- PiiuTOSYNTHE~IS 
.' .'. 
- CAHBON FIXATION 
- PHOTOPHOSPHORYLATION 
* PLANT FERTILITY 
* PROPAGATION 
* CLONES 
* PLANT FERTILITY 
* POLLINATION 




* HAND POLLINATION 
* UPEN POL~INATION 
* ISOLATION 
* INCOHPATIBILITY 
* POLLINATING INSECTS 
~ B.i!lES 
* lIBN""~ICL~L ARTHROPODS 
* ENTOMOLOGY 
- HONEYBI::ES 
- BUMBLE BEES 
* KEELS 
* S~LF FBliTILIZATION 
* SELFING 
* NIHBiiALS .Alm NUTRIENTS 
* NUTRITIONAL REQ.Uilli!;J•JENTS 
* TRANSLOCATIOU 
* PLANT PHY~IOLOGY 
* NUTRITIONAL REQUIREMEi:iTS 




* PHOTOSYNTllliTIC A.REA 
* LEAF AREA INDEX 
* CHLOROPLASTS 




* LIGlfT1 ENERGY 
* MESOPHYLL 
* OXYGEN 




(PLANT PHY~lIOLOGICAL PHOCESSES) 
- PLANT ASSIMILATION 












- FLu . vMING 
- FliUI'rING 
- RIP:t.:NING · 








* PROT~IN SYNTHESIS 
* ·.,;ATER RE~UIRil1ENTS 
* CANOPY 
* STOMATA 
* NUTRIENT UPrAKE 
* SYSTEMIC CONTROL 
* PLANT VASCULAR SYSTEM 
* PLANT DEV-..!:L0Pl'IBNT 
* S.l!:EDS 
* PLANT FERTILITY 
* PLANT TOXINS 
- AFLATOXINS 
- PALMATUXINS 




















* CELL DIVISION' 
* PROTEIN SYUTHESIS 
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- NODULATION EFFECTIVITY 
* ABIOTIC DISORDERS 
* NINERAL DEFICIENCIES 
* CROP LOSSES 
* CO-BNZYMES 
~ ADP * PHOTOPHOSPHORYLATIO~ 
- A'l1P * PHOTUPHUSPHURTLATION 
* TRANSFER RNA 
* MITOCHONDRIA 






* NODULAmioN EFFECTIVITY 
* NITROGEN 
* .SUCROSE 
* PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
* ANIHAL PHYSIOLOGY 




* CLIMATIC iiEQ.UIRENEtr:es 
* SOIL REQ!TI~HTS 
* WATEH. REG.UIRl:11ENTS 
* ElNI.H.OW•Ii:.NTAL EZFECTS 
* PHENULOGY 
* C:UIMATIC H.EQ.UIRfillENTS 
* PLANT Ph'"YSIO.LOGY 
* PLANT GEOGRAPHY 
* PLANT POPULATIONS 
* RHIZOSPHERE 
* ROOTS 
* SOIL FAUNA 
* SOIL FLORA 
* BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
* ALLELOPATHY 
* A.i.~AGONISTS 
* PARASITIC INSECTS 





C BRZEDTNG .AND GENETICS 
CYTOLOGY 




- CELL STRUCTUHE 
- CELL WALLS 
-.CYTOPLA.:iHIC ORGANELLES 
- DICTY0SOMES 






















* ULTRA~TRUCTURE . 
' * CELLULOSE 
* GOLGI APPARATUS 






* PHOTO;jYNTBETIC :PIGi•ll:liTS 
* DICTYUSONES 
* ~.uOPLASMIC RETICULUM . 












- COi,lP.u.&•ihNTAHY G.i!.i.'IBS 
- DUP1ICATB GEN~S 
- Ll:;THAL Li-.i:.:l-IBti 
- I>l.AJ UR Giii:ES 
- .MODIFYil~G G.w.NES 
- PO.L YGEliES 
- POLY!'IEiiIC G.c;lIBS 
- tiUPBltG.l:.;NES 
G.i:Jfl~:'11IC liliSOURCES 
- Gt.NE POOLS 
INl:IBRI TA.i."i CE 
- CYTOPLA;;JNIC IiiHE.RIT.A.NCE 













* LAND RACES 
* GBNETIC 8LEI1ENTS 
- EPISO.MES 
= PLA::>MI.DS 
* GE~ETIC TRANSFORMATION 
- GBl~ETIC CODE 
* A.L'1I1W ACl.liS 
* .t-iESSL!.'iGBR RNA 
* NlJCL.EuTIDBS 
* PRuT.i:.:IN SYNTHESIS 
* ChROMOSOMES 
* CH.ii0I1u;:>01·~ IWUPULATION 




* P01Y1'1ElUC GBN".i:.;s 
* COMPLl:.!l•JENT.ARY G.D.NES 
* DUPLICATE GiNES 
* GERHPLASM 













- .MESSENGER RNA 












- GB~iltATIONAL ~TBRI~ITY 






* CHltONOSOMES · 
* HIBUSOMES 
* HI.BOSE 
* G.c.;J.IB'.i'IC CODE 
* POLYPEPI'IDES 
* ATP 
* Ai•1INO ACIDS 
* PrtOTEIN SYNTHESIS 
* AMINO ACIDS 










* PLANT ill!:PRUDUCTION 
* Fu;RTI1IZATION · 
* B.hEEDING 
*Gl::h.MINATION 
* S.i::LF POLLI.i:~ATION 
* INThRSPBCI.HC ST.i!:.HILITY 
* ¥IA.LE STERILITY 
* HW0l"J.PATIBILITY 
* Ei'1ASCULATION 
* BREEDING AIMS 




* PLANT FBRTILITY 
* SEED 






* MUTATION BHEEDING 
* POLYPLOIDY 
(BRE~DIUG) 
- r.A.NJ.JOM MATING 








- YIE1D INCHEA.~E 
- PLASTICITY 
- HABIT IMPnOV'".c.J•lE11T 
- HOST-PLAlfr RESISTANCE 
- DRUUGHT TOLli:RAi.~CE 
B~..i.Jil'lG M1!oTHuDS 
- CHliOaO;)u.MC: MA.NIPULA'.L1ION 
- CONV.i:;RGEl~T L'J.PROVEN.BNT 
- :t;NASCULATION 
- HYBRID VIGOUR 
- INCONPATIBILITY 
- INTEH::>PBCIFIC STEhILITY 
... ISOLATION 
- MALE STERILITY 
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* OPEN POLLL"'lA.1l1ION 
* SELF POLLI~ATION 
* IN.BREEDING 
* SELFS 
* PLANT EXPLORATION 
* GENETIC RESuURCES 




* PRODUCTIVITY POTEiNTU.L 
* YIELDS 
* PLASTICITY 
* YIB1D CON.PONENTS 
* YIELD INCREASE 
* PLA.lfr HABIT 
* BIOLOGICAL CONTHOL 
* DISEASE CUHTROL 




* PlWGillfY TESTIUG 
* EXPEfilME.i.~TAL TECHNilWES 
* TISSUE CULTURE 
* CULTURE MEDIA 
* CELL CULTURE 
* CULTURE· l'iEDIA 
* GE.i.1ES 
* Al'lTHERS 
* MU.tt.PHOLOGICAL STERILITY 
* F1 If.f.BRIDS 
* POLLINATION 
* NOR.PHOLOGICAL STEIUl,ITY 
* STERILITY 
* POLLINATION 
* G.i:.NERATIONAL ST.8RILITY 
(BID:lEDING 11.c.'i'i:ilWS) 
- N1JTATIO~ Bit.i:£DI.NG 
- PULYPLOIDY 
CULTIVARS 
- FA.BA B.i:~AH CULTIVARS 
- AQUADULCE 
- EXPLt.ESS 
- GIZA 3 
- GIZA 4 
- HUDEIBA 72 
- ILB 1811 
- ILB 1816 
- lfiW l'iAHMOTH 
- SEVILLE GIAlff 





- CHILEAN 78 
- ESTuN 
- FAMILY 370 
- GIZA 9 
- HUltA.i'fI 1 









- PUSA 1 
- RED CHIEF 
- T 6 
- T 36 
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* MUTATION 
* MUTAGENS * IRRADIATION 
.. - COLCHICINE 






* PROPAGATION MATBRIALS 
* ASEXUAL REPRODUCTION 
* HYBRIDS 
- F1 HYBRIDS: 
* SP:l!;CIES 
- SUBSPECIES 











- wIUTBiiLIK PULL 11 
- d~~Tf.RLIK hED 51 
- ii!NT:i:;RLIK YEJIL 21 
- WINTERLIK Y.:.:SIL 31 
- RECUNhE.i.lDBD V.A..dlt:TIES 
D AGRONOMY AND CULTIVATION 
AGROi.~Ol'lY 
AGRONOMIC CHARACTERS 
- PLANT HABIT 
- CLIMBING HA.dIT 
- PRU~TRATE HA.DIT 
- E.HECT HA.BIT. 
- INTERNE~IATE HABIT 
- .;.;;:;TERI•Ul~ACY 
- D~T~RNI~ATE VA.li.IETIES 
- INDl!:T,ej{l>UNATE VA.HIETIES 
- PLANT WEATID..RING 
- LuDGING 
- POD CtlAltAC'i'BliS 
- POD Ll:.NGTH 
- POD SHAPE 
- SHAT.TERI.NG 
- SEASOlUL .DBVELOPN.iiliT 
- EARLY DEV.i::LOPMENT 







* MANAG~T PRACTICES 
* CUl. .. TIVATION 
* CULTIVATION SYSTEMS 
* PLANT PrtOTECTION 




* HA.BIT IN.P.iiOV-t:MENT 
* PLANT AHATOMY 
* HARV~.:iTING 
* TINING 
* BNVI.iiONHENTAL EFFECTS 
* PODS 
* CROP LOSSES 
















- S.i:!:EDING HATES 
• SuWING DEPTH 

















* SEED TREATI<JENT 
* CULTIVATION SYSTEMS 
* CULTURAL HEQUIREMEN'rs 
* AG.:tONOMY 
* LAND PREPARATION 




* S.t:.EDBED * TILTH 
* PROPAGATION 
* SPACING 
* SOWING EQUIPMENT 
* TIMING 
* TIMING 









* EVAPORATION SUPPRESSANTS 
- DliY MULCHES * HOEING 
- LIVE MULCHES 
*PODS 
* WEEDS 
* COVER CROPS 
* WEED CONTROL 
* HOEING 
CU:i...TUiiAL .i:tBQ.UIREi>liNTS 
- CLI.i"tATIC. RE~UIRi:I'IENTS 
- LIGHT 
- LIGHT ENERGY 
- LIGHT INTBNSITY 
- PHUTOPBRIOD 
- TEI<iPbHATViiE 
- AIR T:c:.!1P~HA'rU11.E 
- SOIL Ti:l'lP~l:iATURE 
- NUTRITIONAL liEQUIH.E:i.~llilNTS 
- .FEhTILil.EHS 
- AG.i:tICUVrUHAL LINB 
- NIT.i:i.UG:i::N Fi:;RTILIL.l!;RS 
- ANIDE FE.nTILIZERS 
- CALCIUM CYNAMIDE 
- ill& 
- ANhONIUM JtB.nTILI:6ERS 
- Al'-iMONIA Li01UTIONS 
- Ai"ll~10Niilll &rnYDRIDE 
- AMMONIUM CHLOhIDE 
- .A1•1NONIUM SULPHA'l1E 
- MIXED F~iiTILIZERS 





* PHENOLOGY * BNVIRONMENTAL EFY~CTS 
* PEDOCLIMATIC FACTORS 
* SOIL REQUIREMENTS 
* w~TER RE~UIRi!MENTS 
* LIGHT EFFECTS 
* SHADE 
* PHOTOSYNTHESIS 
* SOLAR RADIATION 
' * DAYLENGTH 
* PLiu'IT DKVELOPNENT 
* TEMPEH.ATURE EFE~CTS 
* HOST-PLANT RESIATNCE 
* STORAGE TEfiiPERATllliE 
* SOIL RE~UIRLr•lENTS 
* PLANT NUTrlITION 
* SOIL F~hTILITY 
* PLANT PHY~IOLOGICAL PROCESSES 
* FBRTILIZER PLAC~~IBNT 




* DI-AMMONIUN PHOSPHATE 
* r1.LONO-Ar-J•10HIUM PHO~PH.ATE 
* ~iIXED FErtTI1IZERS 
* CHLOliINE 
* SULPHUR 
* AMhONIUM F8RTILIZERS 
* NITRATE FErtTI1IZERS 
- AMNONIUM SULPHATE NITRATE * SULPHUR 
- . CALCIUM Al"l1"10NIUM NITRATE * CALCIUM 
- NITRATE FERTILIZERS * MIXED FERTILIZERS 
- CALCIUM NI~TE 
- POTASSIUM NITRATE 




( CULI'URAL RE~UiruJ<LE.l1TS) 
(~UTRITIONAL RL~UIR~NBl~TS) 
(FBl1.TILIZERS) 
- PHUSPHATE FEriTILIZEiiS 
- BASIC SLAG 
- DI-AMrIONIUM PHUSPHATE 
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- i'1Ul-i0-A1'1NuiHUM PHOSPHATE 
- DI-CALCIUM PHOSPHATE 
- FHENANIAPHuSPHATE 
- SUPE.HPHOSPHATES 
- CALCIUM ~UPERPHOSPHATE 
- DOUBLE SUPERPd0SPHATE 
- TRIPLE $UPERPHuSPliATE 
- POTASSIUM FEhTI1IZEhS 
- PUTAS~IUM BICAiiBONATE 
* PHu8PHORUS 
* Al'1MONIUN F.l!:.hTii.IZERS 




- PuTAS~Itfltl CliLURI.I.IE * CHLORINE 
- POTASSitfltl SULPHATE * SULPHUR 
- ~ULPHATE OF FOTASH~~!AGN~SIA * ~iAGlf~SIUM 
- DUNG 
- GREEN :tviA.imfu;S 
- SOIL RBQUIREMENTS 
* SULPrtUR 
* hlfr'i!FICATION 





















* WATER RE~UIREMENTS 
* PEDOCLil'iATIC FACTORS 
* SOILS 
* ECOI..OGY 
* E.l'J'VIH.O~"Mt.:.L~TAL EFFECTS 
* SOIL TEJ'1PERATURE 
* SOIL CONDITIONERS 
* EVAPORATION SUPPRESSANTS 
( CU1TURAL itE~UIRLl•ILNTS) 
(SOIL fu:~Uiiii.I{c;I-jJ:S) 
' ' ' 
- DRAINAGE 
- SuIL FErtTILITY 
Clli t?OS'i'ING 
- SLiIL INPOVERISHHi!:NT 
- SOIL MICROBI0LuGY 
- SvIL FAlli'l"A 
- .RiiIZllBIA 
- filiIZOBilJill ;.::daAIUS 
- SOIL FOR0SITY 
- .:iUIL Rc.:AC'riuNS 
- w'A'fi~R MQ.UIREMENTS 
WATER MANAG.ElVIE.1.'fT 
- '.i/ATER SUPPLY 
~ WELLS 
- 'w'ATBR STORAGE 
- ~ATEH .HESERVUIRS 
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* NJ]TRI'i'IONAL REQ.UIREMENTS 
. * Su IL rlICri03IOLOGY 
. * FA1L0w'ING . 
'..'• 
* SUIL F~RTILITY 
* ECO.LiOGY 
* SOIL POPULATIONS 
* !!;CuLOGY 
* SOIL POPUi.ATIONS 
* NI'.L'ROGE.N FIXATI0N 
* NODULA.TION 
* INOCULATION 
* HHIZOBIAL REACTIONS 
* PESTICIDE EFF~CTS 
* SE.liuTYP ING 
* HYDhUGBN-ION C0NCBNTRATION 
* STiU:SS FACTORS 
* SALiINITY 
* SuIL CHLl"lISTRY 
* CLIMA'l'IC ~Q.UIB.filiJEJ.'JTS 
* SOIL REQUilli:J{c:NTS 
* WA'i'ER AVAILABILITY 
* ECOLOGY 
* TRANSPirtATION 
* i!il~VIRONNi;i~TAL EFFECTS 
* RAINFALL 
- rt.AINFALL PATTERNS 
* SE.A.SONS 
* DROUGHT 
* A.HID LANI> 
* DROUGHT TOLE):{A;.~CE 
* WAi.'BR ~'rliESS 
* WATER MAJ.'JAGENENT 
* WATER AVAILABILITY 
* WATBR Hi~UIREHENTS 
* DRAINAGE 
* '.¥ATER S'.CORAGE 
* PUHPS 
* WATER SUPPLY 
(WATER MANAGEMENT) 
- IRRIGATION 
- IRRIGATION SYSTEMS 
' · -· FUlili.OW I.l:tRIGATION 
- SPRINKLER IR!tIGATION 
- SUBSU.dFACE IRRIGATION 
- TRICKLE IlliUGATION 




- .BE.11EFICIAL BACTEHIA 
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* iRRIGA'l'ION EQ.UI~~ . 
*·TIMING 
* COVER CROPS 
.! .',• 
* ENTUMOGENOUS BACTEHIA 






- D.rtY. SEABON 
- ·wE'l' SEASON 
- KiiAliIF ::)BASON 










- CERTIFIED SEED 
* SEASONAL DEVELOPMENT 
* RAINFALL PATTERNS 
* RABI SEASON 
* KHARIF SEASON 
*.AUTUMN 
* SPRI!m 
* CLII1ATIC SOIL TYPES 
* SuIL CH..8NISTRY 
* SOIL fu.!QUIREMENTS 
* URGA.NIC MATTER 
* PROPAGATION 
* CLONES 






- SEBD CHAitACTERS. 
- SEED COLOUR 
- S.&:.iJ SHAPE 
- SELD SIZE 
. - SkC.D QU.!l.ITY 
- SEED VIABILITY 
·- NUISTUHE TESTS 
- PURITY .Al~ALYSIS 
F.ABMING SYSTEMs 
- CULTIVATION SYSTEMS 
- FALLOWING 
- MIXED CROPPING 
- MOl-iOCULTURE 
- MUL'l'IPLE C.ltUPPING 
- ~OTATIONAL CROPPING 
- SECUU.i..rARY CROPPING 
- MIXED FA.liMING 
:HOT.ATIONAl.. CROPS 
- CERI:;ALS 















* SEED STORAGE 
i,> 
'. 
' ' *MANAGEMENT.PRACTICES 
*ECONOMICS 
* CULTIVATION· 
* SOIL FERTILITY · 
* MULTIPLE ChUPPING . 
* MIXED CROPPING 


















- FERTILIZER DISTHIBUTOlIB 
- SvwING EQUIPMENT 
- Bl:l.OADCAST SEEDERS 
- SJ:;.h;D DRILLS 




- iiARV1:.S'rii:m El,i.UIPMENT 
- Pi.Al~T PHarEC'l'ION EQ.UIPHi!il'JT 



























* PLANT PROTECTION 
* Milf.ii;RAL CONTEi~T 
* PLANT NUTRITION 
* .MI.NEhAL lJEFICIBHCIES 
* F~ED CONSTITUENTS 
* THACE ELEi'lENTS 
* TRAC.t; ELEHELiTS 
* AG!tICULTURAL LIME 
* CALCIUM Al"'il'lONIUM NITRATE 
* CALCIUM CYNAl'!InE 
* CALCIUM NITRATE 
* CALCIUM SUPERPHOSH:iATE 
* DI~CALCIUH PH.OSPH.ATE 
* AMMONIUM CHLORIDE 
* POTASSIUM CHLORIDE 
* TRACE ELENE.NTS 
* TRACE ELEMENTS 
* 'rRACE ELEHENTS. 
* TBACE ELENENTS 
* TRACE ELEMENTS 
* TRACE ELfil1ENTS 
(MINERA·Ls· AND .. l..UT.l:UENTS) 
- MAGlfESIID·t 















· - LIGHT EFFECTS 
- MOISTURE EFFECTS 
- TEMPERATURE EFFECTS 
- ~IND EFFECTS 
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* 'l1RACE ELEMENTS· 
* suLPHATE uF PorAsH-MAGNEsu . . 
* TRACE ELENENTS 
* TRACE ELEMENTS 
* NITROGEN CONTENT 
* NITROGEN CONVERSION 
* lHT.rlOGEN FIXATION · 





* PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 
* l>'IA.NURES 
* POTASSIUM FERTILIZERS 
* NAllfUBES 
* POTAS~IUM NITRATE 
* TRACE E.LEMEliTS 
* TRACE ELENENTS 
* SODIUM NITRATE 
* TRACE ELEMEl1TS 
* ELEl'lENTAL SULPHUR 
* AMHONIUM SULPHATE 
* AHr•1UiHUN SULPHATE NIT.HATE 
* POTASSIUM l:iULPrlATE · 
* !:iULPHA'l$ UF POTASH-MAGNESIA 
* TRACE KLEHENTS 
* TRACE ELEI'IENTS 
* TRACE l!:LEHEliTS 
* ECOLOGY 
* SITE FACTORS 
* PLANT WEATHERING 
* CLINATIC .liEQ.UihEMEi'iTS 
* SOIL HEQUIREMENTS 
* lvATER REQU~JENTS 
* SThESS FACTORS 
* CROP LOSSES 













- CLIHATIC SOIL TYPES 
- AfilD SUILS 
~ TROPICAL SOILS 
- XE.H.IC ;:l0ILS 
- WATER AVAILABILITY 
ST.hESS FACTORS 
- WATER STRESS 
TIMING 
24 
* ENVIRONMENTAL E.FFEC'l'S 
* CLIMATIC REQUIB .. E.ME!'f.rS 
* SOILS 
* ARID LA.l.'ID 
* WAYJfil NA.l~.AG}!;l'IJENT 
* WAT~R RE~UI.a&"'1E!~TS 
* ENVIRONMENTAL EFFl!~CTS 
* HYDROGEN~ION CONCENTRATION 





* IRRIGATION SCHEDUIJING 
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E C~uP PROTECTION 
PLANT PROTECTION 
- DISE,ASE CONTiiOL 
- VIRUS IN'.dIBI'l'ION 
- PE:lT CON'rROL 
- BIRD CUi~TROL 
- RODENT CONTROL 
- .INSECT CO!'l'rROL 
- 1'U'l.1E CONTROL 
- .NEJ.'1A:rOllE CON'rROL 
- MOL1USC CONTROL 
- WEED CON'l.1ROL 




- SEED '11~TMENT 
- SOIL TREATMENT 
- SYSTE!'1IC CONTROL 
- PHYSICAL CONTROL 
* PLANT PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 
* :j?Ei:iTICIDES 
* !·1ANAG.EMENT PRACTICES 
* BIOLOGICAL CONTROL 
* DIS.h:ASES 
* HUST-PLANT RESISTANCE 
* PLANT PATHOLOGY 
* PEtiT CONTROL .METHODS 
* FUNGICIDES 
* VIROSES 
* BIOLOGICAL cowrROL 
* PESTS. 
* HOST-PLANT BESISTAl~CE 
* ENTOMOLOGY 
* PEST CONTROL METHODS 
* INTEGRATED CONTROL 
* INJURIOUS BIRDS 
* BIRD HEPELLENTS 
* INJURIOUS MA.l.,.lMALS 
* RODENTICIDES 
* PEST INSECTS 
* IN::>EC'rICIDES 









* PEST CONTROL 
* DISEASE CONTROL 
* INTEGRATED CONTROL 











(PEST COl~TROL METHODS) 
- BIOLOGICAL COHTROL 
_, INSECT AGENTS 
- PARASITIC INSBCTS 
- PARASITIC MITES 
' - PRE.DACIUUS INSECTS 
- PREDACIOUS MI'rEs 
- E.NTONOGE.i.~uus Fill~GI 
- EHTOMOGE.i:iuUS BACTERIA 
- BACILLUS THUrtINGIENSIS 
- PI..Ai{T ::tUABANTHIE 
I.N'I'iGfu\'l'ED CON'".rROL 
ifrl'CNOLOGY 
- IHSECT BIOLOGY 
- INSECT Bl!:HAVIUUR 
- INS~CT BIONOMICS 




* DISEASE CONTROL 
* PEST co:NTROL 
* :,vEE;D CONTROL 
* INTt:GRATED CONTROL 
* BIOLOGICAL CONPETI'rION 
* HGST-PLAl:iT RESISTAl~CE 






* PLANT INTRODUCTION 
* PEST CONTROL 
* PEST CONTROL METHODS 
* BIULOGICAL CONTROL 
* INSECTS 
* BENEFICIAL ARTHROPODS 
* INSi:!CT AGEiiTS 
* POLLINATING INSECTS 
* PEST INSECTS 
* PES'r .MITES 
* PEST COl~TROL 
* HOST RANGE 
* DISEASES 
* DISEASE CONTROL 
* PATHOGENS 
* TRANSMISSION 
* PLAHT PATHOLOGY 





* ABIOTIC DISORDERS 
* CROP LOSSES 





- ALTBRXA .. ~IA BLIGHT 
- A.i.iT1.i.HACN0S~S 
- a~CliChYTA 31I~nT 
- CHOCOi..A'rE SPOT 
- COLLAI1. it\JrS 
.. ·D0tiii.iY !-U1.DEwS 
- ALTEiiNAiiIA ~ SPOT· 
- CERCOSPORA LEAF SPO'f 
- Rlil/T h'.OTS 
- RUSTS 
* Fill~GI 
* STORED PRODUCTS ~ESTS 
* ALTERNA.rtIA 'l1E.i:HJIS 
* COLLETUTRICHlll'i 'i'RIFOLII 
* A3COCHY'l1A 
- ASCOCHYTA FABAE 
- ASCuCHYTA LEi'frIS 
- ASCvCHYTA PISI 
* LEAF :.:>POTS 
* BO'l1iiYTIS FABAE 
* CuRTICilli•I 
- CvrdICIID-1 ROL.!!-->sII 
* PERO!WSPu!J.A. 
- PERUNOSPORA LBNTIS 
- PEROlWSPUH.A VICIAE 
~ B0TRYTIS CINEREA 
* CHOCOLATE SPOT 
* ALT.t;RNARIA 
- AL'.rERNA.ltIA ALTiRNATA 
- ALTEfu~AHIA SOL.Al'J"I 
- AL'l'Efu'iAltIA TENUIS 
* CERCOSPORA LENSII 
* C.i!.RCUSPUM lOHATA 
* r.11.Y..iIPHE 
- ~iiY:..iIHi.i:: PuLYGliljl 
* i..:..V"i::lLLULA 
- .Lr.Vd .... LULA LiCUU;1U;:iAi<lJN 
- Ll.:..Yi:.IL~ULA I'Alii:EA 
* 0·ri:.i·1.Pi1Y.LlUl-L . 
- .:i'i'~fr1iYLI UH rlv 2~Yv0l.Jl1 
* FUSAHIUM 
* IiliIZOC'l'Ui:IIA SOLAlH 
* Vl!:RTICI1LIUN 
* ROOT 11.ITTS 
* VASCULA.H. WILTS 
* FUSARIUM ROSEUN 
* FUSA.iUUN SOLANI 
* MACROPtlONINA Pli.ASEOLIHA 
* PSEUDOMONAS RADICIPERDA 
* PYTHIUM 
- PYTHIUM DEBARYANUM 
- PYTHIUM ULTIHUM 
* T".dA.i.'J"ATEPHORUS CUCUN~RIS 
* ROOT ROT/wILT COMPLEX 
* UROMYCES FA3AE 
(DISt:AS:ii:S) 
(MYCCSES) 
- SEl:.:D SP0ILAGE 
- ::iTEM RUTS 
- VA.5CU:i...A.H "'1.1./rS 
- '/IHCSES 
- ABU'l'ILUN HO:.:iAIC 
- ALFALl,A 1•iuSAIC 
- BE.A...'1 Ci.JNHON MOSAIC VI.HUS 
- Bw~ y.::;11ow NOSAIC 
- BROADBiA.N NOSAIC VIRUS 
- BRUADBEAN MOTTLE. VIRUS 
- BRO.A.DBL.AN. STAIN VIRUS 
- BROA.LJBJ:;AN 'WILT VIRUS 
- BROAllB~AN YELLOW' MOSAIC 
- CUCill'IB~R MuSA..IC 
- PEA ENATION MOSAIC 
- PEA LEAF HOLL VIRUS 
- P.l::A .MOSAIC 
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* ALTERNA.iUA 
- ALT"~RNARIA ALTEfu'iATA 
- AL'r;:;fil{ARIA SOLA.NI 
- AL'fERNARIA . ~rEiWIS 
* ASP.t;.iiGILLUS 
- ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 
- ASP~iiGILLUS NIGER 
- A~PBRGILLUS OCHRACEUS 
* BOTRYTIS CINEHEA 
* CHA_i:;TOHIUM 
* COCHLIOBOLUS LUl~.ATUS 
* CORTICIUN ROLFSII 
* FULVIA FULVA 
* FU .:lAHilll 
* HELHIN'fHUSPORIUM 
* i'iACROPiiuNil'iA Ff..AS!:;0LINA 
* FEiHCILLIUN 
* PHOMA 
* RHIZOPUS NIGRICANS 
* STAChTIOTRYS 
* 'i'Hfu'liAT£:;PHOliUS CUCUNERIS 
·* STu!IBD PRODUCTS PE~TS 
* BOTRYTIS Cl.NEREA 
* SCLJ:;RUTINIA SCLE~OTIORU11 
* FU:.:i.AHIUM 
* ROOT RlYr/l-IILT CUhPLBX 
* VIRUS INHIBITION 
* BBMISIA 'f.Al:lACI 
* APHIDS 
* APHIDS 
* ACYRTHOSIPHUN PISUM 
* ACYRTliOSIPHON SESBANIAE 
* APHIS CRACCIVORA 
* A.PHIS FABAE 
* NYZUS PE.iiSICAE 
* ACT.tlTHOSIPHON SESBAi~IAE 
* APHIS CRACCIVORA 
* CALOSPIS 
* APHIDS 
* APHIS CRACCIVORA 
* APHIDS 
* ACYRTHOSIFHON PISUM 
* ACY-.tlTHOSIPHUN PISUN 
* ACYRTHOSIPHON S.ES:BAJ.'UAE 





- PEA MUTTLE MOSAIC * CUSCUTA 
- PIGEONPEA MOSAIC 
- HED CLOVER MOTTLE VIRUS 
- TOBACCO 3TREAK VIliUS · 
BACTERIA * ENTOMOGENOUS BACTERIA 
- BENEFICIAL BACTERIA /see entry in Sectiori D 7. . - -· 
- INJURiuUS BACTfilUA . ~ BACTERIOSES 
- PSEUDOMONAS 
- P8E.:UDONONAS HADICIPfilillA 
FUNGI 
- ALT.dliiARIA 
- ALTERliA.ItIA ALTERNA'i1A 
- AL'l'EliNA:HIA SOLA.NI 
- ALT'BhNAltIA TENUIS 
- ASCOCHYTA 
- ASCOCHYTA FABAE 
- ASCUCHYTA LENTIS 
- ASCOCHYTA PIS! 
- ASP.i!:liGILLUS 
- ASPERGILLUS FLAVUS 
- ASPEltGILLUS NIGER 
- A~PBHGILLUS OCHRACEUS 
- BUTliYTIS 
- BOTRYTIS CINEREA 
- BOTJiYTIS FA.BAE 
- CERCOSPORA 
- CERCOSfORA LENSII 
- CERCOS?O.iiA ZONATA 
- CHAJ!:TOMIUM 
- COCHLIOBOLUS 
- COCHLIOBOLUS LUNATUS 
- COLLETOTRICHUM 
- COLLETOTRICHUM TRIFOLII 
- CORTICIUM 
- CORTCIUM ROLFS!! 
- ERYSIPHE 
- ERYSIPHE POLYGON! 
'! 
* ROUT ROTS 
* MYCOSES 
* EliTOMOG.BlfOUS FUl'iGI 
* .A.LTERl'iARIA LEAF SPOT 
* S,i:;J:;D SPOILAGE 
* ALTERNARIA BLIGHT 
* ASCOCHYTA BLIGHT 
* SEJ:;D i:iPOILAGE 
* LEAF SPOTS 
* SE.l!;D SPOILAGE 
* STEM ROTS 
* CHOCOLATE SPOT 
* CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 
* CERCOSPORA LEAF SPOT 
*·Sli:ED SPOILAGE 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* ANTHRACNOSES 
* COLLAR ;ROTS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 




- FULVIA FULVA 
- FU::iARIUM 
- FUS.AliIUM AVENAC:t;UM 
.;. .FTJSARIUM AVENACEUM ACUMINATUM 
"" FUSARIUM BATATICOL.! 
- FUSARIUM CULMORUM 
.. FUSA.RIUM LATERITIUM 
- FUSARIUM NONILIFO.l:il'iE 
- FUS.ARIUM OXYSPURUM 
- FUSAitIUM UXYSPORUM Ll!:NTIS 
- FUSARIUM OXYSPORUM ORTHOCEF.AS 
~ FUSARIUM ROSEUM 
- FU~ARIUM SCRIP! 
- FUS.ARIUM SEl>'ilTECTUM 
- FUSAR!Ul1 SOLA.NI 
- FUSARilJl'I SOL.A.NI FA.BAE 
- .HELi•ilNTHO::iPuRIUM 
- Lt:V-~ILLULA 
- LEVEILLULA LEGUMINOSARUM 
- ~V~ILLULA TAURICA 
- MACROPHUNINA 
- NAChOPHuNL:~A PHASi::OLIHA 
- PEl'UCILLIU11 
- P&l.ONOSPO.hA 
- PERONOSPORA LENTIS 
- PEHONOSPORA. VICIAE 
- PHOMA 
- PYTHIUM 
~ PYTHIUM .DEBARYANUM 
- PYTHIUM ULTIMUM 
- RHIZUCTONIA 
- illllZOCTONIA SOLA.NI 
- RHIZOPUS 
- RHIZOPUS NIGRICANS 
- SCLEROTilUA 
- SCLERUTINIA SCLEHOTIURUM 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* ROOT liO?/WILT COM~flLEX 
* VASCULAR WILTS 
* S.c;ED SPOILAGE 
* ROOT ROTS 
* ROOT ROTS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* POWDERY l"lILDEWS 
* ROOT ROTS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* DOwlIT MILDEWS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* ROOT ROTS 
* ROOT ROT/WILT CONPI.EX 
* SEED SPOILAGE 





- STEMFHYLIUM BOTRYOSUM 
- THA..'iATBPHO.F..US 
- 'l'HA.NAT~PHU.H.US CUCUl"iElUS 
- UROMYCES 
- UROMYCES FABAE 
- VERTICI1LIUM 
PESTS 
- PEST INSECTS 
- COLEUPrERA 
- ACA.UTiiOl:iCELIDES 
- AC.Ai:~'Y.t!OSCE1IDES OBTECTUS 
- APIUN 
- APION ARB.OGANS 
- APION POHONAl'J 
- BRUCHilJIUS 
- BHUCHIDIUS INCAlWATUS 
- BB.UCHI:UIUS NI.NUTUS 
- BRUCHIDIUS ~UIN~UEGUTTATUS 
- BRUCHUS 
- BRUCHUS A.NALIS 
- BRUCHUS ATONARIUS 
- BRUCHUS ERVI 
- BRUCHUS l.u:!:NTIS 
- BRUCHUS RUFIMANUS 
- BRUCHUS l:iIGNATICORNIS 
- BRUCHUS TRISTICULUS 
- CALLOSOBRUCHUS 
- CALLOSOBRUCHUS CHil'IBNSIS 
- CALLOSOBRUCHUS MACULATUS 
- CALliSPIS 
- EPICOMETUS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* POWDERY MILDEWS 
* ROOT ROTS 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* RUSTS 
* ~OOT ROT/WILT COMPLEX 
* DISEASES 
* STORED PRODUCTS PESTS 
* PEST CONTROL 
* CROP LOSSES 
* Il~SECTS 
* El.1TOMOLOGY 
* STORED PRODUCTS PESTS 
* TRANlJ"MISSION 
* VECTORS 
* INSECT CONTROL 






- HYPERA POSTICA 
'"' LLXUS 
- SI'l'ONA 
.. SITONA LIMOSUS 
- SITONA LINEATUS 
~ SITONA NACULAlllUS 
... TYCHIUS 
- TYCHIUS QUIN~UEPUNCTATUS 
- DIPTER.A 
- CECIDOHYIIDAE 
- CONTARINIA . 
- COi~'l'Ali.INIA LEN'rIS 
- DA~IN"BURA 
- DASINEUHA VICI.AB 
- AGhOMYZIDAE 
~ LiliIOMYZA 
- LIH.IONYZA CONG.t:S1rA 
- LI.itIONYZA ·r.J:UFOLII 
- MELA.NAGliONYZA 
... N:.b.:LANAGROMYZA PHASBOLI 
- OPHIOMYIA 
- OPHIOMYIA PHASBOLI 
- PHYTUMY~ 




- CAMPYLOMA NICOLAS! 
- CREUNTIADES 
- CREONTIADES PALLIDUS 
- JACOBIASCA 
- JACOBIASCA LYBICA 
- NEZABA. 
... NEZAB.A VIRIDULA. 
- TAYLORILYGUS 








* ALFALFA MOSAIC 
·*.BEAN COMMON MO~IC VIRUS 
·* .BROADBEAN WILT VIRUS 
* -CUCUMBER MOSAIC 
* PEA MOSAIC 
~ ACYRTHOSIPHON PISUM * .B.b:AN YELLOW MO~C 
* PEA .ENATION MOSAIC 
* PEA LE.AF ROLL VIRUS 
- ACYRTHOSIPHON SESBANIAE * BEAN YELLOW ~lOSAIC 
* .BROADBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
* PEA LEAF ROLL VIRUS 
- APHIS 
- APHIS CRACCIVORA 
- APHIS FABAE 
- APHIS GOSSYPII 
- i'lYZUS 
- MYZU~ P~RSIC.Al!: 
- .BEl'-lISIA 
- BEMHiIA TABACI 
- ~lPOASCA 
- E.MPOASCA DECIPIENS 
- .i:.:NPOASCA 1YBICA 
- ERYTHRON"~URA 
- ErtYTHRONEUBA LUBICA 
- ZYGINA 
- ZYGINA LUBIAE 
. - ISOPTERA 




- GYMNOSCELIS PUMILATA 
"" LYCAENIDAE 
- LAMPIDES 
- LANPIDES .BOETICUS 
* .BEAN YELLOW MOSAIC 
* .BROADBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
* BROAD.BEAN YELLOW MOSAIC 
*PEA LEAF ROLL.VIRUS 
* BE.AN YELLOW MOSAIC 
* ABUTILON MOSAIC 
* ZYGINA LUBIAE 






- AGROTIS FLAMMA'l'RA 
- AGRorrs IPSILON 
. - AG.i:tOTIS SBGETUM 
~ AGROTIS SPINIFERA 
~ AU'l'OGRAPHA 
.,. AUTOGH.AJ?HA GAMMA 
. ~ .· iIBLIOTHIS . 
- HELIOTHIS ARMIGBRA 
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- HELivTHIS PE~TIGBRA 
- SPuDOPl'BRA . 
~ 3PuDuP11ERA EXIGUA 
. - SPUDOPI'BRA l..I'l1'.L1URALIS 
-·T.HICl:iOPLUSIA 
·· - 'fiiICHOPLUSIA NI 
- XYLENA 
- XYLENA illCO.LillTA 
~ PTEROPi:iURIDAE 
-· EXELA::i'rIS· 
- .tJCELASTIS ATOMOSA 
· - SPlli.:NARCHES 
- ;.:iPHENARCHES CAFFER 
- PYhALI.DAE 
- ETIELLA ZL'lCKENELLA 
- ·ro:nTRICIIlAE 
- CYDIA 








- CALIOTHRIPS IMPURUS 
- CALIOTffitIPS SUDANENSIS 
... THRIPS 
- THRIPS TADACI 
(PESTS) 
. ,, ... 
- PE;J'l' MI'rES 
- TETRANYCHIDAE 








- .MELOIDOGYl~E INCOGNITA 
- PARATYLENCh'US 
- R011YLE.NCHUS 
- ROTY~i'iCHUS RE.NIFORMIS 
- TYLENCHORHYNCHUS 
- INJURIOUS MOLLUSCS 
- SLUGS 
- SNAILS 
- INJURIOUS VERTEBRATES 












STORED PRODUCTS PESTS 
INSECTS 
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* MITE CONTROL 
* EliTOMOLOGY 
* NEMATODE CONTROL 
* MOLLUSC CONTROL 
* BIRD CONTROL 
* RODENT CONTROL 
* PES'l'S 
* PEST INSECTS 
* MYCOSES 
* SEED SPOILAGE 
* STOB.AGE 
* BENEFICIAL ARTHROPODS 




- PESTICIDE EFFECTS 
.. PHYTOTOXICITY 
~ POLLUTION EFFECTS 
POLLUTION 
~ AIR POLLUTION 
- SOIL POLLUTION 
- WA'FBR POLLUTION 
WEEDS 
~. · ... 
- 3IElf.~IAL W-.r,;E!DS 
- PERENNIAL wt.;.i:;DS 
- P.A.ri.ASITIC 1111'EEDS 
- CUSCUTA. 
* INSECT AGENTS 
* POLLINATING INSEC'J~S 
* INSECTS 
* ENTOMOLOGY 
' . * DISEASES 
* DEFICIENCIES 
* FLA.NT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS 
* BNVIRON1'1E.i.~TAL EFFECTS 
* PESTICIDES 
* HHIZOBIAL REACTIOMS 
* POLLUTION 
* POLLUTION EFFECTS 
* WEED PLA.NTS 
* WEED CONTROL 
* WEEDING 
* PEA.MOTTLE MOSAIC 
- OHOBANCHE ldetailedbelow under WEED OROBANCHAC.BAE_7 
WEBD PLA.NTS 
- WEiD AMA.HANTtlACBA.E 
- ANARA.i'iTlIDS 
- AMA.RAN'.fiiUS · BLITOIDES 
- AfWIANTHUS RETROFLEXUS 
- \IJEBD ARISTOLOCHLACEAE 
- ARISTOLOCHIA 
- ARIST010CHIA NAURORUM 
- WEED BERBERIDA.CEAE 
- LEONTICE 
- LEONTicE LE().NTOPETALID-i 
- WEED BOH.AGINACEAE 
- ANCHUSA 
..... ANCH{JS! l;T.A.LICA 





( 'w"EED CArtYOPHYLLACEAE) 
- SIL&'IE 
- SILENE CONOIDEA 
- VACCARIA 
- VACCA..itIA PYRAMIDATA 
- W-~D CKc;NOPODIACEAE 
- CHENOPODIUM 
~ CHENOPODIUM ALBUM 
- CH&'WPODIUM OPULIFOLIUM 
- WEED COhPOSITAE 
- AHTiiENIS 
- CALENDULA 
- CALEN~ULA ARVENSIS 
- CARTHAMUS 
- CAhTHAHUS FLAV-~...jCENS 
- CBNTAUREA 
- CSNTAUREA CALCITHAPA 
- CICHURIUM 
- CICHORIUM INTYBUS 
- ::>ILTilUM 
- ~I1TI3UM MARI.ANUM 
- SONCHUS 
- SONCHUS OLERAC~US 
- XANTHIUM 
- XAJ."iTHIUM BRASILICUM 
- WEBD CONVULVULAC:i!JIB 
- CONVOLVULUS 
- CONVOLVULUS ALTHAEOIDES 
- CONVOLVULUS ARVENSIS 
- CUSCUTA * PEA MOTTLE MOSAIC 
- w'EED CRUCIFERAE 
- BRASSICA 
- BRASSICA NIGRA 
- CAPSELLA. 
- CAPSELLA BURSA-PASTORIS 
- CA.RMRIA 
- CARDA.HIA DRABA 
- ISATIS 
-ISATIS ALBPPICA 
( ',./~D PLANTS) 
(WEED CHUCIFiRAE) 
= .NESLI.A 
- NESLI.! APICULA'rA 
= RAPH.Al1US 
= hAP.l-f.-AJ.iUS HAFHA.i.'H::i'l'RUM 
- SI.NAPIS 
= SINAPIS AHV1NSIS 
= SI.::iY.M:.BH.ITJM 
~ SISYKDRIUM OhI~~TALE 
= SISYN.Ol:iIUH SI::PrULA'f'UM 
- TEXIERA 
= TEXI.ifillA GLASTIFOLIA. 
~ THLA~PI 
- TH.LASPI Afi.V.c..NSE 
- "'EL.D CYPE.RACE.AE 
- CYPERUS 
= CYPERUS RGTUNDUS 
- WEED DIPSACACii;AE 
= CBPHALAhIA 
- CEPHALA.hIA SYrtIACA 
- \ti/EED EUPHO.iIBIACb.AE 
- ~UPHORBIA 
- BUPHURBIA ALEPPICA 
- ~UPHUH.BIA GAILLAlU)arr 
~ BUPHORBIA HELIUSCOPIA 
- ~UPHO!LlIA PEPLUS 
- WEED Fill1.ARIACEAE 
- FUMAHIA 
- ·wEED GE:RANIACEAE 
- ERODIUN 
- ERODIUM CICU'l'ARIUM 
~ GERANIUM 
~ GERANIUM TUBErtOSUM 
- WEE.D GRAMINEAE 
- AEGILOPS 
- AEGILOPS OVATA 
- AGROPYRON 




( WEBD GRAMTh"EAE) 
- AGROSTIS 
- ALOPECURUS 
- ALOPECURUS MYOSUROIDES 
- A~NA 
- AVENA STERILIS 
- BRACHIAliIA 
.. 
- BBACHIAHIA ERUCIFORMIS 
- BROMUS 
- BROMUS DANTHONIAE 
- BRvNUS SQUARROSUS 
- CYNODON 
- CY~ODON DACTYLON 
- .bCHINARIA 
- .c;CHINARIA CAPITA·rA 
- ECHINOCHLOA 
- HORDEUM 
- HOR.DEUI1 MUH.INUM 
- LOLIUM 
- L01IUM RIGIDUM 
- LOLIUM T~lULENTUM · 
- PHALA.RIS 
- PHALAltIS B.HACHYSTACHYS 
- SETAftIA 
- ~BT.AltIA VIRIDIS 
- WEED HYPERICAC:h:AE 
- HYPERICUM 
- HYPERICUM CRISPUM 
- wE;ED IRIDACEAE 
- GLADIOLUS 
- GLADIOLUS ALEPPICUS 
- wEED l..A:BIATAE 
- MOLUCELLA 
- MOLUCELLA LAEVIS 
- PHLOMIS 
- PHLOMIS KURDICA 
- WEED LEGUMINOSAE ~ .. LEGUMINOSAE 
- CORONILLA 
- CurtONILLA SCORPIOIDES 
( w.c.ED l:' LAN TS ) 
(WE~D UGUMINOSAE) 
- GLYCYRRHIZA 
- GLYCYRRHIZA GLABBA 
~ HIPFOCIIBPIS 
- HIPPOC&;FIS UNISILIQUOSA 
... ~~OCAF..POS 
- HY11ENOCL'ti'OS CIRCINNATUS 
- LA'rHYRUS 
- LATHYRUS APnACA 
~ LA'.L'HYRUS SA'rIVUS 
= LUPI.i~US 
~ LUPD.~lJS LUTEUS 
- NEDICAGO 
- I'lli.JICAGO HISPIDA 
- HE.LJIC.AGO LUPU.LINA 
- tvk.DICAGO B.UI'.ATA 
~ l"!LLi LOTUS 
- NELILOTUS I.NDICUS 
- PISUM 
- PISUl1 ELATIUS 
~ SCuRPIURUS 
- SCORPIUllUS SUBVILLOSUS 
- ThlFULIUM 
~ T1tIFOLIUM HYBfilDUM 
- 'r.i:U:GONELLA 
- TRIGONELLA 1"tONANTHA 
- TRIGONELLA RADIATA 
- TRIGOif"BLLA NOBANA 
- VICIA (WEED) 
- VICIA CRACCA 
- VICIA HYBRIDA 
- VICIA SA;rIVA 
- WEED LI1IACEA.E 
- MUSCARI 
- MUSCA.RI RACEMUSUM 







- WEED OROBANCHACEAE 
- OROBANCHE 
- OROBANCHE AEGYPTIACA 
- OROBANCHE CRENATA 
- OROBANCHE MINOR 
- OROBA.NCHE NANA 
- ORO::BA1~CHE HAMOSA 
- illEED PAPA VERACEAE 
- PAPAVER 
- PAPAVEH lil!OEAS 
- PJ\?AV-.tili ::iYRIACUM 
- RUMEltIA 
- Ru.MB.ti.IA HYBRI.oA. 
- w~D PULYGONACEAE 
- PllLYGONUM 
- P01YGuliUM AVICULABE 
- RUMEX 
- WEED POltTU1ACACEAE 
- PliRTULACA 
- PllRTULACA OLERACEA 
- irwlli:iD PltIMULACEAE 
- .AliAGA1LIS 
- ANAGALLIS F"~NA 
- A.1."'i"DROSACE 
- ANDHOSACE MAXIMA 
- WELD RANUNCULACEAE 
.- ADONIS 
- ADONIS AESTIVALIS 
- DELPHINIUM 
- DELPHINIUM AXILLIFLORUM 
- RA.NUNCULUS 
- RA..1.'fUNCULUS .AliVBNSIS 
- ·wEE.D RESEDAC:h:AE 
' - llliSEDA 
- RESEilA LUTEA 
- ~D ROSACEAE 
- POTENTILLA 
- WEED RUBIACEAE 
- ASPERULA 
- A~PBRULA AiiV.1: .. NSIS 
(WEED PLANTS) 
( '111EED RlIBIACEAE) 
- GALIUM 
· - GALIUM 'rRICOHNE 
- ~D UM:BELLIFt.RAE 
- A.MIU 
~ AMYU: i'LAJUS 
- Al'fBTHUM 
- AlfoTHUM GB.AV ~OLENS 
- .L"iE'l'HUM s.i:;GETUM 
- BUPI.1URUM 
- BUPLEUliUN LA.i.'ICIFOLIUM 
- CAUCALIS 
- CAUCALIS PLATYCARPOS 
- .DAUCUS 
- DAUCUS CArtOTA 
LISAEA 
- LIS~ ;;>YRIACA 
- SCAl"liDIX 
- ~CAHDIX IBERICA 
- .::iC&'l'DIX PEC'rEN-V'.ii;NtlliIS 
- ·rURG~NIA 
- TUiiGEi~IA LATIFOLIA 
- WEED ZYGUPHYLLAC1AE 
- PEGAHIUM 








* PLANT HWTEC'l'ION 
* IIBRBICIDES . 
* .SYSTEMIC COi{TliOL 
* PEBTICI.DE FORHULATIONS 
* PES'rICIDE EFFECTS 
* PESTICIDE RESISTANCE 
* PESTICIDE RE~IDUES 
* PESTICIDE TOLERANCES 
* Plf.BLIC HEAL·ffi 
-M· MITE CONTROL 
* INSECTICIDES 














































- INORGANIC FUNGICIDES 
- AMNOi~ IA.CAL COPPER 
- :SOR.!JEA.UX. MIXTURE 
- COPPER HYDROXI.DE 
- COPPER OXIDE 
- COf PER .OXYCHLORIDE SULPHATE 
- COPPER SULPHATE 
- Z1El'1ENTAL l:lULPHUR 
* NEMATODE CONTROL 
* FUMIGANTS 
* DISEASE CONTROL 
* COPPER SULPHATE. 








- C.ARBAMATE FU1mICIDES 
- Yt;RBAM 















- NETAL OH.GA.LUC FUNGICIDES 
- COPPER LIM~OLATE 
- COPPER OLEA~ 














- znw PHO::>PHIDE 
- FUMIGANTS 
- CARBO~ DISULPHIDE 
~ 1'1ETHYL BROMIDE 
- PHOSPHINE. 
- REPBLLEl~TS 




* COPPER OLEATE 
* COPPER LINEOLATE 
* HOLLUSC CONTROL 







* ZINC PHOSPHIDE 





























- F:t:i.~ Hl.i::'I1HALIN 
- PRONAMIDE 
- SIHAZINE 
- SULPn-UiiIC ACID 
- TCA 










* WEED CONTROL 
* PESTICIDES 
* PLANT GRO"l'irH SUBSTANCES 
* 2, 4-D A.NINE 
* 2,4-D 
* DINOSEB ACETATE 
* DINOSE:B 










- ASH CO.N'.rENT 
CAR.BOHTuRATE CONTENT 
- SOLUBLE CARBuHYDHATES 
- ::>UGARS 
- DEOXYRIBUSE 







~ STARCH CONTENT 
~ .iJRY .MA'l'TER 
~ FA'.r CONTENT 
~ FATTY ACIDS 
- !.:lATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
- BEHENIC ACID 
- LAURIC ACID 
- LIGNOCERIC ACID 
- MYRISTIC ACID 
- PALMITIC ACID 
- STEA.RIC ACID 
- UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
- LINOLEIC ACID 
- LINOLENIC ACID 
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* STARCH PRODUCTS 
* OILS 
* ENDOSPERM 
* OIL EXTUACTION 
* PROCE~~ED PRODUCTS 
- CRUDE OILS 
- DEGUMMED OILS 
* LIFO-PROTEIN 
* CUTIN 





(UNSATUHATED FATTY ACIDS) 
- OLEIC ACID 
- PALMITOLEIC ACID 
- GLYCBRIDES 
- FI.BHE CONTENT 
- CBL1ULOSE 
- :t-UN:i'.,;RAL . CONTENT 
- NITRUGEN CONTBl~T 
·-·PH.uT.8'rN NITROGEN .CONTEHT 
- TuTAL NITROGEN 
- PRUT:l!.:IN CONTE.L~T 
- AMINO ACIDS 
- ALANINE 
- ARGININE 
- ASPAHTIC ACID 
- CY;:J'.rEINE 
- CYSTIHE 

















* CELL WALLS 
* NINEBALS AND NUTRIEN'I1S 
* NITROGEN 
* P.l:W'.PBIN CONTEl~T 
* P.l:tOTEINS 
* PROTEIN NITROGEN CONTENT 
* PROTEIN .DEFICIENCIES 





* PROTEIN SYNTHESIS 
* PEPTIDES 
* GENE'.rIC CODE 
* SULPHUR 
* '.PRANSFER RNA 
* ANTINUTRITIONAL FACTORS 
(COMPOSITION) 
- VITAMIN CONTENT 
- ASCORBIC ACID 
- NICOTili!MIDE 
- VITAMINS B 
- RIBOFLAVIN 
- THIA.1'1IN 
- VITAMIN B12 




- WATER CONTENT 
PRODUCTS 




- DRIED PliODUCTS 
- GHAINS 




- IS01.ATED PROTEINS 
- PROTEIN CONCENTRAT~S 





* VITAMIN DEFICIEiJ.~CIES 
* ANTI.NUTRITIONAL FACTORS 
* PRODUCT QUALITY 
* ANIMAL :J!'E.BDS 
* STEMS 




* FOOD PlWDUCTS 
* WET-H.1:.:AT PROCESSING 
* .BAKED PRODUCTS 
* FEED CONSTITUENTS. 
* FOOD PROJ.iUCTS 
* PRO'l'EINS 
* MEAT SIMULANTS 
* PROTEINS 
* STAltCH CONTENT 
* PRODUCTS 
* PROTEIN CONTENT 
* PARTICLE SIZE 
* PROCESSING EQUIPMENT 
* PROC~SSING PLANTS 
* MECHANIZATION 










- PRESSURE COOKING 
- DRY-HEAT PliOCBSSING 
- WET-HEAT PliOCESSING 
















* DRIED PRODUCTS 
* DRIERS 
* STO.LtAGl!: lli:LATIVE HUMI_DITY 
* S'I'ORAGE S'I'RUCTUHES 
* FLOURS 
* TOASTING 
* TriYPSIN INHIBITION 
* DRY-HEAT PROCESSING 
* WET-lli!.AT PROCESSING 
* HEATING 


















* STORAGE CONDITIONS 
- STORAGE RELATIVE HUMIDI'fi 
* DRYING 
* MOISTURE EFFECTS 
- STORAGE TEMPERATURE 
* TENPERA'.ruRE 
(STORAGE) 
~ STORAGE STRUCTURES 
- SILOS 
~ STORAGE BINS 
- STOREROOMS 
- S'rORAGE PITS 
- WAREHOUSES 
- GRAIN STORAGE 
- SELD STORAGE 
- HOUSEHOLD STOnAGE 
WASTES 
. ; :;· . ~ --~ '.: :'.': 
: ·.:.· 
,:!!.I 
( * :STORAGE CONDITIONS,~. "·'' ,,, .. "' 1 
-i, ".!,•I.. J,;,... ?~ :..~ r,:"t.• i J ·;!. J 
.., STORA.GE TEMPERATURE . 
* TEl"l..PERATURE":) '" 
* DETERIORATION .. :.:, i, -r:.: 
* ChOP :Lcis$Es''' 
~ MECHANicAJi>mM\'.dEL 





; '! 'I . ~- '., '. ~ 
.. ,. -: \: .::. ;~:. :::L.c~ ·.· ;,_ 
* SJ!;ED VIABILITY 
• ; , •' ' ;·:~ ~ l : ' : • .... '.: I • ·, • • • .f, 
* HOME ECONOI'<IICS 
* wASTE UTILIZATION 
* PRODUCTIVITY . 
* STEMS 
. . " ' ~--' '.. \ . . 
;;L: ___ ::: .. 
•::. '. ·.,' 
-! •;.'. i ! 
.· • ••• ._1 '. 
,, j' , 
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G UTILIZATION 
USES * ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
* SOCIAL ASPECTS 
- ANIMAL FEEDS 
- Ft.;ED CONSTITUENTS 






- PET FOODS 
- FOOD PRODUCTS 






- CEREAL FOODS 
- MEAT STu.1JLANTS 
- INDUSTRIAL USES 
NUTRITION 
- CALORIC VALUE 
- MAL.'WTRITION 
* WASTE UTILIZATION 
* ANIMAL FEEDS 
*WASTES. 
* INDUSTRIALIZATION 
* DOMESTIC Al~I.J.'1ALS 






* MINERALS Aim NUTRIENTS 
* SILAGE 
* FODDERS 





* ISOLATED PROTEINS 
* HUMAN PHYSIOLOGY 
* ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 
* BIOCHEMISTRY 
* FOOD PRODUCTS 
* COOKING 
* ANIMAL FEEDS 
* FOOD ENERGY 
* HEALTH 
* ANTINUTRITIONAL FACTORS 
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(NUTRITION) 
- ANTINUTRITIONAL FACTORS 
- PROTEASE INHIBITION 
- TRYPSIN INHIBITION 
- NUTRITIVE VALUE 
- PER 
- NUTRIENT LOSS 
- DIETS 
HBAL'fll 
- HUNA...\J lli:ALTH 
- FAVISM 
- .Afl INAL HEALTH 
DEFICIENCY DIS.EASES 
- .t-UNERAL D8FICIENCIES 
- PROTEIN .DEFICIENCIES 






*. P.rtESSURE COOK.ING 
. * DIETARY VALUE . 
* NUTRIENT LOSS 
* COMPOSITION 
* PROTEIN QUALITY 
* NUTRITIVE VALUE 
* PROCESSING ,, 
* DIETARY PATTERNS 
* DIETARY VALUE 
* NUTRITIVE VALUE 
~ FOOD ENERGY 
* CALORIC VALUE 
- PALA.T.ABILI'11Y 
* FLAVOUR RETENTION 
* LIPOXYGENASE 




* PUBLIC HEALTH 
* PESTICIDE TOLERANCES 
* D~FICIENCY DISEASES 





* DEFICIENCY DISEASES 
* ABIOTIC DISORDERS 
* HUMA.J."'T HEALTH 
* ANIMAL HEALTH 
* MINERALS A.l.'ID NUTRIENTS 
* FLA.NT PHYSiuLOGICAL DISORDERS 
* PROTEIN CONTENT 
* VITAMIN CONTENT 
* TOXICOLOGY 
* HEALTH 
* HUMAN PRXSIULOGY 
* ANIMAL PHYSIOLOGY 
(TOXICITY) 
' . 






- -.i..IVESTOCK _ 
- ASSJ:;S 
- CA.NELS · 
- CATTLE 
- BEEF CATTLE 



















* SOCIAL ASPECTS 
* HUMAN HEALTH 
* HOUSEHOLD STORAGE 
* mJTRITION · . .. 
* COOKING QUALITY . 
* PRODUCT QUALITY 
* ANIMAL FEEDS 





- DEVELOIMENT COSTS 
- LABOUR 
- PRICES 
- P.i:UC-.8 MAIN'l1EUANCE 
- PRICE STABILIZATION 
- INCOME 
PRODUCTIVITY 
- ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY 
PRODUCTION 
- SEED PRODUCTiuN 
YIELDS 
- GRAIN YIELD 
- S~ WEIGHT 
- CROP LOSSES 
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* BCONOMIC POLICIES 
. * INDUSTRIALIZATION 





* CULTIVATION SYSTEMS 
* DEMAND 
* LABOUR 
* INPUT FACTORS 
* DEVELOPMENT 
* COSTS 
* INPUT FACTORS 
* PRICii'lG 
* PRICING POJ~ICIES 
* PRICg MAINTENANCE 
* SUBSIDIES 
* PRICING POLICIES 
* PRODUCTIVITY POTENTIAL 
* BREEDING AINS 
* WAS·rES 
* YIELDS 
* INPUT FACTORS 
* MARKE'l1ING 
* ECONOMIC ASPECTS 
* SEED 
* YIELD COMPONENTS 
* YIELD INCREASE 




* ENVIRONMENTAL EFFE:CTS 
* PLANT PHYSIOLOGIC~..L DISORDERS 
MARKETING 
- TRADE 
- OPEN MAHKETING 







' .. · 
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J RESEARCH AND DEVELOPMENT 
.HESLARCH 
- ltES.i!.AltCH POLICIES 
- DEV-LLOPMENTAL RES~CH 
- BX.P~RI.MEi'iTS 
- FIELD EXPERIMENTS 
- GREENHOUSE EXPEHIMENTS 
- LABO.tlATORY EXPERIMENTS 








- BIBLIUGBAPHIC FORM 
- BIBLIOGRAPiiI~S 




- iiEVIEW A...~TICLES 
- THESES 




* EXPBRI.MEUT DESIGN -
* .E:X..PERIMENTAL TECH.NIQ.UES 
* EXPERIMENTS 
* BREEDING .METHODS 
* PROGENY TESTING 
* SELECTION 
* ROGUING 
* D.l:!:VELOPMENTAL HESJWCH 




* wASTE UTILIZATION 
* ECOifOMIC POLICIES 
* EDUCATION 











- CBi~TRAL ·,:AMERICA 
- COSTA ltICA 
- DOMINICAN ItEPUBLIC 
- GUATEMA1A 
- MEXICO 
- NO.nTH ANERICA 
- CANA.DA 
- UNITED STATES OF lL~lERICA 






































- GE.hl1Al~ DENOCRATIC fil:PUBLIC 
- GBhl1IAN F"Blli:HAL REPUBLIC 
- GiiE.ECE 
- HUNGAliY 
~ IRISH B.E;PUBLIC 
~ I'rALY 
- N"..C::THEHT.ANDS 
- POR'rUGAL · 
- SPAIN 








SECTION 2: ALPHABETICAL LISTING 
-------------------------~-----
ABIOTIC DISORDERS E 
'NT PESTICIDE ~CTS 
POLLUTION BFFECTS 
RT DLFICIEiiCY DI;:IBASES 
DISEASES 
ElWIRONNEHTAL EFFECTS 
PLAL~T PHYJIOLOGICAL DISO.ti.LJBRS 
ABSCISINS B 
BT PLANT GROw1l'li SUBSTANCES 
A.BUTILuN MOSAIC E 
UF mosaic .(Abutilon) 
.BT VI.!iOS.c;S 





NT ACAi.iTtlOSCELIDES O.BTECTUS 
ACANTHOSCELIDBS O.BTECTUS 
UF Bruchidius obtectus 
Bruchus obtectus 


















USE CONSUNER PREFERENCES . 
acidity 















NT ACYRTHOSIPHuN PISUM 
ACYRTHO::>IPHON SESBANIAE 
Acyrthosiphon onobrychis 
USE ACYH.1rHOSIPHON PISUM 
ACYRTHOSIPHuN PISUM 
UF Acyrthosiphon onobrychis 
aphid (pea) 
. Nacrosiphum pisum 
pea aphid 
BT ACYh.'l'HOSIPHON 
RT B~ YLLLOw MO~AIC 
P~A Ej_~ATION MOSAIC 
PLA Li:;AF hOLL VI~US 
ACY"tlTHuSIPHON SESBAl.1IAE 
BT ACYhTHO::>IPHuN 
RT BB.A.L'i Y-t:LLO·w NO~AIC 
BRUA.DB.i::Alf MOSAIC VIRUS 
PEA Ll!JAF ROLL VI.iiUS 










BT wEED RANUNCULACEAE 
NT ADONIS AES'UVALIS 
ADONIS AESTIVALIS 













UF adenosine diphosphate 
BT CO-G{Z'YMES 
RT PtlUTOPHuSPHURYLATION 
adzuki bean beetle 
USE CALLuSOBRUCHUS CHINENSIS 
AEGILOPS 
BT WLED GRAMINEAE 























UF lime {agricultural) 
BT ~RTILIZBRS 
RT CALCIUM 
Agromyza trif olii 
USE MELANAGROMYZA TRIFOLII 
AGROMYZIDAE 





























BT 'w'EED GRAMINEAE 
NT AGhOPYRON SQUARROSUM 
AGhOPY-tlON S'tUARROSUM 
UF Eremopyrum buonapartis 
BT AGiiOPYHON 
Agrosan 
USE PlllJITL MERCU-.tlIC ACE1rATE 
AGROSTIS 

































. BT AGROTIS 
Agrotis ypsilon 
USE AGROTIS IPSILON 
Agroxone 
USE NCPA 


































SN Harmful effects of one plant on 
another through production of 
chemicals that escape into the 
environment 







BT wEBD GHAMINEAE 
NT ALuPECURUS MYUSUROIDES 
ALOPECURUS MYOSUROIDES 




NT AL'l'ERNARIA ALT.En.NATA 
ALTER.NA.RIA SOLAN! 
ALT.c.ili'U.lilA TENUIS 





UF blight (Alternaria) 
BT .NYCOSES 
RT .AL'l'K-tN.ARIA TENUIS 
ALTERNARIA I£AF SPOT 
UF brown spot 
spot (Alternaria leaf) 
spot (brown) 






RT ALTBhNA.rtIA BLIGHT 
alternative hosts 
USE HUST RANGE 
ALTITU:DE 
BT SITE FACTORS 
ALUMINIUM 
BT MINERALS AND NU'l'RIENTS 
Amaranthaceae (weeds) 
USE WEED MIARANTHACEAE 
ANA.RAN THUS 
BT WEED AHA.BANTHACEAE 
NT AMARAl~Th1JS BLITOIDES 
ANA.rtA.NTHUS RETROFLEXUS 
ArlAh:ANTHUS BLITOIDES 























BT NITRUGEN FERTILIZ~RS 
NT CALCIUM CYNAMIDE 
UREA 
A.NINO ACIDS 


























BT CELL DIVISION 
AMNI 
BT WEED illIBELLIFERAE 




BT AMMONIUM FERTILIZERS 
AMMONIA.CAL COPPER 
UF copper (ammoniacal) 












· BT AMNO.NIUM l.i'ERTILIZERS 
AMMONIU.i•t CHLu.iUDE 
BT ANMONIUM Flilli.TILIZERS 
RT CHLuRlNE 
AMNONIUM FERTILIZERS 
BT NIThOG~N FBhTILIZERS 








BT MIXE.i.i Y.i!..itTILIZERS 
ANMONIUM SULPHATE 
BT A.i'ihO.tHUN 1',BHTILIZBltS 
RT SULPHUR 
AMMONIUM SULPnATB NITRATE 
BT MIXED FE.l:iTILIURS 
RT SULPHUR 
AMV 




BT WLED PH.IHULACEAE 
NT ANAGALLIS FEivUNA 
AN.AG.ALLIS FENINA 
UF pimpernel (blue) 
B'l' ANAGAL1IS 
ANALYSIS 
UF chemical analysis 
chromatography 
R'l1 CO.MPOSI'.L'ION 
analysis (seed purity) 
USE PURITY AiiALYSIS 
anatomy (plant) 
USE PLANT ANATOMY 
AN CHU SA 
BT WEED BORAGINACEAE 
NT ANCHUSA ITALICA 
Anchusa azurea 













UF Anohusa azurea 
BT A.NCHUSA 
ANDROSACE 
BT iw"J:;ED PRINULACEAE 




USE wI.ND PULLINA'rION 
ANE'flfUM 
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. BT WEED UMEEL1IY .•:atAE 
NT Ai'fE'l'.l:iUN GRA V.C:OL:E:NS 
A.J.'fETHUM :JEGE'l'UM 








B'.r Ul~'l'IL CULTIVARS 
ANIMAL FEEDS 











































BT BIOLOGICAL CUNP.i:.iTITION 
RT ANTAGONI::lTS 
ANTAG01HSTS 
BT liliIZOBIAL REACTIONS 
RT A.NTALi-ONISM 
Al.'iTHEMIS 






















USE APHIS FABAE 
aphid (black) 
USE APHIS CRACCIVORA. 
aphid (black bean) 










USE APHIS FABA.E 
aphid (cotton-~elon) 
--- USE APHIS GOSSYPII 
aphid (cowpea) 
U~E APHIS CRACCIVORA 
aphid (green peach) 
USE MYZUS PERBICAE 
aphid (pea) 
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RT ALFALFA MOSAIC 
AP HIS 
BEAN COl•1NO.N NOSi\,IC. VIRUS 














RT BEAN YELLOW HOSAIC -
BROADBgAN MOSAIC VIHUS 
BROADBEAN YELLOW MOSAIC 
PEA LEAF ROLL VIRUS 
APHIS FABAE 
UF aphid !bean) 
· aphid black bean) 
aphid broadbean) 
bean aphid 
bean blackf ly 
black bean aphid 
broadbean aphid 











USE APHIS CRACCIVORA 
APICAL MERIS'rENS 




NT APION ARROGANS 
APION POMONAE 
APION ARROGANS 




Apis 11ellif era 




BT FABA Bb:AN CULTIVARS 
AHAUCANA-INIA 
BT LBNTIL CUL'l'IVARS 
Afu!NARIA 
BT WEED CARYOPhYLLACEAE 
Aretit 
USE DI:NOSEB ACE'l1ATE 
ARGENTINA 
BT SOUTH AHBltICA 
ARGD'iINE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
ARID LAND 
RT ARID SOILS 
DROUGHT 
ARID SOILS 
BT CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
















BT WbED ARISTOLOCHIAC~ 
. NT ARI::i'fOLOCHIA NAURORUM 
ARISTOLOCHIA MAURORUM 
UF birthwort (Moorish) 
BT ARISTOLOCHIA 
Aristolochiaceae (weeds) 







NT ASCOCHYTA FABAE 
ASCvCHYTA LENTIS 
ASCuCHYTA PISI 
iiT A~COCHYTA BLIGHT 
ASCOCh'YTA BLIGHT 










UF vitamin C 
BT VI'fANil~ CONTENT 
A3i:.:.XUAL ~PRODUCTION 
UF vegetative reproduction 








































NT ASP8.11.GILLUS FLAVUS 
ASPERGILLUS NIGER 
ASF~GILLUS OCHRACEUS 








BT WEED RUBIACEAE 
N'l' ASPBnULA ARVENSIS 
ASPEl:l.ULA ARVENSIS 





























USE PHESSURE COOKING 
AU'l'OGRAPHA 
~ BT. NOCTUIDAE 
NT AUTOGRAPHA GAMMA 
AUTOGRAPHA GAMMA 
UF Plusia gamma 
· silver-y moth 




RT KHA!tIF SEASON 
AUXINS 
13 








. BT WBBD GJ:tAMINEAE 
NT AVbN.A STEhILIS 
A VEN.A ::>TEltILIS 






















BT LENTIL CULTIVA.RS 
BACILLUS THUlUNGIENSIS 





NT BENE;FICIAL BACTERIA 
LNJURI0US BACTE!UA 




USE BAC;l1ERI OSES 
BACTJ:;RIOSES 
UF bacterial diseases 
diseases (bacterial) 
BT DISEASES 
RT INJUfilOUS BAC'l1ERIA 
baking quality 
USE COuKlliG iq,UAi.I'rY . 
BAKED PRODUCTS 

































. USE DIAZ IN ON 
Baycid 
·' USE FENTION 
Bayer 45432 
·. USE OMBTHOATE 
Bayt ex . 
·. USE FENTION 
BBMV 
, •. SEE BROADBEAN MOSAIC VIRUS 
·,AND BROAD.i3.l!:AN MOT'rLE VIRUS 
BBSV 
USE BROADBEAl.l STAIN VIhUS 
BBWV 
USE BRvAJ)BEAN ..iILT VI.nus 
BCMV 
USE BEAU CO.MhON M:OSAIC VIRUS 
bean aphid 
USE APHIS FABAE 
bean beetle 
USE BRUCHUS hUFIMA1.'WS 
bean blackf ly 
USE APHIS FABAE 
bean blue butterfly 
USE LANPIDES BOETICUS 
B~AN co~~l(.)N ~OSAIC VIRUS 
UF BCMV 




USE MELANAGRO~lYZA TRIFOLII 
BEAN YELLOW HOSAIC 
UF BYMV 
mosaic (bean yellow) 
· yellow mosaic (bean) .· 
BT VIROSES 
· RT ACYRTHOSIPHUN PISUM ' 







beans (broad) ': . 
. USE FABA BEANS 
bedstraw (rough) 
·' USE GALIUM TRICORNE 
BEEF CA'l'TLE 
, BT CATTLE 
BEES 
BT POLLINAT:Ll1G IN~ECTS 
\ NT BUMBLE BEES 
HO.NEYBE.l!;S 
beet army wom 
USE SPODUPI'EBA EXIGUA 
beetles 
USE COLEuPTERA 
behaviour (insect or mite) 
USE INSECT B.b.:HAVIOUR 
BEIENIC ACID 
UF docosanoic acid 
BT SATlf.tlATED FATTY ACIDS 
BELGIUM 
BT EUROPE 
bells of Ireland 
USE MOLUCELLA LAi:.VIS 
BEMIS IA 
BT HOMOPrERA 
NT B.i!!I'lISIA 'l'ABACI 
BEMISIA TABACI 
UF cotton whitefly 
whitefly (cotton) 
.BT ::BEMISIA 
RT ABUTILON MOSAIC 
BENEFICIAL ARTHROPODS 
UF insects (beneficial) 
mites (beneficial) 
RT ENTOMOLOGY . 
INSECT AGENTS 
INSECTS 

















BT ORGANIC FUNGICIDES 
BENTAZONE 








USE w'EED BEliB~.tiIDACE.AE '· 
Bermuda grass 
USE CYNODON DACTYLON 
BETA-GLYCOSIDES 




















BT BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORM 
bicarbonate of potash 
USE POTASSIUM BICARBO~ATE 
BIENNIAL WEEDS 















USE CONVOLVU~US ALTHAEUIDES 
bins (storage) 
USE STORAGE BINS 
BIOCHENISTRY 














UF control (biological) 
BT PE:::iT CONTHOL .METHODS 
NT BNTUMOGENOUS BACTERIA 
ENTOMOGENOUS FUNGI 
INSECT AGENTS 






biology (insect or mite) 
USE INSt;C'r BIOLUGY 
bionomics (insect or 11.ite) 
us~ INSEC'r BIU.NOHICS 
BIRD CONTROL 
UF avian control 
control (bird) 
BT PEST CONTROL 

















USE A!tISTOLOCHIA MAURORUM 
BiSCUITS 
BT BAKED PRODUCTS 
black aphid 
USE APHIS CRACCIVORA 
black bean aphid 
·. USE APHIS FABAE 
black cutworm· 










USE AL'l1Blil'lARIA BLIGHT 
blight (Ascochyta) 
U:JE ASC0CHY·l1A BLIGHT 
blight (stem) 
USE STEM ltOTS 
blue butterfly (bean) 
USE LANPIDES BOE.:1l1ICUS 
BOLIVIA 
BT SOUTH Aivll::lilCA 
books 
USE MOl~OGRAPHS 
Boraginaceae (weeds ) . 
USE W-C..c:ED BORAGINACl!:AE 
BORDEAUX MIXTURE 
BT IUORGANIC FUNGICIDES 
RT COPFER ~ULPHATE 
BORON 
BT Milil!iilLS AND .NUTRIENTS 


















RT CHOCOLATE SPOT 
B.HACHIARIA 
BT wLED GRA.Mii\fi.AE 
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NT BRACHIA.KIA ik!.UCIFORMIS 
Brachiaria erucaef ormis 
USE BRACHIARIA ERUCIFORMIS 
BRACHIAiiIA ERUCIFOlfriIS 





USB ullOBA.i~CHE lliiJIIOSA 
BhANCHI.NG 
BT DEVELOPMBHTAL STAG.i:.S 
RT STBN.S 
:O.iiASSICA 
rlT WEED CRUCIFERAE 
NT BhASSICA NIGRA 
BRASSICA NIGRA. 
UF mustard (black) 
BT BRASSICA 
BRAZIL 
BT SOUTH ANE.l:tICA 
BREADS 
BT BAKED PRODUCTS 
break:f ast cereals 
USE CEREAL FOODS 
BREEDING 

























































EXPERil'lli.i.'iTAL TECHNI Q.UES 
PrtOGEl'lY TESTil'iG 
TISSUE CULTURE 
BT LENTIL CULTIV.ARS 
Britain 
USE UNITED KINGDOM 
broad beans 
USE FAEA BEANS 
broadbean aphid 






USE LiiiIOMYZA TliiiOLII 
BhOADB.i:JAN MOSAIC VIRUS E 
SN BBM\T is someti~es used for this 
name, but it should be avoided 
because of confusion with BliO.ADBEAN 
MOT'I1LE VIRUS 
UF mosaic (broadbean) 
BT VI11.0S.t;S 
RT .APHIS CRACCIVO.HA 
ACYRTHOSIPHON ::iESBANIAE 
BROADBEAN MOTTLE VIRUS E 
· .. SN BBlW is sometimes used for this 
name, but it should be avoided 
because of confusion with BROADBEAJ:i 
MOSAIC VI.HUS 
UF mottle virus (broadbean) 
BT VIH.OSES 
RT CALliSPIS 
BB.OA.DB,C;A.i'i S'I1AE~ VIRUS 
UF BBSV 
stain virus (broadbean) 
BT VItlO::iES 
BROADBEAN WILT VInUS 
UF BBWV 
wilt virus (broadbean) 
B'l' VIRUSES 
R'I1 .APHIDS 
BROAilB~AN YELLOW MOSAIC 
UF mosaic (broadbean yellow) 
yellow mosaic (broadbean) 
B'l' VIRO::iES 
RT APHIS CRACCIVORA 
broad beans 
USE FABA BEANS 
BROADCAST S.ii:EnERS 
BT :.:>OWIHG EQUIPMENT 
Brof ene 
USE BROMOPHOS 
brome grass (open~awned) 
USE BH.OI1US SQUA.rtROSUS 
brome grass (purple-awned) 











BT i'ili:fo~'tA.LS AND NUTRIENTS 









Ne xi on 














BT 111:i:;ED GRAMil'lEA.E 
NT BR.ONUS IJA.NTHONIAE 
BR0.1-lUS S~UA..iH.OSUS 
BhOHUS DAli'r.i:iuNIAE E 
UF brome grass (purple-awned) 
Bromus macrostachyas triaristatus 
BT Bit.ONUS 
Bromus macrostachyas triaristatus 
USE BHOMUS DANTHONIAE 
BR0~1US SQUARB.OSUS 





USE ORO.BANCHE RA.MOSA 
broomrape (Egyptian) 






USE ALTE!l.J.'URIA LE.AF SPOT 
BRUCHIDIUS 
BT COLEOPTERA 
NT BRUCHIDIUS INCARNATUS 
BRUCHIDIUS flUNUTUS 
BRUCHIDIUS QUINQUEGUTTATUS · 
.BRUCHIDIUS INCA.RNA'.rus 
UF ~gyptian broad bean weevil 










NT BRUCh'US ANALIS 
BRUCHUS ATOMARIUS 
BRUChlJS ERVI 




. BRUCHUS Ai~ALIS 








USE ACAHT.IOSCELIDES OBTECTUS 
BRUCHUS RUFIMANUS 

























UF humble bees 
BT BE.BS 
BUPLEURUM 
BT WEED UMBELLIFERAE 
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.. U~E TRICHOPLUSIA NI 
CAKES 
: BT .BAKED PRODUCTS 
CALCIUM 
BT MI.N.l::a1A.LS AND NUTRIEl~TS 
RT AGnICULTURA.L LIME 






CALCIUM AMNONIUM NITRATE 
BT MIXJ:;D FE.d.TILiztlliS 
RT CALCIUM 
CALCIUM CYNAMI.ilE 
BT AMIDE FERTILIZERS 
RT CALCIUM 
CALCIUM NI·l1RATE 








BT WEED CO!'llPOSITAE 
NT CALENDULA A!tVEl~SIS 
CALENDULA AliVENSIS 











UF grey cotton thrips 
















NT CALLOSOBnUCHUS CHil'iEI.iSIS 
CALLOSOBRUCHUS MACULA'fUS 
CALLOSOBRUCHUS CHINENSIS 
UF adzuki bean beetle 
BT CALLOSOBiiUCHUS 
CALLIJSOBRUCHUS NACULATUS 
UF cowpea seed beetle 
BT CALLOSOBRUCHUS 
CALORIC VALUE 
. , BT NUTRITION 
;_ RT FOOD EHB.RGY 
CALOSPIS 
BT Cui..l!:OPTERA 















BT IlliTEh.OPTERA . 




BT NORTH AHERICA 
canary grass (short-spiked) 





















. USE MUSKMELONS 
CAPSELLA. 
BT wEED ChUCIFERAE 
NT CAFS~LLA BURSA-PASTORIS 
CAPSELLA BURSA-PASTORIS 




BT ORGANIC FUNGICIDBS 
CAPrAN 
UF Orthocide 
BT ORGANIC ~""UNGICIDES 
CARB.AMATE FUNGICIDES 






































CAfIBOFURAN · E 
· UF Curaterr 
dihydro-2,2-dimethyl-7-
benzofuranyl methylcarbamate 
BT CAill3.ANATE INSECTICIDES 
CAhBOHYDHATE COWL'ElfT . F 
BT C0NPOSITION 
l'IJT SOLUBLE C.AhBUHYDRA'l'ES 
STARCH CONrl'El~T 
carbohydrates (soluble) 
USE .SOLUBLE CARBOHYl)RA.'l'ES 
carbon bisulfide 
USE CAlIBON DI!:iULPHIDE 
CARBON DI OXI 1lE 
RT CAHBON FIX.A'i1ION 
PHUSPHUGLYC~RIC ACID 
CA.hBON DISULPHIDE 
UF carbon bisulfide 
B'r FWlIGAi~TS 
CARBON FIXATION 
UF fixation (carbon) 
BT PHOTO~Y~THESIS 
RT CARBuN DIOXIDE 
Carbophos 









BT WEED CRUCIFBRAE 
NT CAR.DARIA DRABA 
C.ARDA.RIA DRADA 




USE SILYBUM MARIAl'ruM 
Caribbean countries 















USE DAUCUS CAR.011A 
CAlt'l1liA.!"lUS 
BT \ir.IIBD CO.NPOSITAE 
· UT CAii.TriANUS FLA VESCENS 
CArt;rHANUS FLAV.c;sct:Ns 














USE SILENE CONOID.l!:A 
CATTLE 
HT iiIVESTOCK 




BT WEED UM:BELLIFERAE 
~T. CAUCALIS PLATYCARPOS 
CAUCALIS PLATYCARPOS 
UF parsley (bur) 
BT CAUCALIS 
CECIDOMYIIDAE 

















UF culture (cell) 
single-cell culture 












UF structure (cell) 
BT CY'rOLOGY 







UF walls (cell) 
BT CELL S'rRUC'i'UhE 
RT Cl:.LLULOSE 
CELLULOSE 
BT FIBnE CONTENT 




BT WEED COMPOSITAE . 
NT CBNTAUREA CALCITRAPA 
CENTAURBA CALCITRAPA 
UF thistle (purple star) 
.BT CEJi•rAUREA 
CENTRAL MiLRICA 
UF Caribbean countries 
BT Ai'JERICA 




CENTRE 0F ORIGIN 
UF origin (plant) 
plant origin 














B'l' \tl.i!.ED DIPSACACE.AE 





NT CEhCOSPORA LENSII 
CBRCOSrORA ZO.NATA 
C~liCuSFORA LEAF SPOT 
UF spot (Cercospora leaf) 
BT LEAF SPOTS 




RT CBRCOSPOHA Ll:iAF SPUT 
C.ERCOSPORA ZONATA 
BT CERCOS?ORA 
RT CBRCOSPOHA Ll!;AF SPOT 
CEREAL FOODS 
UF breakfast cereals 
BT FOOD P~ODUCTS 
CEREALS 
















CERTIFIED SEED D 





RT SEED SPOILAGE 
char lock 
USE SINAPIS ARVENSIS 
charlock (white) 





. USE MHf.8ItALS A.i.~D NUTRIEN'rS 
chemistry (soil) 
USB :::iuIL CHENISTRY 
Chenopodiaceae (weeds) 
USE WEED CHENOPODIAC.i'.J\E 
CHEi'l"OPODIUM 
BT W-.tiED CHENOPODIACLAE 











US.D CICHORIUN INTYBUS 
CHILE 
BT SOUTH Ai'~.l:iICA 
CHILEAN 78 











BT ri!IlIBRALS AND NUTRIENTS 
























. USE 'l'ETRADIFON . 
CHLUROPHYLLS 




















UF spot (chocolate) 
.BT MYCOSBS 









BT HINE.rtALS AND NUTRIENTS 












CHRONUSOME MANIPULA'rION c 












USE LENS EitVOIDES 
Cicer lens 
USE LENS CULii~ARIS 
CICHORIUM E 
BT WBED COhPOSITAE 
NT CICHORIUH INTYBUS 
CICHUHIUM INTYBUS E 
UF chicory 
Wegwarte 




USE 01..EIC ACID 
Citcop 













.' UF land clearing 
. ET LAl~D PltEPA.LtATION 
CLI~TE 
BT SITE FACTORS 
RT CLII•IA.'ric fil.:~UIHEMENTS .·· 
.CLIMATIC RE~UI~TS 









CLIMATIC SOIL TYPES 
BT SITE FACTORS 





BT FLA.NT HABIT 
CLUNES 






USE ThH,OLIUM li"YBRIDUM . 
clover mottle virus (red) 








BT MINERALS AND NUTRIENTS 












NT COCHLIOBOLUS LUNATUS 
COCliLIOBOLUS LU.NATUS 
BT COCHLIOBOLUS 
RT SEED SPOILAGE 
cocklebur 
. USE XANTHIU11 BRASILICUM 
cocs 
USE COPPER OXYCHLORIDE SULPHATE 
code (genetic) 


















TY CHI US 
COLLAR ROTS 












BT SOUTH AMERICA 
colour (seed) 











COM1'1UNICA'l' I ON J 
BT INFO.ffiwlATION SCIENCE 
competition (biological) 
USE BIOLOGICAL COMPETITION 
COMPLEMENTARY GENES C 
SN Genes which produce a combined 
effect distinct from their separate 








SN Chemical composition of faba beans 
or lentils and their products 














BT SOIL FEhTILITY 
CONCENTRATES 





UF acceptability (food) 
food choice 



















USB BlOLvGICAL CONTRuL 
control (bird) 
USE BIRD CUN1rROL 
control (insect) 
USE INS.t:;Crr CONI'iiOL 
control (integrated) 
USE Iih1EG.RA'rE.LJ CONTROL 
control (mite) 
USE MITE CONTROL 
control (mollusc) 
USE MOLLUSC CONTROL 
control (nematode) 
USE NEHA1.lOD,,b; CUNTROL 
control (pest) 
USE PEST CONTROL 
control (rodent) 
USE RODEN1r CUNTRUL 
control (weed) 
USE WEED CONTROL 
control methods (pest) 
USE PEST CONTliOL ¥JETHODS 
CONVERGENT INPROVEI'iBNT 
UF improvement (convergent) 












.BT WEED CONVOLVULACBAE 
NT CONVO~VULUS ALTHAEOIDES 
CUNVOLVULUS ARVENSIS 
CONVOLVULUS ALTHAEUIDES E 
UF bindweed {mallow-leaved) 
BT CONVOLVULUS 
I 
CONVOLVULUS ArtVE!~SIS E 
UF bindweed (field) 
BT CONVOLVULUS 
COUKING G 
BT HONE ECUlWMICS 
RT COUKI.NG Q.UALITY 
NUTiiITION 
cooking (pressure) 
USE PliESSUbE COOKiliG 
COOKING i.tUALITY G 





BT NINE.HALS AHD NUTRIEl~TS 
RT TRACE ELhlMENTS 
copper {awnoniacal) 
U:lE Al'UV10UIACAL COPPER 
COPPER HYDROXIDE E 
.BT · HlUltGAfUC FUNGICIDES 
COPPER LiiIBOLATE E 
UF Citcop 
BT ~ij:;TAL URGAL~IC FUNGICIDES 
RT CUPPER OLEATE 
COPPER OLEATE 
BT METAL ORGANIC l!'UNGICIDES 
RT COPPER LINEULATE 
COPPER OXIDE E 
BT IiiOHG.AJ.iIC FUNGICIDES 
COPPER OXYCHLORIDE ~1JLPHATE E 
UF cocs 
BT INORGAJ.iIC FUNGICIDl!:S 
COPPER SULPHATE E 
BT IiiORGAi."iIC FUNGICIDES 
RT :BORDEAUX MIXTU.i:tE 






BT 'W.l!)i.D LBGUNil'fiJ;;:iA.B 
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NT CO.itTICIUM ROLFSII 
RT CULLAR lWl'S 
CORTICIUl'l RULFSII 
UF Sclerotiua rolf sii 
BT CO.iiTICIUM 
RT SEED SPOILAGE 
Cosmolyce baeticus 
USE LANPIDBS BOETICUS 
COSTA RICA 
BT CENTRAL A.MERICA 
COS'l'S 
UF production costs · 
BT i.CONOMICS 
NT D~V.c;Li..lPi"lENT COSTS 




BT R<Jl'ATIONAL CROPS 
cotton-melon aphid 
USE APHIS .GOSSYPII 
cotton whitefly 
USE BEMISIA TABACI 
COTYLEDONS 



































USE VACCA.RIA PYRAMIDATA 
cowpea aphid 
USE APHIS CRACCIVORA 
cowpea seed beetle 
USE CALLOSOBRUCHUS .MACULATUS 
cranesbill (tuberous) 
USE GERANIUM TUBEROSUM 
CliliONTIADES 
BT ilii'l'EROPI'ERA 












CROP LOSSES ' H 
UF loss of yield 
reduction of yield 
yield losses 
BT YIELDS 








USE PLANT PROTECTION 
crop rotation 
USE RarATIONAL CROPPING 
cropping systems 




· RT BACKCROSSING 
HYBRIDIZING 
crossing (reciprocal) 










UF cultivated varieties 
lines 
varieties 
NT FABA BEAN CUL'rIVARS 
LENTIL CULTIVARS 














































UF cropping systems 







































BT PAltASITIC '4EEDS 
l{.£.c;D CO&l/OLVULACEAE 




RT FATTY ACIDS 
CU'i'TL'4GS 
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BT PHOPAGATiuN f•lATERIALS 
cutworm (black) 
USE AGHOTIS IPSILON 
cutworm (greasy) 
USE AGrtOTIS IPSILON 
cutworm (winter) 




























.BT WE:!!;D GRANI.NEAE 
NT CYNODON DACTYLON 
CYNODON DAC'I1YLON 
UF Bermuda grass 
BT CYNODON 
Cyperaceae (weeds) 
USE WhED CYP~HACEA8 
CYPEHUS 
.BT wEED CYP~LtACE.AE 
NT CYPERUS .l:l.lYrUNDUS 
CYPE.iiUS ROTUNDUS . 





BT AMINO ACIDS 
CYi:>TINE 
























































DA LAP ON 





USB HECHAl~ICAL DA.NA.GE 
dams 
USE WATElt Rl!;SERVOIRS 
damel 













BT W}$D UMBELLIFEBAE 
NT MUCUS CAROTA 
DAUCUS CAROTA 



































.NT HI.NBii.AL DEFICIENCIES 
PliOTLIN D.i:.FICIENCIES 
VI;l'Al'i.IN DE}'ICIENCIES 
RT ABiuTIC DISORDLRS 












BT wEED RANUNCULACEAE 























SN Avoid confusion with DEHULLING 












NT NECHAlUCAL .liAl11AGE· 
RT CiiOP LOSSES 
STO.l:iAGE 
.uETEl:tMINACY D 
.BT AGhONiJNIC CiWiACTERS 




DE'rElthINATE VARIETIES D 
SN Cultivars capable of being harvested 




RT .DEVELuPNE~T CuSTS 
DEVELvPMEl~TAL RESEARCH 
·development (plant)· 
USE PI.Al-lT DEVELOPMENT 
development {seasonal) 



















RT l?LAi~T DhVELOFMENT 
.DEXUN 








BT PiiU~riiATE FEhTILIZERS 
.HT Ai"JJ.10NIUH Fl!:1tTI1IZhliS 
DI-CALCIU!-1 PHOSPHA'l'E 














































BT ORGANOPHOSPHORUS INS~CTICIDES 
DICHLOZOLINE 

















BT CYTOPLASMIC ORGANELLES 





















































BT ORGANIC FUNGICIDES 
DINOSEB 
·• UF Caldon 
Gebutox 
BT HhHBICIDES 
















USE wE.ED DIPSACACEAE 
DIPI'ERA 
UF flies 








BT PLAllT P.HOTECTION 
NT FUNGICIDES 
VIRUS INHIBITION 




PE:.:>T CONTROL l'iETHODS 
PLANT PATHOLOGY 
DISEASES 

























;· di.seases (plant physiological) . 
;USE Pl.AJ.·jT PHYSIULuGICAL DISOR.DitRS 
diseases (viri:i,l) 
.: USE VIROSES 
disorders (plant physiological) 
· USE PLAl'iT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISOIWERS 
dissertations. 























NT DITYLEI'iCHUS .DIPSACI · . 
. DITYLENCHUS DIPSACI 
BT DITYLENCHUS 
DNA 
UF deoxyribonucleic acid· 
desoxyribosenucleic acid 
















USE .BEHENIC ACID 
DOCUMENTATION 
UF librarianship 
BT INFORMATION tiCIENCE 




U~E PET FOODS 
DOivlESTIC ANIMALS 
UF farm animals 
NT LIVESTOCK 
POULTRY 
RT A.Nfo.AL FEEDS 
DuMINICA.1.~ RBPUl31IC 
BT CLNTliAL AI•IERICA 
donkeys 
USE ASSES 
Doralia f abae 














BT SOIL RE~UIREHENTS 

















USE SE.ED TREATMENT 
dri~d bean beetle 






SN Grain-drying equipment 










rain (lack of) 




UF resistance (drought) 
tolerance (drought) 















RT DRIED PRODUCTS 
DRIERS 
STOilGE RELATIVE HU1'1IDITY 















UF animal manures 




SN Non-allelic genes of identical 
non-cumulative effect 
BT GENES 




BT l?ES1I1 CONTROL NETHO.US 
RT .DUSTS 
DUSTS 





BT SEASONAL DEVELOP~l.ENT 
East Germany 
USE GERl1iAJ.1 Dfil110CRATIC REP~LIC 
ECHINARIA 
BT Wi::ED GRAMINEAE 
NT ECHINARIA CAPITATA 
ECHIUArtIA CAPITATA 
UF bur grass 
BT ECHIHArtIA 
ECHHWCliLOA 
BT W.i:.ED G.B.AMINEAE 
ECOLOGY 
NT .BIOLOGICAL CO.MPETITI()l{ 
SYliiBIOSIS . 
RT CLIMATIC HEQ.UIBENENTS 









































US:t; i::l.OHE ECUi'iOMICS 
ECUADOR 
BT SOUTH ANEh'.ICA 
edaphic requirements 








USE OROBANCHE AEGYPI1IACA 
Egyptian cotton worm 
USE SPODOPrERA Lri1TORALIS 
Egyptian broad bean weevil 









UF sulfur (elemental) 
sulphur (elemental) 
BT INORGANIC FUNGICIDES 
_ -RT SULPHUR --
elements (chemical) 
USE .MIN.t;RALS Aim ~lJT.l:tIENTS 
l:!MASCULATION 
UF castration 
BT Bru.:EllING METHODS 
RT A.l'.JTH.BRS : 
NuRFHuLOGICAL STERILITY 
ENi3RYO 









UF seedling emergence 













USE ETHYL NETHANESULPHONATE 
ENDOPLASHIC RETICULUM 
UF erga.stoplasm 
BT CYTuPLASMIC ORGAHELLES 























ENERGY PRODUCTIVITY .. 
BT PRODUCTIVITY 
England 







El~TONOGfilWUS BACTEHIA E 
SN Bacteria or bacterial preparations 
used for the control of insects or 
mites 
UF bacteria (entomogenous) 
BT BI01uGICAL CONTROL 
NT BACIL~US THU:rtINGIBNSIS 
RT BACTEfilA 
J:.;NTOMOGElWUS FUl{GI E 
SN Fungi living on insects or mites 
UF fungi (entomogenous) 




HT INSECT BIOLOGY 








USE INSECT POLLINATION 
ENVIR01-U-1ENTAL EFFECTS 

































l::P I lJt:.HNI ;3 




EP I.:WNE S 
BT GEi~:C.TIC ELJ:.NENTS 
.t:RECT HABIT 
UF upright habit 
BT PLAl:~T HABIT 
Eremopyrua buonapartis 
USE AGROPYRON SQUARROSUM 
ergastoplasm 
USE .ENDOPLASl"iIC RETICULUM 
ER ODIUM 
BT WEl::D GERAl~IAC:i!:AE 













UF soil erosion 
BT wATER MA.NAG.i!a-1E.NT 
RT COV-.lili CRUPS 
RUN-OFF .. · 
Ervum boissieri 
USE LENS ORIENTALIS 
Ervum camelorum 
USE I£NS CU1I~AiiIS 
Ervum cyaneum 
USE L.t;NS ORIBNTALIS 
Ervi:un himalayense 
USE LENS NIGRICANS 
Brvum hispanicum 
USE LENS ERVOIDES 
Ervum hohenaikerii 
USE Ll::NS ~RVvIDES 
Ervum kostchianus 
USE LENS .MONJ3RETII 
Ervum lens 
USE ~NS CULIN.AHIS 
Ervum lenticulum 
USE Ll:;NS ERVuIDES 
£rvum leontoides 
USE I£NS l'iIGRICAHS 
Ervum nigricans 
USE LENS NIGRICAi~S 
Ervum nigrum 
USE LENS CULINARIS 
Ervum orientale 
USE LENS ORIENTALIS 
Ervum punctatum 
USE LENS CULINARIS 
Ervum soloniense L. 
USE LENS NIGRICANS 
·Ervum soloniense Wulf. 
USE LENS ERVOIDES 
Ervum sylvaticum 
USE LENS .NIGRIC.A!'lS 
Ervum uniflorum 












NT IiliYTHRONEURA LUBICA · 
ERYTiiRONEURA LUBICA 
. BT EltYTiiRON:i!:URA 
.RT ZYGI~A LUBIAE 
EST ON 














BT ORGANIC FtlliGICIDES 
EUPHORBIA 
UF spurges 
BT w'EED EUPHORBIACEAE 




























USE WEED EUPIWRBIACEAE 
EUROPE 






G.i:JU\'iAN DENOCBATIC filiPUBLIC 














BT EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUES 






EXE LAST IS 
BT PrEROPHORIDAE 
NT EXELASTIS ATONOSA 






RT BREEDING METHODS 
EXPERIMENTS 
exploration (plant) 
USE PLAUT EXPLORATION 
exporting 
; USE TRADE 
EXPRESS 
BT FA.BA BEAN CULTIVARS 
extra-nuclear inheritance 










USE OIL LXTRACTION 
EXTRACTORS 
UF oil extractors 
presses (oil) 
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BT PROCESSING EQUIPZVIENT 
RT OIL EXTRACTION 
F1 HYBRIDS 
BT HY.OHIDS 
RT HYBRID VIGOUR 











RT FABA BEANS 
FABA BEANS 
UF beans (faba) 
broad beans 
broa.dbeans 
f ava beans 
field beans (Vicia) 




RT FABA BEAN CULTIVARS 
VICIA FABA 
Faba sativa 
USE VICIA FA.BA 
Faba vulgaris 
USE VICIA FABA 
factories 








BT CU.i.l1'IVA'l1ION SYSTENS 










USE DOMESTIC .A.NIHALS 
FARM INPLBBENTS 
UF implements (farm) 
tools (farm) 
126 




PLANT PROTECTION EQUIPMENT 
SuWiliG EQUIP.ME.NT 
FARMING SYSTENS 
NT CULTIVA'rION SYSTEMS 




UF lipid content 
oil content 
BT CON.PL.SITION 





BT A.i.1IMAL YBEDS 
FA.TTY ACIDS 
BT FAT CONTENT 
NT SATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
UNSATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
RT CUTIN 
fauna (soil) 
USE SOIL FAUNA 
fava beans 








BT hl]}IAN HEALTH 
RT BETA-GLYCOSIDES 
TuXICITY 
FEED co .. ~STITUEriTS 




MI.NEnALS AiiD IiUTi\IENTS 
FEED MIXTURES 
.UF blends 
BT AlHNAL Y-~DS 
feeding regimes 













B'r LiltGAiWPHOSPHUltU:l I.N5J!.CTICIDES 
FUIBAM 
UF ferric dimethyldithiocarbamate 




USE PLAiiT FER'rILITY 
fertility (soil) 








BT PLAl~T REPRODUCTION 
NT CROSS b"'ERTILIZATION 
SELF FERTILIZATION 
RT PLANT FERTILITY . 
PULLINATION 
F"BRTILIZI:!R DISTRIBUTURS D 
SN Implements for the field distrib~tion 
of fertilizers · · 




UF placement (fertilizer) 




BT i'JUTRITIONAL REQUIMHEHTS 












. NT C.i:;LLULOSE 
field beans (Vicia) 
USE FABA BEANS 
FIELD EXPERHIENTS 






BT INJURIOUS BIRDS 
FINI:::iHHiG 
BT AiiINAL F~DS 
fixation (carbon) 
USE CAHBON FIXATION 
fixation (nitrogen) 




BT PROCESSED PRODUCTS 
RT W'ET-HEAT PROCESSING 
FLAVONOIDS 


















USE SOIL FLORA 
FLOURS 
BT PROCESSED PHODUCTS 
RT BAKJ:::D PRODUCTS 
hIL1ING 
























BT MINERALS Al'iD NUTRIE!iTS 
RT TRACE EWJENTS 
FLUORODI.FEN 
UF Pref oran 
BT liiRBICIDES 
FODDERS 
BT ANINAL FEEDS 
·' RT SILAGE 
FOLIAGE 























USE CONSUiwlER PREFERENCES 
FOOD ENERGY 
BT DIETAliY VALUE 
'RT CA10RIC VALUE 
food-plant range 
USE HOST RAHGE 
Fu\JD PRODUCTS 
BT USES 












USE .AlU.!..,.lAL FEEDS 
foot rots 
USE COL1Aii ROTS 
FORAGE 
UF grazing 



















foxtail (green) _ . 
USE. Sl:..'rA.iiIA VIiUDIS 
foxtail (slender) 
.1'1 

































NT FULVIA FULVA 
FULVIA FULVA 
BT FULVIA 
RT SEED SPOILAGE 








l\T WEED FUMARIAcr.A E 
Funiariaceae (weeds) 




BT FE~TICIDE FORNULATIO.NS 
PE~TICIDES 





Ni::HA.'r IC IDES 
RODENTICIDES 
FUl'iIGA'f I ON 









































RT ~'i·ruHOG&'.~uus Fm•GI 
MY COSES 
fungi (entomogenous) 
USE £i~'l'OHOGiliuUS .FU.i.iGI 
FUNGICIDES 
BT .PESTICIDES 
NT INOhGANIC FUimICIDES 
urtGANIC FuNGICIDES 
RT DISEASE CO~TROL 
FUNiCLES 








BT I.HRIGA'.l'ION SYS1rEMS 
FUSAlUUM 
BT FUliGI 










RT ROOT ROT/WILT COMPLEX 
SEED SPOILAGE 
VASCULAR WILTS 
FUSARIUM A VE!'iACEUM 
BT FUSARIUM 
NT FUSARIUM A VENACEUM ACUMniATUM 
FUSARIUM AVENACEUM ACUMINATUM 















USE FUSARIUM OXYSPORUM ORTHOCERAS. 
FUSARIUM OXYSPORUM 
BT FUSARIUM 
NT FUSARIUM.OXYSPORUM LENTIS 
FUSA.RIUM • uXYSPORUM ORTHOCERAS; 
\\ 
FUSARIUM OXYSPORUN LEJ.'!TIS 
BT FUSARIUM GXYSPURUM 
FUSARIUN UXYSPURUM ORTHOCERAS 











NT FUSAHIUM SOLANI F.A:BAE 
RT HuOT ROTS 
FUSAliIUM SOLANI FA.BAE 




BT HEXOSE SUGARS 
GALI UM 
BT WRED RUBIACEAE 
NT GALIUM TRICORNE 
GALIUM TRICO:fu'IB 









































RT NALE STBRILITY 
GEh"E POOLS 
BT G:c:l~'ETIC RESOURCES 
GENES 
BT GE:NETICS 




















1f,F code (genetic) 
BT GENETIC T,RANSFORNATION 







RT GENETICS . 
G~~ETIC H.ES0URCES 
ur resources (genetic) 

















RT AGR.0:-IOI'1IC CHARACTERS 
GEIIBS 
geography (plant) 
USE PLAi~T GEOGRAPHY 
GEONETRIDAE 
UF inch worms 




USE WEED GERANIACEAE 
GERANIUM 
BT WEED GERANIACEAE 
NT . GERA.i.'HUM TUBERrn~iUM . 
GERANIUM TUl3EiWSUM 


















GERMAN IB.DZRAL REPUBLIC 





RT SI:;ED QUA.i..ITY 
GERMINA'i' I ON 
1~7 
BT .DEVELOPhEHTAL STAliES 
NT GE.rtMI.1.~ABI.LITY 




UF germ plasm 






:OT PLA.N'T GrtUW'fH ::iUBSTAl~CES 
GIZA 3 
BT :E'.ABA B.t;Ai.~ CULTIVARS 
GIZA 4 
BT FABA. BEAN CULTIVARS 
GIZA 9 
BT LENTIL CULTIVARS 
GLADIOLUS 
BT w.l!iED IRIDACEA.E 




USE GRU;NHOUSE EXPERil'1ElfrS 
GLUCOSE 
UF dextrose 














,BT .AJ''1Irl0 Acins 
GLUT.AMINE 
_. BT AMI.NO ACIDS 
GLYC:C::.iUD:t;S 
, BT FAT COi~TENT 
GLYCINE 
BY AMINO ACIDS 
GLYCOSIDES , 





BT WEED LEGUNINOSAE 
NT GLYCYRRHIZA Gi.ABRA 
Gi.YC1liliHIZA GLABRA 
UF liquorice 





















BT SITE FACTORS 
GRADING 
BT PRODUCT QUALITY 


















GhA.IN . iIELD 




NT SEED 11J"EIGHT 
Gli.AINS 
BT DRIED PliODUCTS 
Gramineae (weeds) 









B'r 1-''ES'i'ICIDE FOhl-iULA·.rIONS 
grape-hyacinth (clustered) 
USE i·1USCAltI R.AC.b:N0SUM 
grape-hyacinth (purple) 
USE NU~CARI COhiJSUM 
grasses (weed) 






USE AGROTIS IPSILON 
Great Britain 








GREEN MANURES D 
SN Crops incorporated wbil• ~en in 
soil to improve rertililJ 
BT MAhlJRES 
green mulches 
US$ LIVE t•1ULCP..ES 
green peach aphid 
USE MYZ.US Pl:..RSICAE 
green stink bug 





UF experiments (greenhouse) 
glasshouse experiments 
BT .HE~l:.AHCH \ 
grey cotton thrips 










BT PLA.i~T Di;vt_;10PI-!EN'l1 
RT C1LL DIVISION 
DH'F11IBNTIA'r I ON 
P1.A.i~T GROOllTH SUBS'l'Ai.'iCES 
GlWWTH-CHAhBEH EXPI!llill'JENTS 
UF experiments (growth~chamber) 
· BT LABOii.ATORY EXPERDv!EliTS 
growth-form 
USE PLA.i'IT HABIT 
growth regulators 
USE P LAi~·r GRO'.-v'TH SUBSTA1'WES 
GRYLLOTALPA 


















Ci Yl>i:'l (;;;>C.:::.i...IS 
13'1' G=..Gi·!LThILAZ 














us~ VACCA.RIA PYhINIDATA 
habit (plant) 
U.S.t; P.LA.L~T i:iA.BIT 
habits (insect or mite) 






































B'l1 FARM IllPLENt:NTS 
RT HARVESTING 
HAULhS 
BT FRE~H PRODUCTS 
RT Ai;I.l•iAL FEEDS 
::> .i'L!<J.S 
HEALTH 














NT IU;LIOTHIS .AfilvlIGERA 
HELIOTHIS PE.LTIGERA 































































PLAliT GROWTH SUBS.TAN~ 
w-'.c.Ell CONTROL 




































UF vetch (horseshoe) 
.BT wBBD L.t;GUNilWSAE 




BT .A.i'i.Il'W ACIDS 
histology (plant) 
USE PLANT TISSUES 
~:' , 
HISTORY 



















BT CULTIVATION EQVIPMENT 







UF economics (home) 
household economics 
NT CGOKIHG , 













UF Apis mellif era 
BT BEES 
HORDEUM 
UF barley (wild) 
BT WEED GRAMilOOU: 
l~T HORDEUM MURI.NUM 
Hordeum leporinum 
USE HORDEUM NURINUM 
HORDEUM NURilnfl-1 





USE PLANT GROwTH SUBSTANCES 
horse.beans (Vicia) 










BT BREEDING AINS 
NT DROUGH'l' 'l'UL.EhA.&.\fCE 





UF alternative hosts 
food-plant range 
RT INSECT BIONONICS 
household economics 
USE iiONE ~CONOrtICS 
HOUSEHOLD ;:iTORAGE 
BT STORAGE 
RT HO.tvlE ECONOHICS 
HUlJEIBA 72 
B'I1 FA.BA B.i:::Ai:i CULTIVAii.S 
IDILLS 
or infestation) 
SN Legume pods after seed removal 
UF shells 
BT FR.l!.SH PRODUCTS 
































BT LE.NTIL CULTIV.AitS 
HYB.i:t.ID VIGOUR 
UF heterosis 
BT BRLL...iING .ME'2HODS 




























BT WEED LEGUMINOSU 
l~T HYNENOCARPOS CIRC~4TV$ 
liYI'lENOCAiiPOS CIRCINNATUS 















UF alfalfa weevil 
BT HYPERA 
Hypericaceae (weeds) 
USE wu;n HYFERICACC:AE 
148 
E. 
HYPi:!itICUM E · · 
. BT WEED HYF~RICACE.AE 
)iT HYPERICUN CRI.:iPUM 
HYP'.DRICUM CRISPUM E 





IDENTIFI CA'l1I ON . A 
UF botanical keys 
keys (botanical) . 
plant identification 
RT TAXONONY 
I gr an 
USE TERBUTiiYl'IE 
!LB 1811 
BT FABA BB.A.if CULTIVARS 
!LB 1816 




USE FA.BM Il<iPLENENTS 
importing 
USE TRATIE 
impoverishment (soil) ·.; ·' 
USE SOIL ll'iPOV1lliISHME1~T 
.~:~ 
improvement (convergent) ;, ·; 
USE CONVEhGENT INPROVBHENT 
imptovement (yield) 












INCOHPATIBILITY · C 
SN Pollination failure within an 
otherwise freely interbreeding group 
UF pollen incompatibility 
BT .i3R£EDI~G HETHODS 
RT HORPiiULOGICAL l:>TBRILITY 
POL1IiiA·rI ON 
INDBTERNINATE VARIETIES D 






















BT Il-iFOiihATION SCIEl'ICE 
INFRUCTEtiCEli CES 



















USE CY'.i'UPLASHIC IllliEiiIT&~GE 
inheritance (extra-nuclear) 
USE CYTOPLAS~IIC Ii:f.tii;iiITAl-iCE 
inheritance (non-Hendelian) 
. U:JE CYTOPLAShIC Iif.ciL.h.I'I1AJ.1CE 
inheritance (polygenic) 
. us~ lc{,UAl~'rITATIVE I.i~HE.i.tITAi~CE 
inheritance (quantitative) 







UF birds (injurious) 






RT BIRn Cuii'l'H.OL 
injurious insects 
USB PLST INSBCTS 
INJURIL.US HA.i~il'!ALS 
UF mammals (injurious) 






RT B.OI.JBifl.1 CONTROL 
INJURIOUS MOLLUSCS 




RT MOLLUSC CONTROL 
INJURIOUS VERTEBRATES 
BT PESTS 











. B'r .1!~1GICIDES 
. HT ANHOlUACAL COFFER 
.i:lORJ.iBAUX HIX:l'URE 
.COPPER HYDROXIDE 
COPPER OXIDE . ' 
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INSECT AGB~1TS E 
SN Arthropods used in biological control 
BT BILiLOGICAL CCii:~TROL 




. RT RE1E?ICAL ARi1liit0PUDS 
EiiTui•iliLOGY 
INSECT BEHA.VIuUR 
UF behaviour (insect or mite) 
habits (insect or.mite) 
BT I~5ECT BIOLuGY 
INSEC'l' BIOLOGY 
UF biology (insect or mite) 
mite biology 
life cycles (insect or mite) 
BT EN'l'ONuLOGY 
NT INSECT BBHAVIOUR 
IN~1C'l' BIOH01'1ICS .. 
INSECT POPULATiuiiS. 
Il'i.:>ECT BIOiWNICS 
UF bionomics (insect or mite) 
mite bionomics 
BT INSECT BIOLOGY 
RT HOST R.Al~GE 
INSECT COi-iTROL 
UF control (insect) 


















USE POLLii~A·:rING !~~SECTS 
INS1CT POPULATIONS E 
UF mite populations 
population dynamics (insect or mite) 
BT INSECT BIOLOGY 
INS,i:;CTICIDES 
ET P.E::iTICIDES 




·RT A CARI CIDES 
IN.::>ECT CONTROL 
INSECTS 




USE BEi~.FICIAL AR'riiltOfODS 
insects (noxious) 
USE PEST IN.::>ECTS 
insects (parasitic) 
USE PARA::>I'i'IC INSEC'rS 
insects (predaceous) 
USE PHEDACIUUS IlfriBCTS 
INSTITUTIONS 




UF control (integrated) 
pest manae:,"Elment 
RT BIOLOGICAL CON'I'ROL 
PES'r CONTROL 

















UF sterility (interspecific) 









BT NI:-f£HALS AND i.~lJThlENTS 






us~ UlUTED Kii·iGDOH 
Ireland (Republic of) 
USE IRI~H RBPUBLIC 
Iridaceae (weeds) 
USE w~D lRIDACEAE 
ILiISH &PU.BLIC 
UF Ireland (Republic of) 
.BT BliiiuPE 
IRON 
i3T i·i.I~RALS A.L'iD i'llJTRIEUTS 







.BT WATER hA.NAG.i:.i:iEl~T 
NT IiiRIGATION SCHEDULING. 
I.illilGATION SYSTEMS 
RT IRRIGA'rION EQUIP.NENT 
IRRIGATION EQ.UIPI•JE.NT 



























BT WEED CRUCIFERAE 







ISOLAT~D PROTBINS F 
UF protein isolates 
BT PROCESSED PRODUCTS 
RT i·iEAT SINULAHTS 
Fii.UTEINS 
ISOLATION C 
SN Protection of plants from unwanted 
pollination 
BT Bl:l.IBDI.NG 1'ii:.'l'ii0.DS 
R·r PGi..LDiA'l'ION 
ISu.LEUCfoE F 





BT PE;:iT lilfSECTS 



















JvUii..i.iAL Art'rICLES . J . 
i3'i' .OIBLIWMPiilC FORM 
Jugoslavia 










SN The two partially united lowest petals .. 
BT PETALS 













USE WINTERLIK PULL 11 
Kislik-yesil 21 
USE wINTERLIK YESIL 21 
KURDI 1 
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L-9-12 
BT LENTIL CULTIVARS 
Labiatae (weeds) 




UF experiments (laboratory) 
BT RESEARCH 













BT LEi~TIL CULTIVAH.S 
lakes 




USE ChEl~UPODIUM ALBUM 
LANPIDES. · 
BT LYCAENIDAE 
NT· LAMPIDES BOETICUS 
LANPIDES BOETICUS 
UF bean blue butterfly 
























wm RACES c . 
SN wild or primitiv~ forms of cultivated 
plants 
















USE Ll:..LiS CU!.INARIS 
Lathyrus lenticula 
USE .LEliS ERVUIDES 
Lathyrus nigricans 




BT SITE FACTORS 
LAURIC ACID 
BT SATURAT.li;]) FATTY ACIDS 
lea! 
USE . LE.AVES 
LEAF ABEA IliDEX 
BT LEAVES 










leaf roll virus (pea) 
158 
USE PEA LEA.I!~ ROLL VIRUS 
LEAF SP011S 
UF .spots (leaf) 
. B;r HYCOS~S 
. 'NT AL'l1ERRA.RIA LEAF SPOT 
CERCOSFORA LEAF SPOT 






BT PLANT A.l~ATOfliY 
NT COTYLEDONS 
Li:.AF AREA INDEX 
PETIOLES 











LE CT INS 
UF haemagglutinins 
hemagglutinins 
BT PROT~IN CON11El:-IT 
RT .AiiTilWTRITIONAL FACTORS 
LEGilllES 
UF pulses 






RT WEED LEGUMINOSAE 
Leguminosae (weeds) 















USE POD LBNGTH 
LENKA 
BT LENTIL CULTIVARS 
.LENS·. 
BT LEGilllI.N OSAE-VI CIEAE 
.NT LiNS CU1L•AftIS 
L&'iS 1.RVUIDES 




USE LElrn NIGRICANS · 
LENS CULINARIS 





.L..a thyrus lens 
159 






· Vicia lens 
BT LENS 
NT .LBNS CULINARIS .MACROSPERI1A 





LENS CULilfAliIS ABYSSINICA A 
BT LE.NS CULINAHIS GREX AETHIOPICAE 
LENS CULIUARIS COPTICUM A 
BT LEiiS CULI.NARIS GREX AETHIOPICAE 
Lens culinaris esculenta 
USE LEliS CULIHARIS 
LENS CULI.NARIS GREX AETHIOPICAE 
BT LElrn CU.i..INAHIS I~UCROSPERMA 
NT LENS CULINAliIS ABYSSINICA 
LENS CULIUARIS COPTICUM 
A 
160 
LENS CULINA.filS GREX ASIATICAE . A . 
BT Ll:NS CULINA.lUS MICROSP~RMA 
. LENS CULINAiiIS GREX J:;lf.rl.OPE.AE A 
BT LENS CULINAhlS HICR0SPEfil!A 
LE~'iS CULIHARIS GrtEX Ii-iT:C.RNEDIAE A 
BT LBl~S CULIUAiUS NICROSPERNA 
LENS CULii.;ARis G.tt.EX PILOSAE A 
BT LENS CULii:lA..1.IS hICliOSPEBNA 
LENS CULINARI::i GREX Slli3SPONTA.1.'IBAE A 
, BT LEiiS CULHAiUS NICROSP.t:;RNA 
LE~iS CULHiAiiIS i·IACROSFBRNA A 
BT u~iS CU1Il~AhIS 
Ll!!HS CUl.iIHARIS IltICRuSPERNA A 
BT LEl~S CU1IliA.rtIS 
NT Ll:;~iS CUi..HiA...1.IS Glili.X AE/l'rtIOPiqAE 
LENS CULir~AhIS GREX ASIA'rICAE 
18.lrn CU.i..LNAhlS GREX bUii'.GPBAE 
LEl,iS CU!..IN.Aii.IS GREX Ii~TERhEDIAE 
LENS CULii:iAiiIS G.HEX PI:i.JOSAE 
LBi.~S CU.uI.NAitIS GREX SUJ3SFON'I1A.l.1EAE 
Lens culinaris nigricans 
USE Ll;~~S l'HGRICA.i:iS 
Lens cyanea 
U::i:i!: k:iS O.i:tlEi~TALIS 
LENS bRVOIDES 











USE LE~S CULINARIS 
Lens kotschianus 
USE LENS NONTBRETII 
Lens lens 
USE LENS CULINARIS 
Lens lenticula 
USE LEliS ERVUIDES ., 
A 
W:.i.NS MUi~ 1.L'.3&.TII 
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UF Lrvum himalayense 
~rvum leontoides 
Ervum nigricans 
·Ervum soloniense L. 
Lrvum sylvaticum 
·. Lathyrus nigricans 
Lens bieberstenii 
Lens culinaris nigricans 
Lens tenorei 














USE Ll:.l~S CULINARIS 
Lens schniffspahni 
U~E Ll:.NS uRIBl~TALIS 
Lens tenorei 
USE LENS NIGhICANS 
Lens vulga.ris 




































illil~'l'ERLIK PULL 11 
·,..nfi'BRLIK.RED 51 
wI~Ti::.hLIK YESIL 21. 
·"'nl'i'irtLIK YESIL 31 .. 
RT Ll!..dTILS 
kN'rILS 
UF dhal (red) 
red dhal 
BT 1.i:..Gl.i1•IES 
RT Ll!.NS CULTINAhIS 
1.::..jrIL CUL'rIV.AHS 
~ON TICE 
BT WLiD Bi:;RBbRIDAC:i:.:.AE 
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NT Ll;uliTICE LEuNTOPETALUM 
I.J:;UNTICE lliO~TOP.i:.TALUM 
UF lion's leaf 
BT kliNTICE 
Lepidium draba 











lesser army worm 

















NT L,i!;VEILLULA ~GlJ1'UNOSAhUM 
L.:..V-~IL~ULA TAu:HICA 






USE . DOClfribi~TA'rI ON 
LIBYA 
BT AF.l:tICA 
life cycles (insect or mite) 
USE IN5~CT BiuLOGY 
LIGHT 
BT C1li'IA'l'IC HL~UIB..hl·iENTS 
NT LIGHT .8l'Lw1.GY 
LIGHT INIBNSITY 
Pi::i.UTOPERIUD 
RT LIGHT ~FFiCTS 
o:iiiADE 
LIGHT .i:;FY.c;CTS 











UF tetracosanoic acid 
BT SA;l'U'rt.ATED FATTY ACIDS 
Liliaceae (weeds) 
USE WEED LI1IACEAE 
lime (agricultural) 
USE AGiiICULTUltA.1 LIME 
limits (permitted) 
USE PEciTICIDE TOLERANCES 
LIN DANE 
SN Gamma isomer of BHC 



















BT ORUAl~OCHLOnINE IN~~CTICIDES 
Lil~Cii..EIC ACID 
BT Ul'i:5A'i1UltA0rED FATI'Y ACIDS 
LINOLE.NIC ACID 





USE LBONTICE LEONTOPi:.TALUM · 
lipid content 
U5E 1',A'l' COi~TE .. ~T 
LIPO-PROTbIN 












U~E G~YCYRhHIZA GRALB!t.A 
LIRiuHYZA 
BT AGRUMYZIDAE 





UF broadbean fly 
BT Lii:tI Oi"iYZA 
LISAEA 
BT w~D UMBELLIFERAE 
















UF green mulches 
BT .NULCHES 
RT COVER CRuPS 
.i..IT.c;STOCK 
UF stock (animal) 








RT NIXBD i'Aro1ING 
livestock feeds 










BT P~T WLA'l1hi:JU.NG 
LOLI UN 
BT •~°BED GRA1'1INEAE 
NT LULIUM RIGIDl.11'1 
LULIUM TI:J1ULB.NTUM 
LULIUM RIGIDUM 






















loss of nutrients 
u.:;:i:; NUT.nI..c.ri'.r .LOSS 
loss of yield 
.:USE CltuP LU~s..c.s 
lucerne mosaic 
U::i~ ALFALFA NOSAIC 
LU.NA 
.. . 166 
BT L8i.~TIL CU1'.L1IVARS 
lupin (yellow) · 






BT t1i::£D LEGill1I.i::WSAE 
NT LUPI~"US 1UTBUS 
LUPI.NUS LUTEUS 
UF lupin (yellow) 
BT LUPI.NUS 
Lycaena baetica 
USE LAi•lPIDES BO.i:;TICUS· 
LYCAENIDAE 
B'l' Ll:..P I:DvP .l':t.RA 
N'.I' LANPIDES 
LY~INE 









N'l1 NACrtOPhO.I"lI.NA FliAS.c.uLINA 
MACh.OPHONINA Pl:W:il:.:OLINA 
BT i'IAC.ttOPiiU.N.I~A 
RT RCiUl' ROTS 
Si;.uD o:i.t-uILAGE 
Macrosiphum pisum 
USE ACYltTH05IPliU~ PISUM 
:i.VJ.A.GNESIUM 
BT NILfortALS A.ND ~UThlE!'iTS 
RT ;;;;U LFHA'l1E OF POTASH-MAGNt:;SIA 
'fiLlCE B1E.L•iBl~TS 
MAIZE 













BT u.hGA.lH.lPHu!:iPHU.l:lUS INSECTICIDES 
l•J.ALl.: ~TBhILITY 
UF sterility (male) 
BT BltE.EDING l•i.t:/l'iiODS 




























BT Wi:£D MALVAC~ 
NT MALVA hOTU~DIFO~IA. 
MALVA liOTUNDIFOLIA. 
UF mallow (round-leaved) 
BT NALVA 
Malvaceae (weeds) 
USE W.b.:.h;D J:-lA1 VACEAE 
mammals (injurious) 
USE INJURIUUS MAMMALS 
management ( wate;) 
USB o11A'l1.l::;R r1ANAG.l:Jv1J:.;~T 
l"uu~AG.l:.:N.r. .. NT PRACTICES 




UF Dithane M-45 
.Manzeb 
BT CARBAMA'rE FUNGICIDES 
RT NAJ."IE] 
.MA.NEB 
UF Dithane M-22 
manganous ethylenebisdithiocarbamate 
BT CAllBANA'l1E .1!1U111GICIDES 
RT i'!AJ.\COZEB 
1~1A.i.~GAi~"ESE 
BT MI~BHALS AND NUTnI~~TS 






UF fertilizers (humate) 
hum.ate fertilizers 






















BT Li:lliTIL CU1I'IVARS 
marigold (field) 
USE . CALEl~DULA. ARVENSIS 
market 
USE CON~UN.PT~ON 
·NA.h.Kl!.T ING- · 11. 
UF selling 
NT COi~·rltAC'l'UAL SELLING 





MATUliA.1.HON · B 




UF Agroxone · · 
methyl-4-chlorophenoxyacetic acid 
.BT .l::IEru3ICIDES 
MBA LS F 
SN Feedstufs prepared from.faba beans or· 
lentils 
BT .PduCBSSED PhODUCTS 
RT F"~D CU.NS'l'ITU-~1'TS 
FOOD .P.iiODUCTS 
Ml!;AT SINULA.i:~TS 
UF simulated meat 
B'l' FOUD .P.RODUC'l'S 
RT ISU.LA'l'ED EftoTEINS 
1'1EC.l:IAJ:~ICAL .DM1AGE 








13T :. HARW.:>TING 







BT w"EED ~GUNilWSAE 






UF medick (black) 
BT MBDICAGO 
MBDICAGO h0rATA 
UF medick (wheel) 
BT NEDICAGO . 
medick (black) 
USE I'-lE.uICAGO LUPULINA 
medick (circular) 
·'··._ 
USE HYNiJ.~uCAiiPOS CIRCHfoATUS 
medick (wheel) 
USE N:i!....;ICAGO .ti.UTATA 
MEIOSIS 
UF reduction division 
B'l' C.:.11 LIVI::>ION 
fwll!;LANAGRLiMYZA . 
BT AGi·.uNYZIDAE , 
N'l' hl::LA.NAGrtuhYZA TRIFOLII 
.!"lliLANAGitU!'LYZA TRIFOLII . 




UF clovers (sweet) 
sweetclovers 
BT w~D LBGUNI.NOSAE 




UF nematodes (root-knot) 
root-knot nematodes 
BT .1.'fr.NA'i'UDES 



















UF Sayf os 




BT PLA.i~T TISS~S 
NT APICAL MI:.Rl~Tl:!;l>1S 
CANBIUM 
Il~'l':C .. RCALARY f'1LRitiTENS 

















HhTAL UnGAl"UC }'illiGICIDES 
BT llliGA.;:~IC F'illil.ZICIDES 
NT COP .FEh Lil~BULA'l'E 
COPPER OLE.ATE 























































BT UrtGAi.~OPHOSPHORUS INSECTICIDES 
MEXICO 
BT C.8.NTRAL AMERICA 
RT NO.H.Tli .AM.i!:.l:UCA 
MICE 
UF mouse 
BT HfJU.lilOUS fvWi1MALS 
II.ice control 
USE RODENT CONTROL 
microbiology (soil) 
USE SOIL MIC~OBIOLOGY 
microelements 












U~E DRY-HEAT PROCESSING 
micronutrients 









USE DU.vlIT MIL.iZWS 
mildew (powdery) 














RT MI!'f.t:.RALS Al{L.l NUT.liihHTS 
MINERAL DEFICil!il.1CIES 
BT ~FICIENCY DIS.EASES 
RT . MINLRALS AND NUTRibNTS 
PLANT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORDERS 
MIN~hALS AHD NUTRIENTS 
SN Elemental nutritional requirements of 
faba beans, ~entils, man and domestic 
animals · 











































UF C{)ntrol (mite) 




USE Ilfoi:.CT BIULLiGY 
mite bionomics 
USE HL.:i..:.C'i' Biu.LW1•iICS 
mite populations 
USE INSi:.CT PUPULA'i'IONS · 
mites (beneficial) 
USB BL~i:.FICIAL ARTHROPODS 
mites (injurious) 
USE PB;;)'l1 I•llTES 
mites (predaceous) 
USE Pllli.u.ACIOUS MITES 

















MDG:;D CliOPPING D 
SN The growing of seve:t'.8-1 crops 
simultaneously in the same field but 
not in rows 
UF interplanting 
stubble crops· 
B'r CUL:11IVAI1Iu.N SYS;l'EMS 
RT HUL'11IPk C.l:i.uPPING 
h!Xi!.D FAfil'lI.NG D 
~N Cropping, livestock production and 
possibly,other enterprises present 
within a· farming system 
BT FA.HNI.NG 5Y511u'i.S 
RT LIVE~·rucK 
NIXI:.::i.i F.:.RTILIZBhS D 
BT UTL:i.uG.c..i'l F.t:..LtTILiz,e,;.HS 
N·r AHhOi~IUN ~ITitA.'11E 
AH.L·1U1dU!-'1 ::iULPrlATB NITRA'l'E 
CALCIIB-1 Al·ii>iUiHUM .LiITRAI1E 





B'r l::iWI.i.tvifru:.~.TA1 .J:;FFhCTS 
.i:iT ~·ruitA\l.i:. :ti:.LA•J.'IV.:. h"lJHIDITY 
NliI:.:iTU'fu.: 'i'.i:...:i'l'S .. 




BT I~-l'J-UnivUS NAHNALS 
MO.LLU::>C Cvlii:'rtOL 
UF control (mollusc) . 
slug control 
snail control 
BT PEJ':i1 COH'fitl..iL 
J:i.'.L1 INJUiluUS NOLLU:.:>CS 
NuLLU;.JCICIDBS 
MOLLUSCICLD£S 




Ivlh TiiI OC.AiiB 








USi:: L'fJUitlvli~ i·1Li.u.i..USCS 
i·iU.LUCi:,;i..1A 
· 3'.r '..i .ui.D LA.i3IA'r.A.c; 
1'iT hi.J.LUC.:..1.L.A. LA.:. VIS 
HvLliC.-:iLLA LA.Li/IS 
li? bells of Ireland 
snell flower 
· .!fi' i·:u.ut;Ci::LLA 
hO.i.. Y.31.:.~.i.;h 
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311 hL.!:.ii.Al.S Ai~ .u ~.n;r.nr:c;.:,'l'S 
.n:i' ·11i.ti1.Cr:. r..LBhi:.1i'rs 
Honitor 
U::i~ hr:.l'iilhI.DvPnvS 
1'ill.Li U-A.h1·;1,,1HUN Priv..).P:-:.A'l'.::.; 
.:;:r .h•u.;ii:iA11.i:i .ii'.c.~t'i'ILI.6.i:;L!S 
iii' ..L·U'.\..o.1lu-:.•1 .li'.i:.•t'i1I.uL.t:nS 
honocror. 











i·10.i ;.,cu LfoiU:: D 
S~ rtepeated growing of the same crop on 
the same land 
3T Cu.u.i..'i."l.id'IUi~ :;>'[::ii'.t,;NS 
i·10rivJn..:i.r~:s 
UF books 




UF er.ibr.1ology (plant) 
plant eobryology 



















mosaic (bean common) 
177 
U::i.b: .i3.:;..Ul CuNi·,uN i'i0S.AIC VIrtUS 
mosaic (bean yellow) 
U::ili: .i3.:....U~ 'f",t;L1Uw' 1~1U..:i.AI C 
mosaic (broadbean) 
U::>.i:.i i:lrt0A.ui3.:..AN !•lv~AIC VIhUS 
mosaic (broadbean yellow) 






CUCUi·i.3~.n NO::>AIC . 
(pea) 
f.c.A .l•i\J::iAIC 
mosaic (pea enation) 






F.:..A i•1\.J'111'.u.c. l'lv..;AlC. 
(pigeonpea) 




~ottle mosaic (pea) 
US.i:: P.8.A huI"i'LS i'luS.il.IC 
mottle virus (broadbean) 
USE BrtvAlJBt.Ai'i 'MU'l''l'LB VIRUS 
mottle virus (red clover) 




USE NESSi:,j:iGER RL'iA 
MULCHES 
NT DRY i.1iULCHES 
LIVE i.·tULCHES 





B·r GU .u.L' l 'I il.'i'Iui~ 
Rr 1·:t: J,,c:ru:s 
multi-cropping 
u~.c; .hU.w".L'i.hJ:: Chul'.H.i.~G 
NU.Ll'iF....J:; C..tLifFil~G 
.~~ fGe 5rowin5 of raore than one crop in 
the sace field at the same time 
UF multi-cropping 
B'r CU.u"l'IVA.i.'Iu.N ::lYi:l'.i.;~·tS 
H'i' i•lI.X..::.D c •• uPPfoli 
muriate of potash 
U;).i!: .f\Ji'A.:i:jlUh CH.wvnID.i:: 
f1U.:iCA.hI 
.o•r w:C:.iD 11.uIAC:J:.:AE 
N'r NU::iCAltI CU1•i1,,.:>Uh 
hU~CA.hI ii.ACiJ•!1,,.:iUi:·1 
illU ..... CA.hl C0fo..1;:Jl;h 
UF grape-hyacinth (purple) 
Bi' hU;;iCAn.I 
i·1U ..iC.ArtI dACi.i'lU<lUN 






B'r ..nv'i'A'i'I i.htAL Ch.UP~ 
mustard (ball) 
U.:iL .N~.:i1IA APICULAi'A 
mustard (black) 
USE ..i:HtAS.:>ICA .NIG.d.A 
mustard (globe) 
U~.b Tt;XI.i:.RA GLAS'i'IJ!'OLIA 
mustard (wild) 
U~B ~Ii~A?IS A.itV.i!.i.~SIS 
lWTAG:i:.l'iS 
UF chemical muta5ens 
.i.~T CULCiiIGI.M:!.: 















1·1UTA'l' l U1~ .aru.~DI~G 
.O'l' B~lili.~~ N;:.'!'riujjS 
R'f i'IU'l1A~.c.NS 
1·1U'l',>:l' I ON 
NYC UP .U.o>i~1uti.c..S 
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UF .diseases (mycoplasmal) 
.5'!' .LJ: .:i~S.c..S 
r1YCiJ::i.i:.S 
UF diseases (funeal) 
fungal dist:ases 
BT .1.il.:i.c;.t1.S~:J 





l!U .. ii '{ hl Llli:. ~~ ~ 
L.i:.AF ;).h./l'S 
P1..w'DhnY alL.D..t:.w~ 




;;i'l' .i:.i.•1 r.l.i~S 
VA.:iCli.i..Ait r1I.ui':J 
h.T ~'UJ:,GI 
u0.L'v.i:t.:.J.i f.nu.DUCT~ F:: • .;l'l'S 
l'i]labris ootectus 
li.;;i,i:; AG.Ai.d.:.v;.lCS.i..I.i.ii:;;;> OB'L'.i:.CTUS 
hylabris ruf imanus 
U.;)~ .B.nliChU.:i h.U.b'friAu US 
1•l'f'.1:1.l~'i1 IC ACID 
UF tetradecanoic acid 
.BT .:iA.i'L"•i.Al',i:;.D i!'A'l''rY .ACIDS 
hYZU~ 
BT AF;;ii1S 





aphid (green peach) 
green peach aphid 
HYZUS 













U .Si:,; C.A.,;U3AltY 1 
natural distribution 
US.i:.i PL&~T ~i:.u~liA.1-riY 
.iii:.;C'l'Ait 
RT L~;;:iEC'r PUL.ufoA.i'lvN 
;:ie.guvon 





..:~.:J.•:.A'i'U.LJ.c.. Cuh .l.'nUL 
UF control (nerna~ode) 
eelworm control 
B'r P..:..:i'l' Cui:41.1.'.h.iJL 
h'i' .:;:.c.l·i.Ai.'ICI.Di:.S 








1·;..:. .i..v 11.iik Yi.~E 
1-' ~"t.A.'11 Y. Ll:i.~ Ch US 
!l.u~Y 1..:.1~ ClilJS 
'.i.'YL.c..1:1Ci:iU.huYi~Cl:iUS 








BT W.i:;.i:.D CitUCIFEHAE 
!'l''i' i.~i:.;JLIA A.f'ICULA'.i'A 
h"BSLIA Af'ICULA'i'A 













.31' lA..3.d. B.c.A.i.·i CUi..l'lV'AnS 
i.iexion 
l,;..:i.u ..i:b.ui.·•1.il-'.::v::i 






~i.::.LuuiA 'I Li.IJJULA 
i".c.~A....L.A Vlnl.ui,;.uA 
u.!!' 5I'een sti!lk bug 
..:l'r ... u: • .::.A...lA 
niacin 
iJ;,:).c. ... a(;,,, ...'.Lii.A!·1I.Ui:. 
Hicot.iana 
l.i;;)i:. J.'v..u.d.•.::Cu 




3 i' V l...'n...·.l.~; Cv ... n'1.~'i' 
nicotinic acid 
US.i:. ii .i.C" .2Ii~M1IDE 
.N I'i' .iA 11.t:. .C7i:....:t.i'I Llli:.b:S 
.B·r .i:jl.i.'.:,vG.i:.N F'.L...i'rILIZ..t;hS 
r;·r C.ti...i..8IU;·1 .dl'hA'l'E 
Pv.i.1A::i.:iIUi·1 .&:il'I'ltAI'E 
SUDii.i~·1 i:-iI.L'.nA'l.'E 
.i:d' hLGD .l!'.c.~t'rl.i.JlZliliS . 
nitrate of potash 
USZ F1.;'l'A;:::i.::iIUi1l .NI'l1h.A'11E 
NITrtliGEN 
BT i.'-ll.i:ji:..l\ALS Ai.lD i:m'l.'.i:tl.i:..NTS 
h'r HA.i:, ~-ci:;s 
i.~l'i'nvG:c;.4 CU.ri'l'B..:;T 
.i~ I'l'rtvGt,;.i:~ Cu.NV.i:.nSI ON 
l~ I'i' .:..VGEl~ .:&'.i:.itTILIZ.i:..i:IB 




















B'r F.c.rt'l' Il...IZ.c.nS 
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H:l' .iH l'i1.uG.r..N 
JH.i.1.avG.::...i J:t'IXAi'I0N 
UF fixation (nitrogen) 
HT .~ I'l.'n\.\i.c.i~ 
LilllL.L..DlA 
nitrogen solubility index 
U;:;L NSI 
~ l "l'.l:tvGi:.i~ASi; 
.13'.r i:.i~ L. friLS 
it'l' d I'i.1!tl-G-..::.l4 





~ uC'ru I.i..i.AB 
ll:i!, moths (i.foctuid) 
Hoci:;uid moths 















UF nodule formation 
root nodulation 
BT tiYNBICSIS 










u~,e; .i.~u ... ,lJLATil.iN 
.:i0rli:.1-iC.i...Al1lfrtE 
UF naming plants 
plant names 
h T ·r,;u;. vii 1..i'iY 
non-i'lendelian inheritance 
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U:.:>~ CY i'uPLA-.i.L'1IC Biii:.rtii'JUC~ 
N 0.n'fii Ai' w.nl CA 
.B'r A1·..u.itI CA 
if.P CAfiADA 
Ui:i 11'.i:..D .• :i"l'A'f.l::S liF Ah..:.b.ICA 
il'r i·i:::.x.1 co 
tlorthern Ireland 
U.:>i li.Li I'11.r.;1 KL1Gl.Jvi'i 
.~ GZZL.c..S 





UF nitrogen solubility index 































UF loss of nutrients 
BT NU'fitITlON 




.UF uptake of nutrients 
B'l1 PLAi~'11 i~UT.rlll'IvN 
' HT 'l'fuL.~SLUCA'.fiON 
nutrients 




SN uf man and domestic animals in 
relation to grain-legume diets. 
For nutrition of crops, use PLANT 
i~U'l1liITIUN • 













USB F.LA.i~·r .i'i"Ul1hI'l'I01-f 
i~U'I' .::trl'I \.Ji~AL .i:U,;<{.UI~·ii;.~·rs 




RT PLA.iH im'l1RlTILii:i 
P.LA.i~T ~liY~I0Lu~ICAL PnUCbSSES 
SuIL FEhTILITY 
lW'l1RI'l'ITB VALUE 





















USJ:; S'fi.AltIC ACID 
oil content 
~:::>E FAT CON'l'.i;;NT 
uIL d'l'rlACl'IOH 

















U? cis-9-octadecanoic acid 
BT Ui:~;:ilu1Una•foD FA'l"l'Y A.CI.DS 
0.1'J.l:.:l.'~10Al'E 
UF Bayer 45432 
Folimat 
BT 1,,,.i:i.G-A...·;uPhli0Pi:ilhtUti Ilfo.t:.CTICIDBS 
vhPA 
USE ..:)Cii...~DA.i.'l' 
0P~ll hA.ru~ I1ING 
BT rlAiliG:..'I1ING 
0:PEN .PvLLLiATION 




N'I' uPliI 0hYIA PHAi.:)EOLI 
OPHIUNYIA FiiAS~OLI 






























i·L:.11.H.L urtGJil.,IC 1''U~'1G-ICifa .. S 
ii'l'2 COJ? .h:.ii LiifoiJL'i'b 
CvPf,C;.ii u,Li;A'l'E 










0hG-A.. uC!1J..vt..L{c; r.~ .;:i.i:.C'r I CID.i:..S 
BJ.' L< .... .:.C"HCID.c.S 
N'.£1 Ai..~.:-.IN 
.u:nr 





















( "hGA.:HjPi:i\..::.:.i.h:.urtlJ.::i L~;:i.::..CI'ICID~S) 
(~~ r) ,•:..:dli..Z\.,N 
1·i..:. .L1h1u"1ll..lJ~:!vS 
1·u:. 11nllJA'l1hl L.i:i 
1'iL VI!~ F:ivS 
i'Lv1~ uCrtv'.Clifr;. vs 
vl·i...:. i\-. iJA 11i. 
u:, Y ...ci·u:;ru~i-1•i_:.'1'hY L 
l-'A;·..A 1'nl Gi.i 
..... !\"• 
r4u!"~.1..1!. 
Hiv ;.if :.A.l·il1u~i 
P l.rth:Li:'hvS-••Ll:.'i1:i'f.L 
;;iC~-..A:;Ai'J 
11u i'i.tACH.i..u.n Vlifr.i1u::i 
i'r:l 1...1·:.r.;i\..i1i 
1'."lCa.uvru'u1; 
Urtl.::..~. ·.:.1.ri. ... ·I uN 
.3'r 01 r.:. ~'AC'run.S 
origin (plant) 
U.::i.i:. G.:.. .• LL.:. vi "n.iuL-i 
u:.., I i';:L . .:. 
1h' .'1..i·,L•v .A.CI.l.J~ 
vrtUBfulCi..L 
uJ!' brOO.!j..r'apes 
Br ~ArJi.~Irrc wLi.DS 
11::..i..:.:i v.ttli.6.fu..·,CHAC.uJU:; 
•i'I' ...,hu.:::A..1Ci-G .A..::.GYPdACA 
Lrt1,,.::,;.,.;ch.L 0rti:,;.un'A 
\Jrtv.3A..1C.i:ili i•1L~ull. 
L·h1,,.i:l,:. ..... ,Cili:: liA...:iA 
iJ.nvj.&.:_1Cd.;:; hA!·1U..,A 
U.ttU3A.i.1\J.i:'...i:; .A.::...;YPi'IACA 




BI' urtu3,:,..., C:l:IB 
\..·rtll.3A...·iChb C..:1..=.1JAl1A 










U::>E li.l:i.v.3iu.iC!IB CID.:iiA'.i!A 
Orobanche longiflora 






u.H.UBAi:I cru. NI1WR 
BT urtull.A.i~C.i:ili 
u.d.Lii3Af~C.iic. m\ .. NA 
B'r vh 01:3.fu~ Clili 
urobanche pelargonii 
USi:: 0.rii...i..;.riiiCriL C.itl:..~Ai'A 
urobanche picta 
U::>B U.cWBA.i.~CHE Cni:.i:i.Al'A 
urobanche pruinosa 
. U ;jl!; LirtU.i3A.;CW:; Clic.L~A1'A 
u.i:i.0Bfu:~CJ:ili iiANUSA 
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UF branched broomrape 
broomrape (branched) 
Philipea rarnosa 
3'r 0.d.vBA.; Gilli 
Urobanche segetum 
U::il:: uhul3A.1 Chi Ch..:.1~A'.i'A 
~robanche speciosa 
u:::;.i:; vh Li.BA...·; CJ:ib CLti:.1~A'l.1A 
vrobancnaceae (weeds) 







































.BT u.tt...;..AJ.dC. lt'U1~Li-ICI.iJES 
0.X Y i.Jt.1·u:;11 u~~-N;:/.i1HYL 
U.1!, ne ta sys temox 
i-letasystox-R 
B'l' 0.n~Ai~0P.rlvi.l.l:'m,,.hUS INS.r..C'i1ICI.DES 
uXYG-,i!;N 













.B'l1 DI..:..11.AhY VALUE 
.iii' Cv ... h;i.iHi:;.ii. Fill!.~'j:,.1ti:;~·iCiS 
..&, .uA Vu U.tl hli'11bi~ 11 I ul~ 
LIPLiXY~~i'i.A~i:i 
PA.W·i.A'l10 .. \I~~ :::> 
.:i3'£ PLA..i.~'i' ·ru.x.I.NS 
PA.i.i'lI'rIC ACID 
UF hexadecanoic acid 
l3T .::>AiUL-~i'.c.;JJ ..&1A'.i.1111Y ACIDS 
PALNI'l10.W:.IC ACID 
BT UNSA'i'Ur..A'l1BD b'A'i''i1Y ACIDS 
Panicum erucif orme 
U::if.: BnACHIA.rtIA .C.:RUCH,uhi1!IS 
P~i'l1-L-406 
.B'l1 kN'l1I.1.1 CUL'.l'IVA.hS 
PAJ."lT-L-639 










. BT .v ..:..l:;D PAPA V .c...nA.C.i:.A.E 




UF poppy (corn or field) 
.O'r PA"l:A'foit. 
PA.l:'AV-~.ii ;;)Yi:UACU}'i 
UF poppy (Syrian) 
B'r PA:PAV-.lili 
rapaveraceae (weeds) 
'U ;;iL ..,.ui:;D :P Ai' AV .C..:iA Ci:.AE 
.,\ 
B'l' :.lui.J'i'n .AhJ:.o.1:1.ICA 





UF insects (parasitic) 
.3T L1;:)..::.CI1 .Al.Z.i:.~H'S 
.rt·r F.A.r.AsnrnM 
.?.A..Ui.!:ill'IC hli'i:;S 
UF mites (parasitic) 
3'1' fo;:i.i:.C'.i' Al.Z.t..i:H'S 
H.'r PAM.SU rnM 
FAnA~l'i'lC w~i:.llS 






B'l' l)iU.LuliICAL CUi·LP.i::'.PITION 
RT P.AHA::iI'i'IC Il~S£C'I'S 


























U;.)J:; C.n.UC.d..ul:::i PLA'fiCA.LtPCS 
parsley (great bur) 
U;;ii:; l'Un~LiHA LA'l'I.c\..i.LIA 
PAhTIGL.i:; ;.)lz.b 




BT BA!\J:...J PrtlllJUC-.rS 
Patentkali 




SN Index pathogens under the respective 
or~r.isms or diseases associated with 
tnem. 
RT J.JfoZ..n.::ii:;S 
J.'nA..., ;li·1i .::iS I li•1 
pathology (plant) 









protein dispersibility index 
fhv i'..:rlli Gu1~'l'.i:.1. :r 
pea (purple) 
U;SE Fi.:)Ui·1 .:iA'11IVlJii1 .i:...i..A'l'IUS 
pea and bean weevil 
U.:ii:.: .::iI:.i.'v.iiA Lfol:..A'iU::> 
pea aphid 
l.j;j~ .rl.Crr.i'Hv;:ilPiivii PI::iUN 
fbA .uri.A'i' l v~-; 1·11J:.>AIC 
UF mosaic (pea enation) 
BT VlnU.::i.c.S 
!d' ACL.•.i:'riv:.:iIPnUi:i PH>UH 
P1A iu!;A}' nvL~ VInUS 
UF leaf roll virus ·(pea) 
PLltV 
.a·r VI.Ru::iES 
.f:l.'l' .d.CYrtI'HO::iIPHUN PI.SUM 
ACYnTnU~IPhuN ;j~SB.AJ.~I.AB 
A.Phni CI:til.CCIV0.HA .. 
F 
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pea leaf weevil 
U::i,t:; .;liiu.~A J...L~.u.1L.'US 
Pi::a·I'!O::iAIC 
UF mosaic (pea) 
.LlT V!iW.:Jt;::> 
h'r APHI.i)S 
Pi::A Nu'I1L'LB Nu::iAIC 
:ur mosaic (pea mottle) 
mottle mosaic (pea) 
BT V Il:HJfil.;S 
R'r cuscurA 
peasant's eye 
U:jE A.l.iu1~L:> Aw~->'i'IVAJ...l~ 
Pi:;.ulCi:.LS 




liT CJ...lh.d.'.i.'IC .l:ti·<(,uln.i:.i·u:.;i.lL'S 
SvIL .i:u:.""UI.'.t.:..:·i..:..ii'S 
P.uGAi'lUM 
..i3'i1 W~:C.D ZYGOPu YLLAC.:.Ah: 
NT hGANlfr1 i:iAHi·tALA 
Pt.GA.i·jUh Il.!Uu•IALA. 
UF rue (African) 
B'l' Pi'.;~A.i:HJ1·i 
:P~L~TING 
BT }'.::.h'rILIZdi. P1AC.i:11lh.NT 
ii'I1 St.i:;D 'l'h.::;A'I1hi:.dl' 
PSiHCiiiLIUN 
BT b'U.i.'1.GI 







































Rr o v .iL1.I.i:. s 
permitted limits 
u;:;.r.; FESI'ICIDE 1'0Lt.hiu.iC.i:.S 
J:l.!:;.liu.N USF0rtA 
B'r FU1iGl 
NT P=-it..h~u:.:iPurtA L.c;1~I'IS 
p=.~1.u .. :1vSPUhA VICIA.E 
RT i10wi~-Y i;lILD:C..1;';:; 
P:..itvi~vSPi.faA Ll:.ll'rIS 






B'r ;:luUi'H AHi:.:.nICA 
pj:;;:)'i' CG11 rhuL 
UF control (pest) 
.a·r PLUd' FftU'r:c:c·rr ON 






RT BiuLOGICAL CUN'l'ROL 
.tJifl1Ui"i0.LJLG-Y . , .. 
hUST-PLAl~T R.C.;SI~i'A~CE 
HH.c.G.iiATBD COt-1'.i'riOL ·· 
Pl:.:.:iT CUN'.l'ii.OL l"ll:;'.C.HODS 
PESTS 
PES'i' CONfitOL l•U:.'l'HODS 
UF control methods (pest) 












( P.i:.S"i' Clii'i'11rtUL i1u:.'i.11ii.)DS) 
i~T Biu.i..CGICAL Cui~·rROL 
:iU::>THG 
FUi•,I G.Al11 UN 
Pn Y~I CAL co.~·r rt UL 
PLA.i.~'i' QUAAA'i'Ii.fc: 
Si.::.D TMArl·i.L.~'r 
Su IL ·rfu:.ii. rh;:,.i.iT 
;::>fr..A"fllJG 
SYSri.i·1IG cu~'iThUL 
H.T DI;:);:;Asi:.: COil'rhOL 











f..h1·:l p i'i:.rlA 
l.;.ivf'.i'.'.:.h.A 
Ll,; fl _,\.) p .i.'.l::itA 
v.H. i':-i. O?'fi,rtA. 
·11HYS.ni·jJ.Pi'.i:.bA 
rtT .c.i~d1 1..ifo.:,.uQG.Y 
Li;:i..:.Cr cu.~'l'.ctvL 
L:i;.;;i..Cl'S . 









N'l1 'i'.i:. THAiiYCHIDAE 
RT .t..i.d'i.Jhv.uOGY 
NI 11.t: Cu~·i I1ROL 
P~~TICID~ .i:.?P.i:.CTS 



















UF residues (pesticide) 
iiT Pi:...:i'rICIDES 
.P.r..S'I' I CI:Ui; .iii;.:iIS i.=.A..:; CE 
SN Hesistance of injurious organisms to 
chemical control 
ul!, resistance (of pathogens to pesticides) 
resistance (of pests to pesticides) 





h..:.:i'i'lCL.£ ·i1ULJ:..itAhCBS B 
~N Upper limits of residues or application 
rates prescribed by law for the use of 
pesticides·On faba beans or lentils. 
not the tolerance of organisms to pest-
icides, for which see PESTICID~ l:iliSIST.A.NCE 
UF limits' (permitted) 
permitted limits 
stanaards of icientity 
rt•r b..)i'ICIJJ.u;;) 









~\ u JJ.c.Id' .IC ID.i!:S 
HT ri.::..l:IBICI.Ll.i:.S 
fest ox 
P;:;u .1.' l CI.i..i:.; .i:.FF.t;;C'I'S 
P.i:.JL'ICI.LJt; .i' UnhU.i...A'I'IOiiS 








i~T INJUltluUS MOLLUSCS 
bJU.nlvUS VE:RTi:;13itATES 
N~.l'IA'I'uDBS 
PE..::i'l' Ii~ ::i:C..CTS ... 
P.::.~'I' hl'fi:,;;> 
RT Cb.OP 1U;;)SBS 
DISEASES 
Fiiti'I' COi'fl~lWL 
~Tu.i:tED FrtuDUCTS PE~TS . 
.PhT FOODS 
UF cat foods 
dog foods 













us~ i:i.Y:Ji:tGG,t:;N-IuN CUNC.i:ii'iTM'2ION 
Pl:"..ALA.nIS 
BT '...i ~D G-ltANifi.t,;A.B 
.lif PhA.wUUS .rl'i:iAChY~T.AChYS 
Pr..ALA.Ltl>:i B.i:tACh Y:.:iTACHYS 




liS.i::; E:-!A.i...!h;.L:i .i:fa.ACHY;:i'r.ACh"YS 
pheasant's eye 
USE A.D0i1 IS A.ES'l' I \f ALIS 
.t-h.:.i1Afi IAP.:ii...iSfr..Ai'E 
:3'1' .h11....:l.t- • ..A.'1'.t. l!'.c.n'l'I.ulL:.i:atS 
PP..:;NOLIC Cl..i~~'l'Edl' 









RT AG.ni.J.NvhIC Cii.A..rtACTBRS 




BT N.!!.TA:i... uhGAHIC FUI~GICIDES 
P.i:IBN YLALAl:-i I.i:~"E 
BT Ahll~0 ACIDS 
Philipea aegyptiaca 
USE OrtO.:a.ANCHE AEGYPrIACA 
Philipea ramosa 










BT VA;;iCULA.rt ;l'LSSUi,:..::> 
.i:i:r CAf'l.BIUh 
P.::i.1Ui·1IS 
:O'r :.r.c:ED .LA..3IATAB 
.Nr PH1v1'1IS KUJilJICA 
Phlomis (oriental) 
US.t: Pi:iLUNIS .iCU.rillICA 
P.i::iLu1•1IS KUrt.l.lICA 


















B;l' iJ.i:((;..A.NUPnv;)Pi:iUh.US Il~S~C'rICID,t;S 
PHU.:l.h1A'l1i:.: it'r..nTl.LJli;J:;ltS 
B'r F.i:.rt'rI1IZ.1:;ltS 
N'l' .BA::lIC ;)LAG 
.DI-Al•u·.OJ:~ Iill'1 PH0::>l:'tJATE 
DI-CA.uCIUN PHU;:>Pr.A'fE 









RT ZINC PHv.:)PiiI.DE 
FHOSPHuGLYCBhIC ACID 
.hT CAiillllN l)lOXInE 
ID;XO::>E ..)UGARS 
Pnli::>PHORUS 


















i.iT DAY .Li:JiG'.L1H 
F 1Alfi1 Di:;V .c.;1,UPl\li::i.iT 
PHuTOPHUSPtlO~YLATION 






BT PLAi~T PiiY::il01UGICA1 PnOC.i:;SS~S 








P.i:iU'l1<.)ilY1~Ti:k;'fiC Pl(;fil . .c:.NTS 
PLAl~'l1 AS.::ili'l11.ATiuN 
.hii./ .L1 l.i...; y ii'.i' ill:; rI c ..A.ru:;.A. 

















PHY.:::iICA1 CUl~TrtUL E 
SN Physical, manual or mechanical methods 
of pest control, as opposed to biological 
or chemical methods 




U~ l1t.CILUjICA1 DAl~JAGE 
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physiological disorders (plant) 
U:.::iB P~~T FHY~I01U\;ICAL DI~OltuBRS 
physiological processes (plant) 
USE P.LA.i.~'l' P.l::iY:.::iivLWICAL ?11.uCEi:i::>ES · 
physiology (animal) 
U.:)B .A.1:U1·!AL PrlY;)IULWY 
physiology (human) 
U;JE HUi•lAi~ iiHY:.::iIULOGY 
physiology (plant) 
USB PLAl~T PHYSlULuGY 
phytogeography . 
U;:>:C: P .i.Jili r LiEoG .. u\.fii.Y 
r.i:ffflii'lYZA 
BT AG.iillhYZIDAE 
N'f P.l::iY'l'UNYZ.A i:iU.iiTICllLA 
i'H y .L ui11YZA h0rt'1' ICvLA 
:O'i' Pi:i:r'.'l1 UI·1YZA. 
phytopathology 
U;J.i:. f.i..ti.ifi' ..i:1.1U1nU.i...\AiY 
.hiY'..:.\/l'uXICITY 
u~ plant poisoning 
poisonin5 (plant) 
.al' .b: • .:>'i' I CliJl!.: t.i!'.!!;.L.iC'fi) 
PICKii.~G 
UF hand harvesting 
B'.11 r..A.i:i/.t:.::ifHIG 
PILi.:..U~iPM HU;:>AIC 








U::i:C: A!·i.AruU~'fiiUS BLITuID.b;) 
pimpernel (blue) 
USE .A!iAGA11IS Ft:!~il~A 
PIPI£1G 





















B'l' L.C.GUNIN OSAE-VI CEAE 
W.t:ED 18GlJ1•1I.NOSA.B 
NT PISUM SA'dVUM .i::.LA'l'IUS 
Pisum elatius 
U::il:: PI.:lUi"l :.:iA'rIVUM .i:.LA'l'IUS 
PL:iUN SA'l'IVUN .i::LA'l'IUS 





RT PA.d . .:.NCriYNA 
pi ts (stoL·age) 
U::>i: .:l'i'Oii.AG.c. PITS 
placenent (fertilizer) 
U:::B :C,.:..rtTii..I;t:;iR PLAC~•J.i:;N'l' 
F LA1i'l1 A.;.i.A'l1uNY 















UF assimilation (plant) 










P LA.HT Dt;v.c;LuPMENT 
UF development (plant) 
B·r PLA.i~T PHY;5IGLuGY 
.NT G.iWW".rH 
h~trml.A TI UH 








FLA.ii l' i:;.APL0ii.A'i1IUN 
UF exploration (plant) 
plant hwiting 
itT P.i...AN'l' I.NI'.tWDUC'riuN 
PLA.i."iT ?.c.;RTI:UI'l'Y 






P LA.lfl' fu.PrtvDUC'l'I ON 
PLAN'l' GiuGrtilHY 




N'l' C.wifi'.Jil; v.F vJiIGIH 
RT .C:CuLOGY 
Hfo'l'ORY 
FLA.NT GROwTH SUBS'i'AljC~S 










P LA....11T HABIT 
UF growth-form 
habit (plant)· 
BT AG11.ul'i Oi'il C · G'tlARACTERS 
NT CLL.iLiH.NG HABIT 
,t;.l:iliC'l' HABIT 
rn·T;:J&"JEDIATE HABIT 







( FLAi~:r HA.3I'r) 
.i:tT hA ... :H'l' Hi.PiLOV-~~ii:.NT 
F ~i'l' A.·;A:l'u1v1Y 
;Ji'ENS 
plant histology 
U.:51!: P.i.....-L.~.;: 'fLJ.:iUi:.~ 
plant hormones 
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US.b P .i...A.'i'l' Grt\.i,., i'H ;.>Ul3STAl{CES 
plant hunting , 





HT G.:::ui::'l'IC iiLSulf.tlCi:!.S 
F i.A . ..li' 1,\.p .LUrtA·.i.1 I GN 









!.JS.ii; ~i1.1h.i:;~·iCLil. ... 1U& 
p LAlil.' .!ili ... '. .. 1'.i'I uu 
UF nutrition (plant) 
B'I' :ti .wL.d PiiY.:lILi1UGY 
~~T ~·iU1'.tlb~/.L' UPl'AKE 
RI' hlli.c;.n.AL;:> AJiD i:fUfiU;:;i;Ts 
iiU'l1i:tI'l1 I01~A1 Rc;~UiliLi'lEN'i'S 
plant origin 
USE. C.t:..liTM v.P GitIGIN 
P i.Ai:~T PA'E-iOLUGY 
UF pathology (plant) 
phytopathology 
liT Did.E.ASE CONTRUL 
l)IS.:::ASES 
P LAiiT PHYSIOLOGICAL DISORlll::.HS 
UF diseases (plant physiological) 
disorders (plant physiological) 
physiological disorders (plant) 








P.LJL,'.11 .Fl:iY;:)lU1lAZlC.AL PrtuC.:.5St;S 
UF pnysiolo5ical processes (p~ant) 
~~'.11 .Pi:iu'i'U .. :iY'N .i'&;jIS 




.i1.T iH.i'bifili~·iAL lu:.;,:(J.il1i.Ll·8i:i1.L1S 
PI.A.NT f~Y.::ih.·i.UGY 
Pi.,A../.11 PHY;:)lULUGY 
UF pnysiology (plant) 
.n1 Pi.Ju.H D.u Vl:;LvPh~NT 
PLA.li i1 Hb.l:'~tLl.uUC'l1Iuli 
·l1.:t\..i.eI:..:i:NS 
n.r BIJC:U:.. ,IS'foY 
hi::.;tUJ,,i.JGY 

















PJ!;s·r CUN'i'nuL il.i.b'l1HO:DS 
.~-.!:..i:.li Cuifi1B.GL 
riT i:·IA..i.Au.u·G;.a P.l:tACTICi!;S 
P.r.;S'l1ICIDBS 
PLA..~'r .Pnu·T~CTIO.:~ i:,,;.UIPN~.2.1~T 
Li'I1 t'A.'ti'l fo.P .i..i:.J•i.C;1i'l1S 
RT P.L..A.;:~'.£1 1-.i:tCi'I'.i!.C'.l1ION · 
P.LAi.ll1 ~UA.h.Alfi'I.dB 
Ul!, quarantine (plant) 
B'r PES'l' CUi:h1itUL f11L'l1iiODS 
fd PLA.i.~T fo'fit0.DUC'riuilJ 
P1'Ui1l1 REPnODUCTivN 
UF reproduction (plant) 
B'r P.LA.i.~T PHYSIULUGY 
NT AS.i:..AUAL fu:::PliODUC'UON 
Fi::.B.TI.i..IZA'rION 
PO 1.LINA'i' I u.N 
RT PLAiiT Fi::..it'l1ILITY 
PR0PAi.ZATION 
PLANT liB;;iPIRA'rION · · · 
UF respiration (plant) 










U !.:i.E P l..A1~'l' . A.i.A:i1UI•1Y 
plan~ systematics 
USE 'l'AXOHIJNY .. 
P LAii i1 '!' IS::>U-~S 







UF toxins (plant) 
i~T AFLA'l'UXI.i.iS 
Pi1.LhA'l1UX.I1iS 
rt'i' G.c;ci·ll•·iA'rI ON 
PLA.i:J'l' VA.:iCULA.rt ;.) Y::lTili 
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UF vascular system (plant) 
.B'f P.i..A.i.H' AJ.~A.L'liHY 




VA;:iCU i..Aii '!' foSU.h:S 
PLAN1i 1 i·11:.ATfu;iiii~G 
UF weathering (plant) 
BT Ali-rtUiiuNIC C1iA.hA.m1.liliS 
~·r LJ.iJ~ING 
iiT .t:..i:WI.iiL.:•1i•U:;1j l1AL t.:~'.l!'ECTS 
planters (seed) 
US.E: St.L.D D.ttILLS 
F l.Aj,~'i' ING 




















? LA~·r ICI'i'Y 
SN The ability to compensate for yield 
reduction at low plant population 
levels by increased yields ~e~ plant 
.DT .dR.i:..i:.iDING .Allt.S . 
h'r Yli.LD Il~Cfud\;:>E 
PLA...>'i'IDS 
B·r CY'ruPLAu.i•UC UnG-;L'i.u.L.iliS 
~·j·"i' Ciinvi•1Ul-' LA...>'rS 
Ll:;UC0PLA.::>'rS 
plot tests 
USE FILLD LX.P.i:.;itlNBi:ITS 
PLuUU.rtUG 
UF plowing 



















us~ .AU'i'i.AZi:t.APHA GAI•friA 
Pl'iA. 
USE P&;N f1 hi::.i.tCUhIC .AC!:.'l1A'rE 
PUD Ci.lJt.h.CTEhS 
BT AG!tviiONIC CHAnAC'foHS 
.l:f'r POD k.i.~G'l'H 
POD L>riAPE 
SHA l''Th.ilii·f G 
RT PODS 
POD Li:;NG'I'li 
UF length (pod) 
BT fUD CdA.RACTE!tS 
POD ~HAPE 


























U;:).i:. .PhY i'vi'liXICirY 
policies (economic) 
USi:. .c..Cv.11,,;·i.IG PvLICI.i::;ti 
policies (pricing) 
U;:;.i:.i P..:i.IGI.:.,\.1 .PU.u!Cl.i:;S 
policies (research) 




.n.r \ZA!·o.::. .:.:::.::> 
fvLLl:.~~ -·l1UB:t;::i 




:dl' i'il C••u.i?Y .w:;s 
J:-01.i..i:.~~ 
PULi.IJ:lATii~\.7 fo~BCTS 
UF insect pollinators 
i'd~ B.i:.;LS 
RT b.ElL:.l!'ICIAJ... An'l'liiWPODB 
.i:;i.~'l'i..i•1u .uO\.; Y 
IHti.i:..CI' H).LLI.NATIUN 
POL:i.!~~A'I'ION 
BT P.LA.l~'l' ~PfiOllUC·riuN 














1'\.i.uLU 11 l \A'i 
Ult' enviroruner. tal dai:ia::::;e 
~lI' AL1. .r-,Li..u rI U.N 
..:idi. FvLl.U .. ' .LUN 
uA.i.'..::.ii llULLU'i'IU.N 
rt.'r ?VJ.d ... U·i' I vH i:..il"i:.C'rS 
PLl.i...LL' i u(i .::. • .-Fi:;CTS 
i3'.J: h..Biv·1'IC ..,r..,;._,ri...,i:..rt.S 
n.'.r fv;..,.Ll/i'..LuN 
PvLYCnv~.:.ij::;S 
id' CD .. .-n v .Arts 
PGL ·~\;.i:,;;:r;s 
Bl' Gi:..ifr.;3 
..:ri' Cvi·lFi...::J'i.;: .. i'l'""'-'ii l.Z.o.:..~<~::> 
polygenic inheritance 
u;:;:.:; 'C(.u..Ld'I rA.ITh Ii~fu,.rll i'..h.CB 
Fu .u YG0~~UH 
:3'1' .v'E.i:;L i"'Ll.u y:_;.1_,.iACi::AB 
1a Plii.. . .:'.Cu1iUi'i A'lIClii...A..cU; 
P0LYG0.LilJ1•1 .AVIGu~ 
B'r Pu.;.. YG0:~ UN 
~oly5onaceae (weeds) 
U;:iL \fr,;:_j) hLYGv.l·i.ACi:A8 
PG.L.ll'wltlC ,_;;:..;:.:;s 
Si~ Lion-allelic genes of identical, 
cur.:?ulative effect 
.i3'r Gi:. . .;.c;S 
.PGLYPi:;PrIIJ..:...;::i 
Bi' .Fi:.Pi.'I&S 
h'l' i·U:.3.Ji:.:'iG.c;:rt ill~A 
PC.LYP.i...iJI.LJY 
BT BRi.LDI1iG NZTnODS 
.H.T NUT.ArIUN 
ponds 
USB 'w'A'r.c..rt H.:!:::iB.H.VuIRS 
ponies 
USE HO.it.;::iE..S 
poppy (corn or field) 
USE PAFAv.-::R HHUE.A.S 
poppy (Syrian) 
USE PAPAV'r.:R SY'"tlIACUM 
poppy (violet horned) 









popul~tion dynamic~ (insect or mite) .. 
U::>E Ii~.-::i.t;CT P1..1PULATI1..1NS 
populations (plant) 
USE P.L.A.i:i'r POPUI,u\.l1Iv~iS 
populations (soil) 
Ui:>E SvI.L Pu!JULA.L'Iui.~S 
porosity (soil) 




BT ;,u.i:.LD FUli.'.i'U LACACLAE 





U;:)E ~~ ~0rt.i'ULACAC~ 
potash fertilizers 
uS.C: PL/i'A5Slffi·i Fi.!..it'i'I.LIZi:..hS 
FVI'.A.::iS I U1'1 
BT HL.:U:tAL!:l Arm ilU'.i'rtI.EN'.i'S 




UF bicarbonate of potash 
.DT FOI'.ASSIUH .E':C::,TI1IZ.:::hS 
Pv'i'.ASJIUh Ci:ii.ultIDB 
UF muriate of potash 
:a'r fuTASSilJl;l FERTILil.J!;hS 
R'l' Cii.i.Ai.d.I.NE 
FuTA;:>5IU11 .ii'".uli'i'ILIZERS 
UF potash fertilizers 
BT F.c...:dILIZlili.S 
NT Fvr.ASSIUH BIC.Aru30NATE 
PCii'AS::>IUl•l CH.i...0RI.DE 
PU.i'ASSIUM ::>ULPHATE 
SULPdATE OF FOrASH-MAGNESIA 
RT HlrAS5IUM 
F\JrASSIUM NIT.RA'l.'E 
UF nitrate of potash 
BT i'iU'HA'l':i:.! F.bhTILIZl!JlS 
RT POTASSiu11 
PLJrASSIU11 ~ULPiiATE 
UF sulphate o! potash 













USE PRuliUC'rIVh'Y Pu·rL ... ~'i.'IAL 
HJi'.u ... i rILLA 
ifr ,.,' .i:.;LD h l.k:iA C.i::A.E 
Pvu1fitY 
UF birds (domestic) 
fowl (domestic) 




h.i . .v".D.uitY ~·1IL.iJ1::w'::i 
ui mildew (powael.'.y) 
HI' NYClX:i.i!.S 




B'r L.:.l~i.'Ii.. cu,;,."i'IV.AltS 
E:ti:.uACIUU.::i IN.::ii.CTS 
UF insects (predaceous) 
predatory insects 
.:ar L'l;;:;~c·r AG~Jirs 
.b"0.:.DACivU5 i'LI'foS 
uF mites (predaceous) 
predatory mites 
.;:rr I.Ns~c·r AG~krs 
predatory insects 
u~.ii: PlB.JACIUU;;) li.'l~.i:;C'rs 
preC.atory mites 









:il.T 'l'nYPSI.L~ L.iiIBI'i'IUN 
f.itlCt. HAI.1.~'l'.i:..NA!'iCE 
BT PnICBS 
RT PhlCfoli fULICIES 
PRIC~ ~TABILIZATION 




















PlilCI ... 'lG P\J.LICI,l:;S ·. 
UF policies (pricing) 

















rt'l' i\,,uD l-li0DUC'l'S 
UL::i 
F.i:H .. Ci.S::iILiG 
PrtvC;:;.::>::il.riG 







h YD.i:tA'l' l!~ G 







".ili:: . 'l'-H..c.A'l' P.h0CESSING 
i:t'l' 1.v!LCHludZA'l'ION 





















UF quality (product) 
NT GH.ADING 
i:t'.J:' CvvKING rq,UALII'Y 
F.ftOiiUCTS 
PHGiiUCTION 
NT S~~D PRODUCTION 






N'r ~Ni:.iiG-Y FH.ODUC'.rIVITY 
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Ur' potential (productivity) 
rd .rlii.c...:.lJI.L{G .HHS 
.?nODUGi'IVI'rY 
?hviiUC'rS 
ri'r DRIED FnuDUCTS 
it'RE::lli ?RuDUCTS 
PROCESSED P.H.ODUCTS 
RT Phu~UCT QUALITY 
products (pests of) 
USE STORED PhuDUCTS PE~TS 
Prof ume 
USE .MB'rHYL .Bl:i.ONIDE 
PhuGb.NY TE...:i'I1I.NG 
RT BRLEDI~iG MLTnODS 
EVALUATION 
PlW1HlE 






























UF sprawling habit 










BT Al'JTHiU'l'RI'rIONAL FACTORS 
protection (plant) 
USE Pl...AJ.~T PnUTECTIUN 
PHUT.t.IN CONC.I::NTB.Nr:l!:S 













PRuTEIN NITROGEN CONTENT 
PhWi:,;IN SYN'rHESIS . 
PliOTEINS 
PROTEIN DLFICIENCIES 
BT DEFICIENCY DI~'EASES 
RT PiiWEIN CONTENT 






protein efficiency ratio 
U;:>.E Ft.ii 
protein isolates 
USE I::iOLATED Plte'Tl::.IUS 
?.ii:OT~IN NI;rnOGE.N C0NTEljT 
BT NHRUG,t;N CCN'fi: .. 11T 
liT rl:iu'fi.:IN Cvlfl'Ei1T 
PR1.J'r~IN ~UALITY 













RT ISO.Lil.TED PrtUTEINS 


















BT INJURIOUS BACTERIA 
N'r PSBULOMO.NAS RADICIPERDA 
PSEUDONONAS RADICIP~A 
BT PSElliiOMONAS 
















BT InRIGArrroN ~~UIPMBNT 
id J. :S LLS 
PU-.ri.IiIBS 
NT A.LE.Nllffi 
Gu .. UrnE 
H.T NUCLEOTIDES 
PURITY ANALYSIS 
BT :ir..ED Q.UALITY 
purslane 




PUSA 1 C 
BT Li:J'i"TIL CULrIVARS 
Pl.iACAi"'.13C:i:.ID 
UF ;;iicarol 
.:h1 lin.G.AliIC FU.L~GICIDES 
PT.rl.ALIDAE 
.BT Ll;PLDOPl'ERA 











NT PYT:EIUM DEBAH.YAN1JM 
PYT:.IUM ULTIMUM 














USE Cu0KI.NG ~UALITY 
quality (product) 
USE PRODUCT QUALITY 
quality (protein) 
U0~ PnUT~IN Q.UALITY 
quality (seed) 
USE SEED QUALITY 
Q.UANTITATIVE INHEhlTANCE 





USE PLA.l'iT ~UA..1.ANTINE 
RABBI'l'S 











USE SOLAR RA.iiIATION 




USE RAPnANUS RAPliAJ.'USTRUM 






NT rlAitlFALL PA'lri'~?...'.l"S 






.i:rr cu L'I'IVA'!'I ON .C:1q,u IRwiLi~T 
li.T RAKING 
rtAKING 
UF scarification (soil) 
soil scarification 
B.T TILLI~G 




RAN DOM i'"l.A'i' ING 
.i3T BrcJ:;nING 
iiT 0Pt;N .?0LLINA'rION 
nanunculaceae (weeds) 
USB WELD HA.NUNCU.LACl:;AE 
HANUi.~CULUS 
BT WEED iiA.NUl~ CU LAC(.;A.E 
NT RA.NUi'iCU.i..US A.li.TuN::5IS 
n.ANUNCULUS A..hV~NSIS 
UF buttercup (corn) 
BT rlA.dUHCULUS 
HAPf...ANUS 
BT WEED CnUCIFERAE 
NT itArHAiiUS fiAPHANIS'fitUM 
RAPHANUS RAPHA.NISTRUM 
























USE HAH. VEST LNG 
ll.ECIPROCAL CROSSING 







BT LEN'rIL CULTIVAHS 
RED CLOVi.R MOr'rLE VIRUS 
UF clover mottle virus (red) 




red spider mites 
USE Tt:TRANYCHIDAE. 
redroot 
USE AN.ARANThUS RETROFIEXUS 
reduction division 
US.C.: MEIUSIS 
reduction of yield 
U::>E CROP LOSSES 
refuse 
USE wASTES 
relative humidity (storage) 





~~ BIRD REPELLENTS 
REPORTS 
BT BIBLIOGRAPHIC FORM 
reproduction (plant) 
USE PLANT RBP1WDUCTION 
RESEARCH 
UF investigation 



















BT wi:.Jlli RESBDACEAE 





USE WEED HBSEDACEAE 
reservoirs {water) 
USB WATER Rh:SERVOIRS 
residues (pesticide) 
USE PES·rICIDE RBSIIiUES 
resistance (disease) 
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USE HOST-PLA.i.~T RESISrANCE 
resistance (drought) 
USE D.i:l.OUGHT TOLERANC& · 
resistance (heat) 
USE HUST-PLA.N'l' RESISl.'Ai~CE 
resistance (infection or infestation) 
USE HuST-PLAljT HESISTANCE 
resistance {of pathogens to pesticides) 
USE PES'I'ICIDB RESI5f!1WE 
resistance ( ofp.ests to pesticides) 
USE PE~'l'ICIDE RESISTAHCE 
resistance (of weeds to herbicides) 
USE PESTICIDE RE~IS'fA.NCE 
resistance (pesticide) 
USE PESTICIDE RESIS'rA.i.~CE 
resistance (plant) 
USE HOST-PLANT BESISTAUCE 
resources (genetic) 
USE G~~"ETIC RESOURCES 
respiration (plant) 
USE PLA.!"fr RESP~ON 
REVIEW Ali.TICLES J 
SN State~of-the-ert reviews; not book reviews 





UF bacteria (root-nodule) 
root-nodule bacteria 
BT B6NEFICIAL BAarEHIA 
S0IL FLOHA 














.NT rtHEOCTOiHA ::>uLANI 
hllIZOCTOHIA SuLAi'U 
BT .RHIZOc·rONIA 
RT Ruur lilYr/'w'ILT CUMPLEX 
.hl:UZOPUS 
i3'r Flf1i GI 
~T .RiiIZuPUS NIGRICAi~S 
iiliIZOPUS NIG.ii.ICANS 
i3T .i:tHIZ1.,,FlJS 

















BT CELL STRUCTURE 



















.B'r .Dl:.NELOPME1'4'£AL :STAG.i::S 
RT FnU I'rI.NG 
iii'iA 
UF ribonucleic acid 
ribosenucleic acid 
.BT NUCLEIC ACIDS 






UF control (rodent) 
mice control 
rat control 
BT ?t;;JT Clii.~'i'ROL 
.i:i.'!1 INJUrtiliUS NM·ihALS 
HliD.cJ.'l'l'ICIDES 
RG.DENTICIDES 




















BT LAND PrtEPARATION 
iiT .H.OLLE!tS 
Rl.JMERIA 
.BT WEED PAPAV'.cilli.ACEAE 
·NT .a.ONE.RIA HYBRIDA 
.IWMERIA HYBRlDA 














B'l' DiJUhiuUS BIRDS 
H.Ou'l' HAIRS 
















UF rots (root) 
BT HYCOSES 





rtOOT hOT/wILT CvhFLEX 
TH.AJ.~ATEPHOrtUS CUCUHB.i:tIS 
rtOVrING 
BT DE. V-.uLUPME.NTAL STAG.t:S 
hT ROGTS 
HOUTS 
BT PLANT &:~ArOHY 
NT H.GVI' HAIRS 
RT NODULA'l'ION 
PLA.i.'iT VA~CULAR SYS'rEM 









ROI'ATIOi~AL CROPPING D 
UF crop rotation 
BT CULTIVA'l'ION SYSTEMS 
RT RO"l'A'.HONAL CROPS 
RO'l'ATIONAL CROPS D 
SN Includes other summer crops grown in 








hT H.0TA"i'IIJNA1 ChUPPING 
rots (collar) 
USE COLLA.a RllTS 
rots ·(foot) 
USE COLLAR ROTS 
rots .(root) 
USt.: RuuT Ll.~TS 
rots (stem) 












US.ii: CHLGROPHACIH 01'iE 
Rubiaceae (weeds) 
USE w.:.:£:.D iiUl3IACSAE 
rue (African) 
USE PEGAl';u"'M HARVJ.A.LA 
RUI>'iEX 
UF docks 
BT wEED POLYGONACEAE 
mrn-Ol!'F 




RT UrtOMYCES FABAE 
rye-grass (rigid) 












usr.; CAHTHA.NUS F .LA 7~;.;iCENS 
SA.LI;.iI'rY 




USB VACCA.i:tIA PYRANIDATA 
Sarolex 
USE DIAZINON 
SXI'U.ttAT:SlJ FAJ.'TY ACIDS 
BT F A.i.'TY ACIDS 









liS:C: i..;3.0.DA.W~fu: Cfu;NA'I'A 
SC:AJ.rnIX 
BT WEED UH3.t.LLIY~RAE 
~T SCAl{DIX IB~RICA 
SC.rtNDIX PEC'l'EN-VENERIS 
SCA.NDIX IBERICA 
UF shepherd's needle (Iberian) 
BT SCANDIX 
~C.ANDIX PEC~~-VE~~RIS 



















NT SCLEHOTINIA SCLEROTIORUM 
SCLEROTINIA 8CLEROrICRUM 
. BT SCLERarINIA 
RT srr.i:J1 R011s 
Sclerotium rolfsii 
USE COh.TICIUM RLiLFSII 
SCORPIURUS 
BT WEED LEGUNINOSAE 
.NT tiCufillIURUS SUBVILLOSUS 
SCORPIURUS SUBVILLOSUS 
UF Scorpiu:rus sulcata 
BT SCUH..PIUltUS 
Scorpiu:rus sulcata 
USE SCORPIURUS SUBVILLOSUS 
Scotland 
USE · UNITED KINGDOM 
SEASONAL :DE1rBLOPHENT 
UF development (seasonal) 
BT AG.i:i.ONO.NIC CHARACTERS 
NT EARLY DEVELvPMENT 
LATE DEVELOPMENT 
RT PLA.i.~T DEVELOPMENT 
SEASONS 
SEASONS 













BT CULTIVATION SYSTEMS 
sedges 
USE WEED CYPERACEAE 
SE.ED 
SN Seeds for sQwing or propagation; as a 
phase in the life of a plant, use SEEDS 



























UF colour (seed) 
B'r SLBD CHARAG"rBRS 
seed dressing 
USE SEED T.RZATM~i{T 
SEED IlliILLS 
UF drills (seed) 
planters (seed) 











UF quality (seed) 
BT SEED CHAHACTERS 





UF shape (seed) 
BT SEED CHAi:tACTERS 
SEED SIZE 
UF size (seed) 

































RT S~~D VIABILITY 
SB.bD 'I1:tiliA'rNbi~T 
UF dressing (seed) 
seed dressing 
..a•r FiST cu~~TRGL HE;'fli.ODS 
rt'.r PELLi:/rIHG 
0£Bll VIA3ILI'l1Y 
UF viability (seed) 
B'l' ::i..S.c.D «.UALITY 
li'.L' S.i:.i:.D .:>'i'0.iiAG-l!; 
seed weevil 
UtiE AfIGN Arth0G-.AliS 
SEED WEIGHT 
UF weight (seed)· 
BT G.HAIN YIELD 
seed yield 
USE GrlAIN YIELD 
SEEDBED 





















.3'r i1i:..:v:::.::..0PN~ld'.rtL L:i'J:,;.~;s 








SN Seeds as a phase on the life of a plant; 
use S1.E.D for crop propagation material 







FU ... a C :W:: S 
Gbiu'iL:iA'r I ON 
..:i:U:D 







B'!' HilE:.ALS AiEJ NU'rlt.I.i:,;i~TS 
rtT 'l'R.AC.::.. ;:;121:rEi~TS 
SELF-nRTILil'Y 
BT PL.ii.NT FERTILITY 
RT SELF· POLLINATION 
SELF FEri'rI1IZATION 
BT P-.:JiTILIZATION 
























. .a·r FLu\li'BHS 
.rlT CALYX 
SEQ.UENCE 






UF Sesamum indicum 




BT WEED GRAMI.NEAE 
NT ;;JE'l'ARIA VIRIDIS 
SETAltIA VIHIDIS 
UF foxtail (green) 
BT SETArtIA 
SBVILlE GIANT 






USE SEED SHAFE 
SHATTERING 
UF pod shattering 
BT POD CHA.HACTEHS 






















USE .::>CANDIX PEC'rEN-V~i'f.8RIS 
shepherd's needle (Iberian) 
USE .::>CluiDIX IBiftICA 
shepherd's purse 










USE 3.ii.;CHI.ARIA ErtUCIFUill1IS 
::lILAGE 
UF ensilage 
BT AlU.MAL FEEDS 
RT FODDERS 
;.>IiliNE 
.BT WEED CARYOPHYLLACEAE 
~'T / SIL.i:.lIB C0NOIDEA 
SIIBNE CONuIDEA 
UF catchfly (conoid) 
.BT ~IL.E.l~"E 
SILICON 
BT Milli.iiALS AHD NUTRI:BNTS 
RT TRAC.t. ELEHENTS 
SILOS 
UF grain silos 






USE AUTOGRA.PHA GAMNA 
SILYBUM 
.BT WEED COMPOSITAE . 


















.. BT lliiliBICIDES 
simulated meat 
USE MEAT SIMULANTS 
SINAPIS 
BT wBED CltUCIFERAE 






USE - CELL CU1~URE 
SISYNBRIUM 
BT ',.;EED CriUCH'ERAE 
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NT SISYMBRIUM ORIENTALE 
~ISYl-1.Bill:UM SEPrULA'l'UM 










SITB FACTURS D 
SN Characteristics of particular locations 
UF location characteristics 
NT AL'l'ITUDE 
CLU!ATE 





RT ENVIiiUNMi:.i~'i'AL EFFECTS 
SI TONA 
BT COLEOPI'ERA 






UF. pea and bean weevil 





S ITOi'U M..ACULA.H.IUS 
BT SITONA 
size (seed) 
USE SE;ED SIZE 
slug control 




BT INJUHIUUS NuLLUSCS 
small broad bean beetle 
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USE .13.i:i.UCHIDIUS INCAHNA'rus 
snail control 




BT HiJlHUuUS HOLLUSCS 
SOCIAL A;:iPECTS 
NT CON:.1UN~R PKC;.C'BHBr1CES 
11HA.DITillNS 
ltT nUf'lb .c;Cui~uNICS 
US.I:;S 
SuDIUM 
B'r i'll.i.fr..rtALS Aim HU'l1RIBi~TS 
h'r .:iOlJlUH i.HT.rlA'l'E 
Su.i.lilJ1'1 H h'RA'l1E 





USE SUIL FAUNA 
SvIL Cl:ilil•llS'l'hY 
UF chemistry (soil) 
R'i' :.1GIL n.i.i~CTIONS 
Su I LS 
SulL CUi~DI'l'IU.i.fo.RS 













UF fauna (soil) 
soil animals 
BT SOIL :MICROBIOLOGY 
RT ECOLOGY 
SOIL POPULATIONS 
SUIL . .l:i'E.liTILITY 
UF fertility (soil) 








UF flora (soil) 





UF impoverishment (soil) 
BT SOIL FErtTILITY 
SLlIL MICROBIOLOGY 
UF microbiology (soil) 
BT SuIL RE~UiliEMENTS 
ifr ~vIL FAU.NA 
SUii.. FLO.aA 




UF populations (soil) 
HT SUIL }'AU:NA 
3CIL FLOHA 
SOIL POiiOSITY 
UF porosity (soil) 
BT SOIL REQUIREMENTS 
soil preparation 
USE LAND PREPARATION 
SOIL RBAC'i'IONS 
BT SOIL RE~UIREME.NTS 




UF edaphic requirements 



















.SNV lrtllNNii,i1TAL EFF".i::GTS 









RT SUIL RE~UIRBMENTS 
SCIL TiiliA'l'Mi'.,ifT 
BT FEST CO.NTRGL HETHGDS 











USE LIGHT ~~~HGY 
SOLAR RADIATION 
UF radiation (sun) 
sunlight 
RT LIGHT BlGRGY 
SOLUBLE CARBOHYDRATES 
UF carbohydrates (soluble) 





UF thistle (sow) 
BT 'vlEED COHPUSITAE 























UF planting (seed) 
seeding 1 
BT CULTIVA'rION 









UF depth (sowing) 





BT FA.fill Il1PLEMEi'iTS 









































NT S:PODOPI'BHA EXIGUA 
SPUDLJPfi!RA LI'l'TuHALIS 
SPODOPI'EHA EXIGUA 
UF beet army worm 
lesser army worm 
BT SP0DOPI'ERA 
SP0DOPI'EhA LI'rTvRALIS 





USE ~bBD SPUILAGE 
spot (Alternaria leaf) 
USB ALTBrtf.~A..'tIA r.t;AF SFuT 
spot (brown) 
USE AL'l'r:.ili~AnIA LEAF SPOT 
spot (Cercospora leaf) 
USE C~RCCSPORA LEAF SPOI' 
spot (chocolate) 
USE CHOCOLATE SP<Jr 
spots (leaf) 
USE LEAF SPOI'S 
sprawling habit 
USE PROSTRATE HABIT 
spray irrigation 
USE SPnINKLER IRRIGATION 
::lPHA.YL"iG 
BT PEST COHTROL METHODS 
RT SPRAYS 
SPRAYS . 












R'l1 hABI SEASON 
SPR.il-iKLl:.!i IhltIGA'rION 
UF spray irrigation 
iiT Ll.HIGA'rION SYSTt.JoiS 
spurge (Aleppo) 
U::lE .:..U?iiu.i:IBIA AiliPPICA 
spurge (sun) 
USE ~UPHuRBIA HE.LIOSCOPIA 
spurges .. 
US.C:: 1::. UPHvhlHA 
St John's wort (curled-leaved) 
USB HYP.i:..nICUN CRIS.HJN 
stabilization (price) 
US::. P!t!CB O,)T.ABILllA:l.1!0N 
~'I'.~C:i Y3LYJ.'RYS 
.3'11 FLii~GI 
R'l1 Si:.LD SPOILAGE 
stain virus (broadbean) 












SN '.i'he large posterior petal 
UF vexillum 
3T Pr~TALS 
standards of identity 
us~ PESTICID!!i TOLERANCES 
STAiiCn C0i~fi:.i~T 
Bl' · CA.hBuiiYLRATE CIJNTE.i:~T 
ld STAliCH FriODUCTS 
STAhCH PhODUCTS 
BT PhGCBSSED PRODUCTS 











B'l' ll;JUnlvUS BIRDS 
steam-flaking 
USE w~i'-H..uAT PROCE~SlliG 
::iT&L1.IC J..CID 
UF octadecanoic acid 
iH ::i.H..i'lih...\.1'iD lA'11'f:Y ACIDS 
S'l'.C:LE 
BT PLAi'i'l' ·rrssUES 
£-1'1' CU.l:i:.l'EX 
.Pl'l'H 
.tt'l' VA.:lCU .:...L't 'I' ISSUBS 
stem blight 
USE S'l'l:.H RUI'S 
S'i'i:...N itvrs 




ii'i' BOrRYTIS CINJ::;iiiA 
::3Ckrt(/.i'I.N IA SC:LB.1.tU'rIORUN 
;:i'i'..':.J."lPHY 1IUM 
B'l' iu.i•GI 
NT !::i'l'i.i•LPHY1IUN .dU'rltYvSUN 









BT PLU'-i ..L' Ai~A'!'LINY 











SN In Vicia. or Lens 
BT F LA.N'r FihTILITY 
N'l' Giri.E.h.A'i.'IUi.~A.1 S'l'ERILITY 
NuHPHOLCGICAL S'l'ERILITY 
RT IN.,r~R.:l?l:.CIF £.C STERILI'l'Y 
sterility (interspecific) 
USE IN'ri:.JiliF:i:.CIFIC STERILITY 
sterility (male) 

















s torabili ty 
US!! DBThHIO.i:tA'rION 
3TGrlAGE 








S'l'Oitii.D PRODUC'r!::i PESTS 
;,5TOhAGE Bii'iS 
UF bins (storage) 
BT S'fURAGE s11RUC'rURES 
::iTOrtAGE CONDITIONS 




UF pits (storage)_ 
subterranean storage 
underground storage 
BT !::i'l10ltAGE S'i'RUC'rUREs 
STO.RAGE HELATIVE HUl"UDITY 
UF relative humidity (storage) 






















BT STORAGE CONDITIONS 
RT 'rENPERA'rURE 
STORED PhODUCTS PESTS 









BT S'i'OHAGE S1rRUC'l1URES 
storing water 
U::iE ·,..NrBR STORAGE 
streak (tobacco) 
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USE TOBACCu STHE.AK VIRUS 
S1!1HESS FACTOliS 
NT WA'rER S'filliSS 





BT MINbRALS AND NU'rRIEN'.rS 
RT TRACE ELENENTS 
structure (cell) 
USE CBLL STRUCTURE 
structure (plant) 
USE FLA.NT ANATOMY 
stubble crops 

















BT IrtRIGATION SYSTEMS 
subterranean storage 




























USE BLE1'1E.NTAL SULPHUR 
sulphate of potash 
USE FUTASSiilll ::>ULPHA'fE 
SULPHATE OF PU11ASH-fiiAGNEi3IA 
UF Patentkali 

















RT .iu"'lMLiNIUM SULPHAI'E 
ANMONIUM SULPHATE NITRA·:rE 
E.LEj:iJhH'rAL SULPHUR 
.POTASSIUM SULPliA'i'E 
.:>U1Fl:iA'rE UF PvrASH-HAGH~SIA 
sulphur (elemental) 












BT PHOSPHATE FERTILIZERS 





































BT LEN'rIL CU.L'rlVARS 
,r 36 
.dT Ll:.;.l~'l'IL CUi..'.i'IVAHS 
'I'ABOO::> 
UF foods (forbidden) 
forbidden foods 
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USE ME. TIWUDOFHOS 
tanks 
USE i>.ArER RE::.lEiRVGIRS · 
'rANNINS 
BT PHENOLIC CO.N'F"r.:.NT 


































.BT CLINAi'IC REQ.UIRE:riIEN'l'S 
~iT Alli •r:SNPBHA'rlJ"".t:IB 
3011 'ri:.NPERATurtE 



























BT ORGANUFtlOSPHORUS INSECTICIDES 
tetracosanoic acid 
USE LIGNOCERIC ACID 
tetradecanoic acid 
















UF mites (red spider) 
red spider mites 
ET PEST NITES 
NT 'i'i!:TRANYCHUS lftlTICAE 
·retranychus bimacula tus 
USE 'rETl:iAJ.'ffCHUS lf.tlTICAE 
TETRANYCHUS URTICAE 
UF ·retranychus bimaculatus 
BT 'rETRA.i.'ffCHIDAE 
'P-LXI.LRA 
BT WEED CRUCIFERAE 
NT TEXIERA GLASTIFOLIA 
I'B.Xli:RA GLASTIFOLIA 
UF mustard (globe) 
BT ·ffi.XIERA 
filA.l'iA'l'E PH ORUS 
BT FUNGI 
NT THANA'I'EPHUuUS CUCUMERIS 
'rHA.NA'l'EPHORUS CUCUMElUS 
BT '.I'lW;A'.I'EPHORUS 




BT BIBLIOGn.A.PHIC FORM 
'rHIABENDAZOLE 
1TF TBZ 
:aT ORGAi.'HC ?UriGICIDES 
THIAMIN 
UF vitamin B1 































UF tetramethylthiura.m disulphide 
™TD 
BT ORGANIC I!''UNGICIDES 
thistle (lady's) 
USE SILY13UM NAH.IA.1.'flJM 
thistle (Maria's) 
USE SILYBUM MARIANUM 
thistle (purple star) 




BT WEE:D CRUCIFERAE 
.NT 'i'HLASPI ARVLNSE 
THLASPI ARVEi>l"SE 
UF pennycress (field) 
BT 'rHLASPI 
THREONHfE 
BT AMINO ACIDS 
'i'!:IBLS HERS 










NT 'rHRIPS TABACI 
thrips (common name) 
USE THYSANOPrERA 
thripa (grey cotton) 















RT FHUTO~YNTHETIC PIGMENTS 
i'H.'flwUNE 
. BT PYRIMIDI1iJi. S 
RT DNA 
'rHYSANuPrERA 
UF thrips (common name) 




USE FABA BEANS 
'i'IL1ING 
UF seedbed preparation 


















UF culture (tissue) 





















BT RiJI'A'rIONAL CHOPS 
TOBACCO STREAK VIRUS 
UF streak (tobacco) 
.3'I1 VlhCSES 
tolerance (drought) 






























SN Resrict to faba bean or lentil related 
aspects 
RT AIU.MAL PHYSIOLOGY. 
H1ALTH 
HUNAN PHYSIOLOGY 






















'fU .. ,GSI'BN 
VANADIUM 
ZINC 
\ UF commerce 
exporting 
importing 
BT M.A .. -ti(i:.'rI.L'iG 
'l'HAilrl'IONS 
UF folklore 











BT P.L.iU'iT PliY~IuLOGICAL PROCESSES 
RT ~"U'rlUEN;l' UPI'AKE 
PLANT VASCULArt SYSTEM 
SY!:i'i'ENIC Cul~'l'it.OL 
r.RA.N::>NISSION 
SN Disease transmission 
NT VECTORS 









































BT UhGA.i:WPHO::.iPHClWS' I.N.':>EC'L'ICIDES 
'l'RICHOPi-USIA 
B'I' .NUC'i'UIDAE 
NT TRICHuPLUSIA NI 
1'.l:t.ICHIJPLUSIA NI 









BT. WEED LEGUMINOSAE 
NT TRIFOLIUM HYJ3RIDUM 
TRIFOLIUM HY13RIDUM 
UF clover (alsike) 
BT TRIFOLIUM 
TlUGONELLA 
BT WEED LEGUMINOi:.iAE 





















BT IN3EC'r POLLINA1'I0N 
rl.1!1 KEELS 
Triticu.m 
. USE WHEAT 
1!1ROPICAL SOILS 
BT CLI1'1ATIC SUIL TYPES 
'r.i:tOPISNS 
UF plant movements 
iiT PLANT PHYSIOLOGY 
'l'RYPSIN I1~1iIBI'rION 









BT Nl~"ERALS A.ND NUT.R.I.U~TS 




BT WEED UNBELLI.FhRAE 
NT TURGENIA LATIFOLIA 
TURGENIA LATIFOLIA 





TY CHI US 
BT COLEOPrERA 



















BT AMI.NO ACIDS 
UK. 




hT CBLL ~TiiUCTU'".ttE 
Umbelliferae (weeds) 
USE \./BED Uhni'..L1IFERA.E 
widerground storage 











UNITED !.:>'rATES vF Al'~liICA 
UF USA 
BT NORTH .Ai•GrtICA 
wiiversity departments 
USE INSTITUTIONS 
UN~ATURATED FATTY ACIDS 
BT FATTY ..lCIDS 
NT LI:NOLEIC ACID 




USE ERECT i::IABIT 
uptake of nutrients 









BT Al1UDE Y~RTILIZLiiS 
UROMYCES 
B'l' FUNGI 





BT SOUTH Al'1BRICA 
USES 
.NT ANIMAL F"rlEDS 
FOOD PRODUC'l'S 
INDUSTRIAL US.ES 







.BT 'w'J::;ED CAriYOPHYLLACBAE 
N'l' VACCA.11.lA PY.dAivUJJA.'l'A 







BT CYTOPLA;:)MIC ORGANELLES 
VALii'IB 
BT Al'UNO ACIDS 
VANADIUM 
BT NlNEHALS AND i'l1JlrRI.bl~'l'S 










SN Difference between related individuals 





vascular system (plant) 
USE PLANT VASCULAR 8YSTEM 
VASCULAR ·rrnsUEs 
BT PLA.."fr TISSUES 
h-r PHLOEM 
XYLEM 
il.1' PLA.i.'iT VASCULAR SYSTEM 
;;)TELE 
VASCULAR WIL'fS 




Ruill' .H.ur/wILT CONPLEX 
if'iC'fGRS 





BT FRESH PRODUCTS 
vegetative reproduction 
USE ASBXUAL REPRODUCTION 
VZiITILATION 
UF aeration 
RT STORAGE STRUCTURES 
Vernimine 
US.B 2,4-D .iJ1I~E 
Vl:;.:1.'1.'ICILLIUN 
BT Fill~GI 
RT ROGT RC!r/1vILT CO!-'l.PLEX 
vetch (broad-leaved) 
USE VICIA NARBONENSIS 
vetch (common) 



























RT LENS MONTBHETII 
VICI.A (WEED) 
VIC IA (w.IBD) E 
BT ·~"EED LEGUMINOSAE 




RT VI CIA 
VICIA BI'I'HYNICA A 
BT VIC IA 
Vicia bombycina 
USE LENS MOhTBRE.TII 
VICIA CRACCA E 
UF vetch (tufted) 
BT VIC IA ( 'l'[i.ED ) 
Vicia ervum 
USE :W:..NS CULiiUiliIS 
VICIA FABA A 
UF Faba sativa 
Faba vulgaris 
BT VI CIA 
NT VICIA FABA GREX E~UD~A 
VICIA FABA GRBX MAJOR 
VICIA FABA GREX MINGR 
VICIA FABA GR.EX PAUCIJUGA 
RT F ABA BEA.l'iS 
VICI.A PLINIA.i.~A 
Vicia f aba eu-f aba equina 
USE VICIA FABA GREX EQUINA 
Vicia f aba eu-f aba major 
USE VICIA FABA GHEX MAJOR 
Vicia.faba eu-faba minor 
USE VICIA FABA GREX MINOR 
VICIA FADA GiiEX EQ.UISA A 
UF Vicia faba eu-faba equina 
BT VICI.A FABA . 
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VICIA FABA GREX MAJOR 
UF Vicia faba eu-faba major 
BT VICIA FABA 
VICIA FABA GREX MINOR 
UF Vicia faba eu-faba minor 
BT VICIA FABA 
VICIA FABA GREX PAUCIJUGA 
UF Vicia faba paucijuga 
BT VICIA FABA 
Vicia faba paucijuga 








USE LENS CULINARIS 
Vicia lens marschalii 
USE LENS NIGRICANS 
Vicia lenticula 
USE LEJ.~S ERVOIDES 
Vicia leontoides 
USE LENS NIGRICANS 
Vicia marschalii 
USE LENS NIGRICANS 
Vicia megalosperma 
USE VICIA PEREGRINA 
VICIA MELANOPS 
UF Vicia pichleri 
BT VICIA 
Vicia montbretii 
USE LENS MOliTBRETII 
VICIA NARBONENSIS 




USE LENS NIGRICANS 
Vicia orientalis 










UF Vicia megalosperma 
BT V!CIA 
Vicia pichleri 
USE V!CIA MELA.N0PS 
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A·' 
VICIA PLINIANA A 
SN This species may probably be identical 
with V!CIA FA.3A 
BT VICIA 
RT VICIA FABA 
VICIA SATIVA E 
UF vetch (common) 
BT VICIA (w"EED) 
VICIA SE.H.RATI.FOLIA A 
BT VICIA 
VI CINE G 
BT BBTA-GLYCOSIDES 
VIROSES E 
SN Includes pathogens 
UF diseases (viral) 
virus diseases 
BT DISEASES 
NT ABUTILON MOSAIC 
ALFALFA i'10SAIC 
BEAN COMhON .MOSAIC VIRUS 
BEAN Y'BLL0'1•i MOSAIC 
i3ROADBEAN NOSAIC VI.HUS 
BROADBEAli h0TTLB VIRUS 
BHOADBEAN STAIN VI.HUS 
3ROADBEAN "l'iILT VIHUS 
.3ROADBEAU YELLOW MOSAIC 
CUCUMBER !>lOSAIC 
PEA ENATION :l'iOSAIC 
PEA LEAF ii.011 VIRUS 
PEA MOSAIC . 
F'i:.A MOTTLE MOSAIC 
PIGEONFEA MOSAIC 
RED CLO~~ MOTrLE VIRUS 
TOBACCO ;;;iT:aEAK VIRUS 




BT DISEASE CONTROL 
RT VIROSES 
vitamin B complex 








BT VITAMINS B 
vitamin C 
USE ASCORBIC ACID 
VITAMIN CON'rEi'l"T 
BT COMPOSITION 




RT VITAi'lIN .iJ:i!:FICILNCIES 
VITAMIN DEFICIENCIES 
BT DEFICIENCY DISEASES 
RT VITAMIN CO.NTENT 
vitamin G 




UF vitamin B complex 
BT VITAfUN CONTENT 








USE UNITED KINGDOM 
walls (cell) 
USE CELL WALLS 
WAREHOUSES 
BT STORAGE STRUCTURES 
WASTE UTILIZATION 



















.3'r ".::ll'l'E FACTORS 




SN Of crops or products 
BT COMPOSITION 
WATuR NA.J.1iAGEMENT 












:BT CU1/l'UliAL R.i:..1q,Uifil.JvlE.NTS 
















BT 1dATER STORAGE 
'WATER S'i10RAGE 
UF storing water 
BT WATER M&iA\J.EI'lENT 
NT WATER HESERVOIRS 
RT WATER SUPPLY 
WATER STRESS 
BT STRESS FACTORS 











BT WATER MANAGEf.L&'iT 
NT WELLS 




USE TRICHOPLUSIA NI 
WA'.rERMELONS 




USE PLANT WEA'rHERING 
w.i:.ED Al'JARANTHACEAE 
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UF Amaranthaceae ,(weeds) 
B'l' WEED PLANTS 
NT Al"IAR.Al'l"THUS 
'tl'EED ARISTOLOCHIACEAE 
UF Aristolochiaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT ARISTOLOCHIA 
WEED BER.B~RIDACEAE 
UF Berberidaceae (weeds) 
BT ·~rLED PLAN'l1S 
NT LBONTICE 
Wt:ED BORAGINACEAE 
UF Boraginaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT ANCHUSA 
iiiEED CARYOPHYLLACEAE 
UF Caryophylla.ceae · (weeds) 





UF Chenopodiaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT CHENOPODIUM 
wEED COMPOSITAE . 
UF Compositae (weeds) 























UF control (weed) 
BT PLANT PROTECTION 






VF Convolvulaceae (weeds) 




UF Cruciferae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLAJ.'iTS 











UF Cyperaceae (weeds) 
sedges 
BT WEED PI..A1~"TS 
NT. CYPhftUS 
w'EED DIPSACACEAE 
UF Dipsacaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT CEPHALARI.A 
WEED EUPHORBIACC.A& 
UF Euphorbiaceae (weeds) 
BT W-~ PLA.i.tTS 
NT EUPHURBIA 
WEED Fm-WUACEAE 
UF Fumariaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT FUMARIA 
irlEED GERANIACEAE 
UF Geraniaceae (weeds) 












UF Gramineae (weeds) 
grasses (weed) 
weed grasses 
















USE w·;.:En GR.Ai-uNEAE 
w:-i<;ED HYPBRICAC:i:;AE 
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UF Hypericaceae (weeds) 
BT WEE.D PLANTS 
NT HYPBHICUM 
wLED IRIDACME 
UF Iridaceae (weeds) 





UF Labiatae (weeds) 




UF Legum.inosae (weeds) 





















UF Liliaceae (weeds) 
BT \./ELD PLAliTS 
NT MUSCA.RI 
~D MALVACEAE 
UF Malvaceae (weeds) 




UF Orobanchaceae (weeds) 
BT Wl::E.D P LA.i.'J"TS 
lfr UlilJ.BAi.~CHE 
·w.i:.:t;D PAPAVt.itACEA.E 
UF Papaveraceae (weeds) 






































UF Polygonaceae (weeds) 










w.c.ED . POR'ruLACACEAE 
UF Portulacaceae (weeds) 
BT ·v~D PLANTS 
NT PORTULACA 
w'EED PiUilfULACEAE 
UF Primulaceae (weeds) 




UF Ranwiculaceae (weeds) 
B'l' W"JIBJ.) PLANTS 
NT ADONIS 
D.t;LPHIUIUM 
h.Ai\lJi~ CU LUS 
w~D RESEDACEAE 
UF Resedaceae (weeds) 
B'l' wi:IBD PLANTS 
NT RESEDA 
1¥1.ED ROSACEAE 
UF Rosaceae (weeds) 
BT w.i:.;ED PLL\JTS . 
NT PGI'Ei'HILLA 
w!::ED .lilf.i3IAC'LAB 
UF Rubiaceae (weeds) 




UF Umbelliferae (weeds) 










UF Zygophyllaceae (weeds) 
BT WEED PLANTS 
NT PEGANUM 
WEEDING 



























USE AUNUAL WEEDS 
weed's (biennial) 
USE Bli:l'ii.~IAL wEEDS 
weeds (parasitic) 
USE PAHASITIC WEEDS 
weeds (perennial) 
USE PEfu;NHIA.L WEEDS 
Wegwarte 
USE CICHORIUl'l INTYBUS 
weight (seed) 
USE SEED WEIGHT 
'w'ELLS 
















USE BEMISIA T.A.BACI 
wilt virus (broadbean) 
USE BROADBEA.N ~ILT VIRUS 
wilts (true) 








USE VASCULAR iiILTS 
WI.ND EFFECTS 









USE AGRVI'IS SEGETUM 
"II INTERLIK PULL 11 
UF Kislik-pul 11 
BT LE.i.~TIL CULTIVARS 
wLJTB.i:lLIK HED 51 
BT L&.'iTIL CULTIVARS 
iiI.NTERLIK YESIL 21 
UF Kislik-yesil 21 
BT LENTIL CULTIV.ARS 
JIHT.i:Ji.LIK YESIL 31 
BT LENTIL CULTIVARS 
woodruff (field) 




BT WEED COMPOSIT.AE 




















NT XYLENA EXOLETA 
XYLENA E.XOLETA 
BT XYLENA 
yellow mosaic (bean) 
USE BEAN YELLOw NOSAIC 
yellow mosaic (broadbean) 
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USE BRuATIBEAN YELLOW NOSAIC 
yield (grain) 
USE GRAIN YIELD 
yield (seed) 
USE Git.AI~ YIELD 
YIELD CGMPotiENTS 
RT YIELD INCREASE 
YIELDS 
YIELD INCIU::ASE 
UF improvement (yield) 





USE CROP LOSSES 
YIELDS 
























BT .r-uw-~s AND NUTRIENTS 

















UF zinc dimethyldithiocarbamate 
BT CARB.Al\A'rE FUNGICIDBS 
ZYGI.NA 
BT HONOPI'LRA 
NT ZYGIJ./A LUJ3IAE 
ZYGiliA LUBIAE 
BT ZYGIHA 
RT i:.l:iYTHRO:NBURA LUlHCA 
Zygophyllaceae (weeds) 
















Note: Under the auspices of ICARDA, two,books have been 
published in recent years that bring together much inform-
. a tion invaluable to the compiler of a thesaurus. 'rhese 
volumes contain contributions by many scientists, and those 
to whom I am especially indebted are naturally listed below. 
·rhey constitute nearly half, of the total number of citations. 
As both volumes were edited by Geoffrey Hawtin and Colin 
Webb, it is as well to remember when consulting the list 
that 1Hawtin and Webb'· refers to the volume of Faba Beans, 
whereas 'Webb and Hawtin 1 refers to that on Lentils. 
Abdalla, N.M.F. 1982 Mutation breeding in faba beans. Chapter 8 in 
Hawtin and Webb, op. cit. 
Abu.oShakra, S. and 'l1annous, R. I. 
of lentils. Chapter .14 'in 
Basler, F. 1981 Weeds and their 
Hawtin, op. cit • 
1981 'Nutritional value and quality 
;Jebb and Hawtin, op. cit. 
control. Chapter 10 in 'Webb and 
. Bischof, F. · 1978 Common weeds from Iran, 'rurkey, the Near East and 
North Africa. Deutsche· Gesellschaft .ft.ix ·Technische Zusammen-
arbei t (GTZ), ~schborn 
Bos, L. 1982 Virus diseases of faba beans. Chapter 24 in Hawtin 
. and ~ebb~ op. cit. 
Cardona, c., Fam, B.Z., Bishara; s.r. and Bushara~ A.G. (in press) 
Field guide to the main insect pests of faba bean in the Nile 
Valley of EfSYpt and Sudan 
Cubero, J .I. 1981 Origin·, taxonomy and domestication. Chapter 3 in 
Webb and Hawtin, opocito 
------ 1982 Interspecific hybridization in Viciao 
Hawtin and 'Webb, op.cit. 
Chapter 9 in 
------ 1983 Parasitic diseases in Vicia faba Lo with special refer-
ence to broomrape (Orobanche crenata Forsk.). Chapter 20 in 
Hebblethwaite, op. cit. 
------ 1984 Taxonomy, distribution and evolution of the faba bean 
and its wild relatives. Chapter 12 in Witcombe and Erskine, 
op.cit. 
Edgecombe, w.s. 1970 ~eeds.of Lebanon. 3rd edn., American University 
of Beirut, Beirut 
FAO 1959 Tabulated information on tropical and subtropical grain 
legumes. FAO, Rome 
------ 1981 FAO Production Yearbook. FAO, Rome 
· ·Gentry,.J.W. 1965 Crop insects of Northeast Africa - Southwest Asia. 
Agricultural Handbook No.273~ Agricultural Research Service9 
u.~. Department of Agriculture, Washington D.C. 
Gibbon, D. 1981 Rainfed farming systems· in the l'1edi terranean region. 
·Chapter 3 in Nonteith'and Webb, ope cit,, 
Hariri, G. 1981 Insects and other pests. · Chapter. 13 in Webb and 
Hawtin, op.cit. . . . 
Harvey, J.A. 1980 Summer crops in Syria. Discussion Paper No.5. 
!CARDA, (Aleppo) 
Hawtin, G. and Webb, c. 1982 Faba bean improvement~ · Proceedings of 
the Faba Bean Conference held in Cairo, Egypt, March 7-11, 1981. 
Martinus Nijhoff Publishers.for ICARM/IFAD ·Nile· Valley Project, 
The Hague 
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' Hebblethwai.te, P.D. (ed~) 1983 The faba bean (Vicia faba L. ). A basis 
for improvement. .Butterworths, London 
Hussein, L.A. 1982 Antinutritional factors in faba beans. Chapter 35 
in Hawtin and Webb, op.cit. . 
Hussein, M.M. 1982 Major disease problems'of faba beans'.in sud.an. 
Chapter 23 in Hawtin and ·#ebb, opoci t., 
!CARDA 1979 Introduction to the major pests of food legume crops in 
~est Africa. Technical Hanual No.4. !CARDA, (Aleppo) 
------ 1979 Important legume diseases of ',1est Asia and l~orth Africa. 
Technical Nanual No.5. ICAIUiA, (Aleppo) 
Islam, rt. 1981 Improved nitrogen fixation in lentils. Chapter 11 in 
'Jebb-· and Hawtin,. op.cit. 
Kassam, A.H. 1981 Climate, soil and land ~esources in North Africa 
and ~est Asia. Chapter 1 in Monteith and Webb 5 op.cit. 
Khare, M.N. 1981 Diseases of lentils •. Chapter 12 in We.bb and Hawtin, 
op.cit. 
Kukula, S.'l.1. and Masri, H. 1984 Integrated cultural practices and 
chemical control of Orobanche crenata in faba beanu Pages 256-
261 in Parker et al., op.cit. . 
Leatherdale, D. 1948 The material background of life in northern.Iraq. 
Journal of the it.oyal Central Asian Society i2,(1): 66-73-
------ 1977 Thesaurus on tropical grain and forage legumes. Inform-
ation Series ..:fo.1. International Institute for Tropical Agri-
culture (IITA), Ibadan 
------, '1'idbury, ·G.E. and Hack, R. 1982 AGrtOVOC. A multilingual 
thesaurus of agricultural terminology. English version. Apimondia, 
for the Food and Agriculture Organization of the United Nations 
and the Commission of the.~uropean Communities, Rome 
·· Hohammed, H.A.R. 1982 Major disease problems of faba beans in Egypt. 
Chapter 22 in Hawtin and webb, op.cit. . ·. 
Nonteith, J. and tiebb, c. (eds.) 1981 Soil water and nitrogen in· 
l"iedi terranean~type environments. Developments in Flant and Soil 
Sciences, Vol.1. ~iartinus Nijhoff/Dr w. Junk Publishers, The 
-~~ . 
Mouterde, P. 1966 Nouvelle flare du Liban et de la Syrie. 2 vols. 
Catholic Press, Beirut . · 
Muehlbauer, F.J. and Slinkard, A.E. 1981 ·Genetics 'and br~eding method-
ology. Chapter 6 in Webb and Hawtin, op.cit. . . 
Nagl, K. -1978 Breeding value of raaio-induced mutants of Vicia faba 
var. minor. Pages 243-252 in Seed protein improvement by 
nuclear techniques·.· Part 2. Seed protein improvement in grain 
legumes. International Atomic Energy Agency,. Vienna 
Nassib, A.M., Ibrahim, A.A. and Khalil~ s.A. 1982 Breeding for resist-
ance to Orobanche. Chapter 20 in Hawtin and Webb, op.cit.· -
Nygaard, D. and Basheer, A.M.M. 1982 How yield stabil_i ty can influence 
farmers' decisions to adopt new technologies: the case of faba 
bean production in ~gypt. Chapter 31 in Hawtin and webb, op.cit. 
Uygaard, D.F. and Hawtin, G.C. 1981 Production, trade and uses. 
Chapter 2 in ·t/ebb and Hawtin, op.cit. · . - . _ 
Parker, c., Musselman, L.J., Polhill, R.M. and Wilson, A.K. (eds~) 
1984 Proceedings of the Third International s;ymposium on Para-
sitic Weeds, !CARDA/International Parasitic Seed Plant Research 
Group, 7-9 May 1984, _Aleppo, Syria. !CARDA, Aleppo ,. 
Post, G.E. 1932-1933 Flora of Syria, Palestine and Sinai. 2nd edn. by 
J.E. Dinsmore._ 2 vols. American University of Beirut, Beirut 
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Presber, A.A.W. 1972 Vicia faba L. vare minor (Peterm~) Beck. An 
inquiry into the origin, cultivation and utilization of the small 
faba bean (horsebean) in Austria, the Federal Republic of Germany 
and England. Canada Grains CoWlcil, Winnipeg 
Purseglove, J. ·w. 1968 ( 197 4) Tropical crops: Dicotyledons. · Longman, 
London 
;;;axena, M.C. 1981 Agronomy of lentils. 
op.cit. 
Chapter 4 in ,..·ebb and Ha.wtin, op.cit. 
Chapter 8 in Webb and Hawtin, 
Shaner~ W.W.~ Philipp, P.Fo and Sch.mehl, W.R. 1981 Farming systems 
research and development. Guidelines for developing countries. 
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